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present paper is not designed to be a complete monograph of the
Australian AEschnice, onthelisfE.MWakr'xcelntwo
the genus A EinNsocrthAmae*.Tdlwithoesubfamy
in Australia on such lines would not only have involved the production of
a paper far beyond the bounds of the present one in cost and size, but would
have unnecessarily duplicated much good work already accomplished. Most
of the Australian species have been already well described by René Martin
while a few have been added by Förster and myself. But so far nothing
has been published on their life-histories, not has any attempt been made to
survey their geographical distribution and their phylogeny (except in so far
as the Australian forms have entered into the general discussion of these
problems for the whole subfamily). It has been mainly with these three
objects in view that I have been collecting material for the present paper
THE
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during the last five or six years. New species have been described in shorter
papers as they came along; but there still remain some interesting additions,
which find a place here.
The material studied is almost wholly in my own collection, or has been
there at some time, many of the specimens having been sent out to various
correspondents. Nearly all the specimens have been collected by myself ;
but I must not minimize the importance of consignments sent to nie by
several generous correspondents from various parts of Australia. These,
though small in number, have often contained rare species which I myself
could not obtain. A complete list is given in an appendix, the name of the
sender being given in brackets in each case. In this connection, I desire
to acknowledge the generous help which I have received from Dr. A. J.
Turner, the late Mr. H. Eigner, and Messrs. E. A ll en, S. Angel, G. F.
Berthoud, H. J. Carter, F. P. Dodd, C. Goldfinch, H. Hacker, G. Lyell,
E. A. C. Olive, and G. A. Waterhouse. I also desire to thank Dr. R.
Hamlyn-Harris, Director of the Queensland Museum, and Mr. Robert Hall,
Curator of the Hobart Museum, for allowing nie the opportunity of studying
two unique specimens. Finally, for valuable help in the preparation of
photographs, and for much usefnl advice on the same, I and indebted to
Miss M. Reinhold, Dr. F. Ris, and Mr. F. W. Carpenter.
The headquarters of the Australian AEschninae are undoubtedly the
mountain fastnesses of the South-East, with their extensions northwards
through New South Wales and Queensland, mostly close to and parallel to
the coast-line. Many of the species may be considered sub-alpine, being
found up to the 5000-feet level, and possibly higher. They exhibit a variety
of form and coloration far greater than that found in similar groups in other
regions. In particular, the species that inhabit the coldest climates exhibit
the most brilliant colouring; while a very distinct tendency towards a general
darkening, both of ground-colour and markings, is noticeable in the more
northern forms. The number of known species (twenty-six) bears a greater
proportion to the total number of Australian Odonata than might be expected
from the small size of the subfamily. This is wholly clue to the magnificent
development of the autochthonous genus A.ustroaeschna and its allies.
Before entering on the main portion of this paper, I have to indicate what
is, to my mind, a very necessary alteration in the accepted ComstockNeedham notation for the wing-venation of this group. On page 721 of his
now famous paper Professor J. B. Needham notes the fact that, in all the
larval wings of Anisoptera examined by him, trachea A joins trachea Cu
close to the base, and runs along with it for some distance before branching
off downwards. I have found the same thing to occur in all the Anisopterid
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larvœ which T have examined. Needham, however, after noting the fact, is
content to allow the notation of the imaginal venation to remain in such a
state that the true origin of the so-called anal vein of the imaginal wing is
obscured. In my studies on the anal trachea of Anisoptera *, undertaken
mainly with the view of determining the phylogenetic development of the
anal loop, T was impressed with the great importance of a correct naming
for the veins that arise around the tracheae of this part of the wing. To make
the point quite clear, I give herewith figures of the tracheation of the wings
of a nearly full-grown larva of AE schna brevistyla, Ramb. (figs. 1 & 2). In
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FIGS. 1 & .2. —Fore

and hind wing-cases of nearly full-grown nymph of Æschna brevistyla,
Ramb., to show tracheation. Permanent venation omitted, except for continuations
of A', Br, and sides of t.
Trachea :—A, anal ; A', A,, A 2, A,, its branches ; Ac, anal crossing; ore, arculus;
Br, bridge from Ra ; Bps, bridge from R6pl ; Brs', bridge from M pl; Cu, cubitus ;
Cu„ Cu:, its branches ; M, mediana ; M ,, 312 ,11,1„1114 , its branches ; 11/spt, median
supplement; N nodus ; R, radius ; Rl, its upper branch ; Rs,
ctor ;
supplemeut ; Sc, subcosta.
Rspl, radial supplement
Spaces:—A1, anal loop ; At, anal triangle ; t, triangle.
,

these, as in all Anisopterid nymphal wings examined by me, trachea A joins
trachea Cu very close to its origin, in the same manner that 11[ joins 1?.
Then Cu and A run along together as far as the future first cubito-anal
cross-vein. At this point, A bends sharply downwards away from Cu,
'i The results of this study will shortly be published.
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exactly as M bends away from R at the arculus. This portion of A I have
designed the "anal crossing" (Ac). It is at this point that the future
" first cubito-anal " cross-vein is laid down, and its persistency in all forms
is a necessity, since it is a part of the true anal trunk.
At the posterior end of Ac, A branches into two (sometimes three). One
branch, A 4 , runs back basad parallel to Cu-1- A above it, but not very far.
Along the course of this trachea the vein called " anal" by Needham is laid
down as a kind of bridge-vein connecting to the posterior border of the true
wing-base, and forming the attachment for a special rotator muscle. This
vein is, strictly speaking, not A at all, but the secondary anal vein, A.'.
We thus see that Needham's Ca is really Cud-.1 as far as Ac, while his
A is really A'.
From A4, very close to its origin from Ac, a strong trachea A3 descends
towards the wing-border (in some forms A s descends directly from Ac).
The second branch of A. from Ac runs distad, giving off a branch A 2 not
far from Ac, and then running on, as A 1, to meet Cu, near its point of
bifurcation from Cu t. It then joins Cu, for a short distance, and finally
breaks away from it again and curves inwards basad. Hence the anal loop
of the LEschnince is enclosed between A 2 and A 1 entirely. Needham has
correctly determined these parts for the 2Eschnince, but not for the other
subfamilies.
In fig. 3 I give the amended nomenclature on a diagram of the wings of
1Eschna brevistyla. The necessity of the alteration will be at once seen by
comparison of the adult venation with the nymphal tracheation.
As regards the life-histories many gaps still remain, and the field for
observation of small but interesting and often very important points is
almost unlimited, and open to any earnest field-worker to follow up. These
large Dragonflies are the most difficult of all to study, owing to the great
rarity of most species, their rapidity of flight, and their shyness. The
student of the -Escicnincr must have au unlimited supply of patience, and
must be content to add, year by year, only a fact here and a fact there, until
he approximates to a full knowledge of each particular case. I have fortunately been able to discover larvae representative of every genus in Australia,
with the single exception of Anstrogynacantha ; but only in very few cases
can I give at all a complete account of the life-history.
During the course of my studies on this group, I have been particularly
struck with the close agreement between the accepted phylogeny of the
1Eschnince and their present geographical distribution (in the case of the
Australian forms). I have, therefore, adopted the somewhat novel, but I
hope fully justified, expedient of subdividing them into geographical groups
based on their present distribution in relationship to the continent of
Australia. This subdivision will be found to correspond exactly with the
accepted phylogenetic classification. For convenience of reference, I have
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divided the subfamily into tribes, which I have named. In the main, I find
myself in agreement with the work already carried ont by others, especially
as regards the latest arrangement suggested by Walker.

Fin.

3.—Slings of Æschna Greeistyla, Ramb., d, to show new notation.

A, anal vein ; Al , A 2, A3, its branches; Ac, anal crossing, or first postcubital;
A', secondary anal vein ; aa, anal angle ; al, anal loop ; arc, arculns ; at, anal
triangle; atil , ax,, first and sixth antenodals, thickened; he, brace-vein; Br, bridge;
C, costa ; cas, cubito-anal or submedian space ; es, costal space ; Ca, cubitus ;
Cc„ Cu,, its branches ; df, discoidal field ; 117, median vein ; ^lti }I2 , lh 1V
NI_,, its
branches : 11l upper, M-4 lower sector of arculus; Mspl, median supplement;
in, membranule ; gas, median or basilar space ; i1; nodus ; 0, oblique vein ;
pt, pterostigma ; px, first postnodal ; R, radius ; Ri, its upper brauch ; Rs, radial
sector ; Rspl, radial supplement ; s, supertriangle, er hypertrigonal space ; scs, subcostal space ; Se, subcosta ; Sn, subuodus; st, subtriangle ; t, triangle; Ts, trigonal
,

,

supplement.

General Characters of the Subfamily.
IMAGINES.—The /Esclanince are the large swift-flying Dragonflies that are
so often seen hawking about, sometimes far from water, and more especially
in the afternoon and early evening. Their colour-scheme varies from dull
browns and blacks to beautiful patterns of green, blue, or yellow on a dark
ground. Bright blues and reds, and metallic colourings, such as are met
with in the Libellulidoe, are absent in this group. With the exception of the
Petali.ini, which I have included in the subfamily on good grounds, but
which nevertheless depart considerably from the generally accepted idea of
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an 11Eschnine, the following characters may be said to be common to them
all .I'enation.—Triangles elongate, crossed, of approximately equal shape and
size in both wings basal side always considerably distal from arculus.
Antenodals of first and second series not corresponding, except two specially
thickened ones (usually the first, and another between the fourth and
eighth). 1112 always arching up more or less under the l)terostigma, so as to
approach Ills . Pterostigma nearly always long, generally narrow, usually
braced. Strong supplements developed under Rs and 314. Membranule
very seldom absent. Anal border of hind-wing of male angulated (except
in Anax). Anal loop short and fairly broad, never elongated.
Head.—Eyes very large, touching for a considerable distance consequently postocular region much reduced to a small triangle or tubercle, and
vertex reduced to R vesicle or tubercle. Antennae short, with two short,
rather stout, basal joints, followed by five slender filiform joints. Front,
face, and mouth-parts well developed ; labium hairy, with broad lateral
lobes carrying movable hooks, and short wide mentum.
Thorax.—Prothorax very small, often reduced to a mere neck and a small
basal support for the fore-legs. Meso- and metathorax firmly united
together, strongly built rostrum with very distinct but small scuta. and
scutella. Legs strong, fairly large.
Abdomen.—Always slender and elongated, never either clubbed or swollen
towards tip. Auricles present on segment 2 of male (except Anax).
Accessory genitalia of segment 2 of male lodged in a deep median ventral
depression or fossa. Male with two superior and one inferior anal appendages.
Female with generalized ovipositor suited for placing eggs in the tissues of
plants, and consisting of three pairs of elongate processes, one pair developed
from the eighth, the other two from the ninth sternite.
LARVA or NYMPH.— General shape elongate, with large head, prominent
eyes supported by strong postocular lobes ; prothorax of moderate or small
size, often with lateral spines or tubercles ; abdomen well rounded above,
flattish beneath. AntennEe filiform, usually 7-jointed in the full-fed nymph.
Wing cases not divergent.
Labial Mask with flat, more or less elongated nientuui ; median lobe
seldom projecting, often bilobed ; lateral lobes narrow, with apex either
pointed, rounded off or truncate, often with a tooth projecting from inner
apical angle ; inner border finely crenulate or smooth movable hook long,
strong, pointed ; position of hinge when at rest very variable, lying sometimes as far forward as the procoxm, sometimes as far back as the metacame.
Anal. Appendages.—The true anal larval appendages consist of a single
median superior appendage (appendix dorsalis of Ileymons), which is an
outgrowth from the eleventh tergite, and two lateral inferior appendages
(the true cerci of Heymons), outgrowths from. the two pieces of the eleventh
;

;

;

;
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sternite. Besides these, there can be distinguished in both sexes two smaller
appendages, often called " lateral," lying on either side of the median
superior appendage. These are the cercoicls of Heymons ; they are not
functional in the larva, but give rise to the two superior appendages of the
male imago, or the two anal appendages of the female imago. In describing
exuvite, therefore, I prefer to speak of these as the involucra of the imaginal
appendages mentioned.
Heymons was of opinion that the so-called " inferior appendage " of
the male imago was developed from the base of the appendix dorsalis of the
larva—that is, from the eleventh tergite itself. This is very probably correct.
But, in all the male larvm of /Rsclinina' examined by me, the involucra of
this appendage can be very clearly seen situated dorsally above the base
of the appendix dorsalis (see figures of Plate 7); and by comparison with the
same structure in the female nymphs, I have come to the conclusion that
this involucre is truly an appendage or outgrowth of the eleventh tergite,
and not the tergite or base itself. If I am right in this view, it will add
weight to Handlirsch's t argument that the " cercoids " are the true " cerci "
regenerated; for this dorsal involucre may then be considered as a regeneration of the " appendix dorsalis." The fact that the original and the
regenerated appendages exist side by side in the native nymph is not an
objection to this view; because, there being no resting or pupal stage, no
other method of " regeneration " is available. In this paper, I shall speak
of this dorsal outgrowth above the larval superior appendage as the involucre
of the inferior appendage of the male imago, since it gives rise to that organ
in the male.
The three " laminae anales" forming the " telson" are not mentioned in
this paper, since they cannot be seen in the XL'schnince except by removing
or opening out the larval appendages.
By referring to Plate 7. figs. 1 and 21, the six appendages of the male
nymph can be easily localized ; s is the superior, i the inferior larval
appendage, while ms, mi indicate the involucra of the male imaginal superior
and inferior appendages respectively.
Genitalia.—In full-fed nymphs, the males may be distinguished by a very
slight median tuberculation ventrally on the second and ninth segments.
That of the second indicates the beginning of the formation of the genital
fossa and its accompanying parts, and may be called the involucre of the
accessory genitalia ; that of the ninth is the rudiment of the gonapophjses.
These involucra are too small to possess any taxonomic value, and will not
be referred to in this paper. The female nymphs have no tubercle on the
second sternite, but a much larger swelling arising from the base of the ninth
is very distinctive and of great specific value. This is the involucre covering
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the growing parts of the female ovipositor, and may be so large as to extend
right across the ninth segment and even on to the tenth. In descriptions of
exuviæ, it will simply be called the ovipositor for brevity. For brevity also,
I have adopted the plan of describing male and female lary or exuviæ
together, ending with separate descriptions of those sexual outgrowths in
which they differ.
In the study of the imagines, I have not included a detailed account of the
genital fossce of the males, reserving these, together with some larval
structures (the gizzard and rectal tracheoles), for future treatment. All the
Australian forms are easily separated without recourse to this line of study,
which is, however, of great• importance in groups—such as the majority of
the Libellulinae and the Holarctic species of the genus _ZEschna—in which
the anal appendages of the male are not so clearly differentiated in the
various species. It may be mentioned, however, that the Australian members
of the second tribe, Brachytrini, nearly all possess the structures of the
second sternite in very similar form to that already described for Boyeria by
Walker, with the spines of the anterior lamina not so well developed as in
the .Eschnini. The reduction of the ovipositor in Notoceschna has run parallel
with a corresponding alteration in the details of the genital fossa of the
male, which I have therefore thought it advisable to figure (Pl. 9. fig. 15).
Good drawings of the various parts that are sunk deep into the fossa can
only be obtained by cutting away the margins of the second tergite ; and,
owing to their brittleness, the investigation of the parts in detail is best
made by preparations from freshly killed specimens. This I have not yet
been able to undertake. I have, however, figured and described the fossa of
Austropetalia Patricia, which is of somewhat more general interest.
A list of the material studied is given in an appendix (Appendix A).
Mr. Herbert Campion's description of a new subspecies of 1 elephlebia
Bode/h'oyi, Selys, is attached, by his kind permission, as Appendix B, and
completes the study of this interesting genus. I have also given two comparative tables for reference; the first, inserted before the description of
new species of Austroæschna (p. 48), gives the main points of difference
between the twelve known species of that genus ; the second (p. 75) shows
the chief differences in the known larvm of Australian 1Eschniiace, and gives
the main results of the detailed larval studies at a glance.
Phylogeny and Geographical Dislribution.

Walker's latest scheme for the classification of the ./Eschnince, based on
those of Karsch and Needham, but with certain amendments, is an excellent
one from a phylogenetic standpoint. With his view of An ax and Hemianax
as a direct cænogenetic offshoot from an archaic schna-form I strongly
agree ; for my studies of the larvm of Anax and lEschna only tend, in my
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opinion, to intensify the exceedingly close relationship between these two
genera as compared with others. Conversely, therefore, I am quite unable
to subscribe to Cockerell's latest proposition * of setting up the Anacini as
a distinct tribe co-ordinate in value with the .Eschnini. No doubt the
venation of Anax is peculiar, and shows some striking differences from that
of other zEschnines ; but this change is, in my view, of very recent date,
and in no way comparable to the two diverging tendencies that have been
operating for ages on the two diverging groups—the /Eschnini and the
Brachytrini. We have in Anaciceschna the connecting-link between 1Eschna
and Anax, just as we have in Procordulia the connecting-link between
Sonnatochlora and Hemicordulia. Nobody would propose to erect a tribe
I-Ie»zicordulini ; yet to me the development of Anax from ./Eschna offers an
exact parallel to that of Henzicordulia from Sonaatochlora, except that the
former has been more vigorously cænogenetic, and so shows a greater degree
of differentiation. The same causes, also, have operated in both cases—viz.
the invasion, by an offshoot of a temperate group, of the warmer tropical or
subtropical region, and the attempt to accommodate itself, both in habits of
breeding (in still water) and in manner of flight, to the domain of the
Libellzdince.

On the other hand, when one considers the Æschnini inter se, it becomes
evident that Anaa has so far outrun its nearest relatives in cænogenetic
development that some recognition of the differences between them is
necessary. It seems, therefore, to me advisable to retain the three separate
series in this tribe, as suggested by Walker—viz., the ,.£schna series, the
A n na series (including only the genus Anax, into which I propose to merge
Hemianax for reasons given below), and the Gynacantha series. This
division is strongly supported by the study of the larvæ, so far as I have
been able to carry it out. The development of the rectal papillæ in Anaxnymphs is very remarkable; and even though it be the direct outcome of the
invasion of still water by this genus (the papillæ giving an undoubtedly
superior respiration-activity to these larvm), yet the fact ought not to be
overlooked in classification. In the case of Gynacantha, I have made what
to me seems a most unexpected and extraordinary discovery, that the nymph
of G. rosenbergi possesses a splendid sel of strong sela on lhe lateral lobes of its
labium. If this be a characteristic of the larvæ of the group, it will indeed
mark them out as very distinct from all other iEschnid larvae. Again, I can
only regard this as another cænogenetic character assumed directly as the
outcome of the invasion of still water by these nymphs, directly comparable
but in no way related to the similar development in the labium of Libellnlidæ
and of those Agrionidæ that breed in still water. It would be most interesting to see whether the rectal gills of Gynacantha have developed papillæ
* Proc. U.S. Nat. Mue. vol. xlv. (1913) pp. 577-583.
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like those of Ana,r, or whether they show a tendency to form the overlapping
tile-like folds of Libellulidæ.. Unfortunately, the living larvae are most
difficult to obtain.
Hortense Butler k has proved the existence of two seta on the lateral lobe
of the labium in very young Anax nymphs, but these very soon disappear.
This might be regarded as proof that the nymphs of 1Eschnince originally
possessed setae, which later on disappeared, being only retained in Gynaeautha and as a disappearing remnant in Anax.
I prefer, however, to see
in the phenomenon shown by the young Anux nymph an attempt to develop
seta canogenetically. They may be of use to the very young ]arvlr, and
still may not yet have reached their full clenogenetic development. This
view would demand the recognition of the Gynacantha larva as the most
canogenetic of IEschnine larva, with the larva of Jnax intermediate in
position between it and the larva of —Eschne. Neither the archaic Petaliini,
nor any of the GompMaa', so far as I know, have setrc in the nymphal
labium—a strong point in favour of the camogenetic development of these
structures in Gynacantha.
To the rEseknicue as usually constituted, I also add, as an archaic remnant
of undoubted IEsclmine origin, the isolated Petalia-group of genera. These
might well be claimed as of co-ordinate rank to the whole of the rest of the
1schnince. I have, however, considered it sufficient to allot to them the rank
of a " tribe" within the subfamily, so that we now have three very distinctly
marked tribes, which may be named after their most prominent genera, and
defined as follows :—
Tribe I. PETALIINI.
112 distinctly arched upwards near the beginning of the pterostigma, but
not approaching 111 1 as closely as in other _Eschnina. Triangles rather short,
usually only two-celled. Rs unforked. Rspl present. AIspl absent.
Oblique vein far distal from subnodus. Wings with a set of remarkable
semitransparent brown or ruby-red spots along costal border. Eyes touching
only for a short distance. Inferior anal appendage of male trifid. Ovipositor
of female of typical /Eschnine form.
Larva with broad flattened abdomen carrying fin-like lateral segmental
projections (strongly suggestive of Trilobite ancestry). Dorsal tubercles
present. Labium with typically .L schuine mentum and lateral lobes ; outer
apical angle narrow, rounded inner border finely crenulate. Appendages
short, segment 10 small and half enclosed in a hollow of 9.
Includes the genera Petalia, 1lypopetalia, .Phyllopetalia, and Auslropetalia, n. g.
;

* "The Labium of the Odouat;i," Tran;,, Amer. Eat Soc. xis. (1904) pu 111-134
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Tribe IL BBAcrrrTRZNI.
Rs symmetrically forked, or nnforked. Rspl straight and lying only one
or two cells' width below Rs. z1Lspl similarly developed with respect to 21I4 .
Oblique vein very close to subnodns. Eyes touching for a long distance.
Inferior anal appendage of male simple.
Larva with elongate abdomen, rounded above, flattish beneath. Head and
eyes of moderate size only. Labium with apex of lateral lobe either
rounded, pointed, or slightly nodding, but not squarely truncated. Superior
appendage either very short, or long and sharply pointed.
This tribe includes two series :A. Borieria Series, with Rs unforked; genera lllopetacliac , Goenpho'sckna,
.Tagoria, Lincescicua, Boyeria.
B. Bracchytron Series, with Rs symmetrically forked genera Teleplalebia,
Austropllebia, n. g., De,adrocesciwa, n. g., Austroceschna, Notoœsehna, n. g.,
Ca.liwschna, Periceschua, 1Vasiceschna, Epimschna, CEschnophlebia, and
Brachytroa.
;

Tribe III. zEsarnunr.r.
Rs unsymmetrically forked, or unforked. Rspl much curved concavely
to Rs and separated from it by three or more cell-rows. Aispl similarly
developed with respect to 1114 . Oblique vein very close to subnodus. Eyes
and inferior appendage of male as in II.
Larva shaped as in II., but with proportionately larger head and eyes.
Labium with apex of lateral lobe nearly always more or less truncated
(a few exceptions, viz. Stauroplilebia, 1Eschna constricta, 1E. clepsydra).
Superior appendage always long and bifid at tip.
Considered zoo-geographically, the .A; schnince of Australia fall into three
very distinct groups, corresponding exactly with the classification given
above. These can be defined as follows :—
I. PALZOGENIC Group. An archaic remnant of a once abundant and
widely-spread group, whose origin and course of development are
too remote to be determined with any certainty, but whose present
characteristics were most certainly not developed within Australia. •±
Tribe PETTLrrNI.
II. ENTCGENIC Group. A group which has developed its present-day
characteristics within Australia, and so forms the autochthonous
Æschnine fauna of the continent *.
Tribe B. AcHYT$rNI.
0, phis statement does not, of course, imply that non-Australian genera of this group
originated in Australia. This group is of polyphyletic origin, and contains the remnants of
many lines.
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Five genera are represented, all belonging to the Brachytron Series.
These may, however, be subdivided into two well-marked series, as follows:—
A. Aphantochrome * Series, in which a scheme of protective colouring is

developed on the wings and body, agreeing with a marked crepuscular and shade-loving habit of flight. This colour-scheme consists
of a reduction of the body-coloration to a nearly uniform dark
brown, with obliteration of all spots on the abdomen ; on the wings,
longitudinal brown bands are usually developed. This colour-scheme
gives almost complete invisibility to the insect, both in flight and at
rest.
Genera : Austrophlebia, Telephlebia.
B. Hylochronae t Series, in which a scheme of pale markings on a dark

ground is developed, agreeing with the forest-haunting habits of the
insects. In flight, this coloration appears dark, but does not confer
any degree of invisibility ; when the insect is at rest, the colouring
is completely protective.
Genera : Dendroceschna, Austroceschna, iVotoceschna.
III. ECTOGENIC Group. A group which has developed its present-day
characteristics outside Australia, and is only represented therein by
immigrants of comparatively recent date. All three series are represented, each only by a very few forms. Tribe IESCHNIzvr.
A../Eschna Series. Genus 1Eschna.
B. Anax Series. Genus Anaai (including Hemiana.v).
C. Gynacantha Series. Genera : Gynacantha, Austrogyiacantha
(probably a recent Australian offshoot of Gynacanlha), and
Heliceschna.

This tribe includes three series :A. 1Eschna Series, in which the anal triangle of the male is very elongate

and the membranule correspondingly large ; the lary without
lateral setse on the labium and with no papill developed on the
rectal gills.
Genera : Basiceschna, Hoplonceschna, Amphiaeschna, Coryphceschna,
zEschna, and Anacireschna (the latter connecting A
with B) .
B. An.a.v Series, in which the anal border of the male is rounded, the

sectors of the arm-tins arise near its upper end ; the full-fed larvm
without lateral set e, but with papillæ on the rectal gills.
Genus Anax (including Hemianax).
* Greek ä¢avros=obscure, invisible; xpwµa=colour.

t Greek Pue=forest.
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C. Gynacantha Series, in which the anal triangle of the male is usually

wide and the membranule correspondingly small, the anal appendages of both sexes very long, and the females with a remarkable
projecting fork under segment 9 ; the full-fed larvae, so far as
known, have lateral set on the labium.
Genera : Heliaeschna, Platacantha, Cornacantha, 'Lriacanthagyea,
Tetracanthagyna, Gynacantha, and Austrogynacanlha.
To this tribe also belong the genera Subuschna, I euraeschna, and Stawrophlebia, but their correct position within it seems to me too problematical for
definite decision until more is known about them.

List of the Known Species of Australian iEschninm.
I.

PALIEOGENIC

Group. Tribe

PETALIINI.

Genus 1. AUSTROPETALIA, n. g. (Type Phyllopetalia patricia,Tillyard.)
1. Auslropetalia patricia, Tillyard.

II. ENTOGENIC Group. Tribe
A.

APH3NTOCHROMR

.BRACHYTRINI.

Series.

n. g. (Type Planaeschna costalis, Tillyard.)
2. Austrophlebia coslalis, Tillyard ( a hitherto unknown,
[described herein).
Genus 2. TELEPnLEBIA, Selys.
3 a. Telephlebia godefroyi godej --royi, Selys.
3 li. Telephlebia godefroyi brevieauda, n. subsp.
3 c. 1elephlebia yodegroyi cyclops, n. subsp.
3 cl. Telephlebia yodefroiti tillyardi, n. subsp., Campion.
4. Telephlebia asthenes, n. sp.
Genus 1.

B.

AusTROPxLESIA,

IIYLOCHROME

Series.

Genus 1. DENDROXSCHNA, B. g. (Type Calicescitna conspersa, Tillyard.)
5. Dendrocesehna conspersa, Tillyard.
Genus 2. AUSTROAcSCHNA, Selys.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Austroceschna tripunctata, Martin.
Austroceschna weiskei, Förster.
Austroaeschrna forcipata, Tillyard (= severini, Förster).
Austroaeschna unicornis, Selys.
Austrocesehna inermis, Martin
hitherto unknown,
Auslroceschna longissinma, Martin,
[described herein),
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Genus 2. AUSTROtESCHNA (continued).
12 a. Austrocesehna pavvistiynzce parvistiyma, Selys.
12 b. Austroaeschna parvistiyma,flavonxaculata, n. subsp.
ustroceschna n2ultipunctata, Martin.
13 ,
14. Aiistrocescheia atrata, Martin.
15. Austrocesclenai anacantha, Tillyard (=aspersa, Martin).
16. Austroaeschna victoria. Martin.
17. Austroceschaaa tasmanica, n. sp.

III.
A.

EcTOGENIC

iscHNA

Group. Tribe

iESCHNrNI.

Series.

Genus 1. 1ESCHNA, Fabr.
18. "Eschna brevistyla, Ramb.
B. ANA.r Series.
Genus 1. ANLAS, Leach.
19. Anax yuttatus, Burm.
20. Anax gibbosulus, Rumb.
21. Anax papuensis, Burm.
C. GiNACANTHA

Series.

Genus 1. GYNACANTHA, Ramb.
22. Gynacantha rosenbergi, Brauer.
23. Gynacantha mocsaryi, Förster.
24. Gynacantha alohrni, Krüger.
Genus 2. AUSTROGYNACANTHA, Tillyard.
25. Austrogynacantha heterogena, Tillyard.
Genus 3. HELI.SCHNA, Selys.
26. Heliceschna simplicia, Karsch.
I. PALÆOGENIG GROUP.
Tribe

PETALIINI.

AUSTROPETALIA, n.

g.

Triangles very close to wing-base short, two-celled, followed by two posttrigonal sets of cells in all four wings ; basal side very close up to level of
arculus. Subtriangles free, preceded by one cross-vein in submedian space.
One cross-vein in hypertrigonal space. 111,5 undulated. Oblique vein far
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distal from snbnodus. Membranule small, narrow. Pt.erostignia narrow,
fairly long. On all four wings six conspicuous costal spots, transparent
ruby-red in colour, edged with blackish, as follows :—a basal spot or streak,
extending to first antenodal, in costal space ; a small spot on Sc halfway to
nodus ; a larger nodal spot a medium-sized spot on R, halfway between
nodus and pterostigma a spot below basal half of pterostigma ; and an
apical spot or patch. Besides these, in fore-wings of
and often also in g ,
there is a small spot, often nearly a point, on Se between the nodal spot and
the one preceding it. Spots of much larger than those of a, and sometimes more or less confluent. Anal border of a excavated.
Eyes touching for a short space. Front broad and high ; labium broad.
Thorax with three pairs of straight bands, one pair dorsal, two lateral. Legs
of medium size, tibice with two rows of cilia, but the inner row on protibiæ
more numerous and more closely set than the others. Abdomen cylindrical,
long and slender in d , shorter and stouter in . Auricles very large in g ,
fairly large in
Genital fossa of d widely open anteriorly, narrowed
posteriorly by the overlapping margins of the second tergite, which project
into two conspicuous pointed prominences penis ending in two very long
thin cHrved filaments. No conspicuous dilatations of tergal margins underneath 7 or 8. Superior appendages of d' short, inferior much longer, trifid.
Type : Phyllopetalia Patricia, Tillyard.
Habitat. Blue Mountains, N.S.W.
This genus is very closely related to the Petalia-group of genera which
inhabits Chili, viz.: —Petalia, Phyllopetalia, and l-]ypopetalia. The following
points of difference should be noted :1. Austropetalia differs from Petalia by (a) the greater number of spots
on the wings (six instead of four), (b) the form of the pterostigma, and
(c) the ciliation of the protibile.
2. From Phyllopetalia it differs by (a) possessing six wing-spots instead of
five, (b) its larger membranule, (e) the different form of the tergal margins
in 7 and 8.
3. From hï'gp opetalia it differs by the possession of (a) two-celled triangles
(three-celled in Hgpopetalia), (ab) free subtriangles (three-celled in Hypopetalia.), and (c) the larger membranule.
From all three genera Austropetcolia differs by (a) the ruby-red coloration
of its wing-spots, (b) its broader labium, (c) the form of the appendages of
the a, the superior being straighter and the inferior longer by comparison
than those of the Chilian genera. These differences, coupled with the very
distinct habitat, justify the proposition of this new genus. It was, however,
impossible to propose it in 'my former paper, since the male had not then
been discovered. I now add a description of the type-male of the only
known species.
;

;

,

.

;
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AUSTROPETALIA PATRICIA, Tillyard.

(Fig. 4 ; and Plate 4. fig. 1.)

Petalia apollo (e ), Tillyard, Proc. Limn. Soc. N.S.W. xxxi. 1906, p. 722.
Phyllopetalia palricia (T), TiIlyard, ibid. xxxiv. 1909, p. 698 ; plate 55.

figs. of larval exuvi,r., labium, and
imago.
. Total lenglh 64, abdomen 50, .fore wing 36, hind-wing 34 mm.
Wings (Pl. 4. fig. 1) much narrower than in , the ruby wing-spots
much smaller; basal spot forming a mark about 3 mm. long in subcostal
space, reaching just beyond first antenodal; mid-spot between base and nodus
small and round ; about 4 mm. distally from this a tiny round subcostal spot
(absent in two other males) on fore-wings only; nodal spot lying distally from
nodus, which it borders, nearly 2 mm. squarish ; spot between nodus and
pterostigma 1 mm., suboval, bordering the radius beneath ; spot beneath
pterostigma 1•5 min., lying below proximal half ; end-spot 2.5 mm., flat,
10-111
irregular.
mm.,
_Nadal Indicator 13-14,
Pterostig ma ' fore 2.8' hind 3.4 mm.
a
9-10, 9-101 .
-

narrow, dark semi-transparent ruby-red between black nervules.
triangle three-celled, anal angle very prominent.

Anal

Fic. 4.—Ventral view of second segment of Austropetalia patricia ; sp.a.l., spines rf

anterior lamina ; a.laam, , anterior hamulus ; /bs. genital fossa ; p.ham., posterior
hamulus; aar., auricle ; sla.p. , sheath of penis; ,ft., tergal fold; p., penis; fp.,
filament of penis; c.s., carina sterni.
.

,

H e a d.—Eyes dark brown ; occiput black, fringed with dark grey hairs ;
vertex black, small ; front high, wide, dark brown, with a paler area along
the transverse ridge ; clypeus wide, dark brown with a transverse band of
yellow ; labrwm blackish ; labium dull brown, downy ; a yellow rim under eyes.
Thor a x.—Prothoraw small, dark brown. Meso- and nmtathorax dark
brown, with a pair of narrow dorsal yellowish-green stripes slightly inclined
backwards and two rather similar pairs of lateral stripes. Legs short, black,
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bases of femora brownish beneath ; all tibim with two rows of short even
cilia, the inner row on protibice fine and closely set like a comb.
A b d o m e n.-1-2 swollen, 3 scarcely pinched at all, 4-10 cylindrical,
7-10 only very slightly widened. Genitalia of segment 2 with the spines of
anterior lamina bluntly pointed, the anterior hamuli not pointed, irregularly
rounded and lobed, carrying hairs on posterior border ; posterior hamuli
small, placed vertically against the tergal folds, tips carrying hairs ; auricles
large and rounded, with posterior border carrying a set of small spines or
teeth; tergal folds prominent, oval in ventral view, with fairly denticulate
margins; in lateral view they rise up posteriorly to a. fairly sharp prominence ; penis with a pair of long curved end-filaments, projecting ventrally
far beyond the level of the folds ; sheath of penis placed completely in front
of penis and scarcely enclosing it at all (fig. 4, also Plate 9. figs. 10, 21).
Colour.--1, brown ; rest dark brown marked with green (yellowish in
immature specimens) as follows : 2, a touch of green on each side of dorsum,
auricles yellowish green ; 2-8 with very distinct transverse central carin ;
3-7 with a pair of basal dorsal lines reaching to carina, a pair of sublateral
spots, and a pair of central spots wider apart, lying just distally from carina ;
8 with similar markings, but basal dorsal lines short, and central spots
enlarged with a pair of lines covering the apical three fifths of the segment ;
9 with basal lines, a pair of very small basal sublateral spots, and a pair of
fine dorsal lines ; 10, a. pair of thicker dorsal stripes.
Appendage s.—Superior 1.2 mm., thin, very slightly waved, blackish ;
inferior 2.3 mm., large, trifid ; the central tip truncate, projecting far beyond
superiors ; lateral tips small, rather pointed, and upturned so as nearly to
meet tips of superiors ; colour semitransparent brown in centre, shading to
blackish along edges (Plate 9. figs. 8, 9).
Types : d' f , Coll. Tillyard (a type, Katoomba, Nov. 16th, 1912).
Larval Type *: f unique, Coll. Tillyard.
Habitat. Blue Mountains, N.S.W., from 2000-4000 feet; especially around
Katoomba (above 3000 feet), October and November.
There are very few records of captures of this very rare insect. In
November, 1903, Mr. G. A. Waterhouse captured two females at Leura (one
of these is the type f , the other is said to have been sent to Cambridge,
England). On Nov. 9th, 1908, Mr. K. Brown discovered a `larval skin and
newly emerged f imago at the Leura Cascades. They were just about to
be washed away by the quickly rising water during a heavy storm. Each
year a sharp look-out is kept for it by collectors, but no further captures
were made until Oct. 6th, 1912, when Mr. G. J. Waterhouse captured
another f in his garden at Woodford (2000 feet). On Nov. 10th, 1912,
* The term "Larval Type " is here used to indicate the actual specimen (be it exuvin or
full-fed nymph) from which the description is made. It is, of -course, not a "type" in the
sense of fixing the species.
LINN. JOURN. ZOOLOGY, VOL.'XXIII.
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111r. Goldfinch netted two fine males near Katoomba. The day was dull and
sultry, and the insects were sitting quietly on twigs. The following week I
visited Katoomba, during very hot weather, and saw several specimens flying
:swiftly along the edge of the precipice at Leura as early as 5.30 A.m.,•the
temperature being already over 80°. About 7 A.M., the temperature then
being nearly 90°, the flight was almost over, but I was fortunate enough to
capture a fine male flying swiftly along the track to the falls. This is the
type d' . By 10 A.m., the temperatHre having reached 98°, not an insect
was to be seen. The rest of the day was spent in a vain search for more
specimens. The next day a southerly change with rain, and a drop to about
40° in the temperature, put an end to all collecting.
This year Mr. Goldfinch and Mr. G. A. Waterhouse took five females
at Katoomba on Oct. 6th, and I was fortunate enough to obtain several
specimens of both sexes during two visits on Oct. 11th and 18th. From a
mature $ I extracted a fair number of ova, which I found to be of the
typical Eschnine form, very elongated, and even more pointed than usual
(Plate 9. fig. 24, compare figs. 22, 23). A very careful search for both living
larva; and exuviae bas so far proved fruitless.
The flight of this insect is distinctly Eschnine, but with some individual
peculiarities. Usually it does not fly very fast and is fairly easy to capture,
,especially because of its fondness for resting on twigs or leaves of bushes.
It avoids the more open spaces and prefers to fly in the forest, either round
the trees or along narrow tracks. In such places its coloration renders it
dark and very difficult to see. When approaching a bush to rest the insect
drops suddenly close to the ground and then rises to its resting-place. Other
1Eschnin e have a similar habit, but not quite so marked ; whereas Gomphince
nearly always approach a twig from above. Sometimes, when disturbed,
these insects will circle about in complicated evolutions, often getting up a
great speed and finally making off with great rapidity.
The living larva of this species would be of the greatest scientific importance, and is probably, next to the larva of Chiorogomphus, the most valuable
phylogenetic clue yet to be discovered amongst our existing Odonata. The
struceofhalgindtezrshoulpvfimen
interest. Unfortunately, I am so far completely at a loss in my search for it.
In the case of Petalura it was purely by chance, after four years' searching,
that I discovered the secret of its larval history, and probably the solution in
the case of Austropetalia will not be arrived at any more easily. The form
of the ovipositor and the sharply pointed ova prove indisputably that t!.e
female oviposits in vegetable tissues ; but the build of the larva, with the
fin-like lateral lobes of its abdominal segments (almost suggesting a remnant
of Trilobite ancestry), is so peculiar as to offer no safe guide as to its habits.
I have dredged and examined every hole and corner of two likely creeks at
Katoomba, without the slightest success.
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There are two points of great interest in connection with the group
Petaliini, to which this insect belongs. They are (1) the question of its

l ;schnine affinities, (2) its remarkable geographical distribution. I propose
to deal briefly with them here :—
1. The Æschnine Affinities of the Petaliini.
I have already dealt with this question in a former paper (loc. cit.). Some
further strengthening of the evidence in favour of the position maintained in
this paper is afforded by the following points :(a) On making a further study of the labium of the larval exuvim, I find
that I had figured as the suture of the movable hook a crack or bent which
occurred below it on one side. By warming the labium in water and
spreading it out under a glass slide, I have been enabled to draw it correctly,
and offer the amended figure herewith on Plate 5. fig. 12. It will be seen
that the structure is almost exactly of the saine form as that of Austrotesclana
vnicorhis pulcicra, fig. 3.
(b) The form of the ova is, as expected, distinctly tEschnine, corresponding
to the generalized ilsehnine ovipositor possessed by the female.
(e) The habits and flight of the species, so far as I have been able to study
them, are distinctly EEschnine.
The upward curving of 1I at the beginning of the pterostigma has been
already noted as important evidence in favour of the A schnine affinities of
the group ; and also, of course, by the saine reasoning, we must regard the
'Cordulegasler type of wing as an independent convergence towards the
Petaliini. The rounded lobes of the anterior hamuli in the male of Austrop etalicc suggest some resemblance to the corresponding structures in Cordule,gaster, but the point does not seem to me of great importance. In the larva,
the structure of the head, labium, and antennm are distinctly i scheine. The
form of the abdomen, however, is unparalleled in any group, and suggests
some specialized larval habit not adopted by any other group. Possibly it is
.connected with the fact that the larvm dwell in small creeks just above
exceedingly precipitous cascades and waterfalls, and are able to use their
lobate abdomen in some manner to prevent themselves from being swept away.

.

2. The Geographical Distribution of the Petaliini.
From Chili six species have been recorded, referable to three genera.
From Australia only one species is known. The group does not occur elsewhere, and has no near allies. The four genera comprised within it are,
however, very closely allied, and might even strictly be considered as only of
.subgeneric rank.
This peculiar distribution may be accounted for in two ways :A. The existing forms may be an archaic remnant of a once exceedingly
abundant group, which has since died out in all other localities. If this be
24
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so, no special significance can be attached to its present occurrence- in two so,

for these remain simply as the last refuges of a widelyspartoc;
dying group.
B. They may be the remnants of a group that developed in Antarctica at a
time when that region enjoyed a temperate climate, and were, later on, driven
out along two separate land-connections—the one leading to the mountains of
Chili, the other to those of Eastern Australia. If this be so, the Petaliini
afford direct evidence of a former land-connection, rid Antarctica, between
Australia and South America.
Some light may be thrown upon this question by studying the present
distribution of another archaic remnant of the iEschnid e, viz. the'Petalurince.
Seven species are known, referable to four genera—just exactly the same
number of specie's and genera as in the case of the Petaliini. But the forms
are not so closely allied to one another, and their distribution is more widely
spread. Three species (genus Petalura) occur in Eastern Australia ; one
species (genus Uropetala) in New Zealand ; one species (genus Phenes) in
Chili ; and two species (genus Tachopteryx) in North America.
In a case such as this, supposition A is the only possible explanation. We
could scarcely argue that the distribution of the Petalurince really offers any
evidence of a land-conection between Australia and the New World. If in
course of time the genera Tachopteryx and Uropetala became extinct, the
Petalurince would then offer to us a distribution very similar to that of the
Petaliini at the present day.
Against this line of argument, and in favour of supposition B, we can only
offer very little evidence. The strong point in favour of B seems to me to
be the exceedingly close agreement between the Chilian and Australian
forms of Petaliini. In the case of the Petalurince the typical expanded
superior appendages of the male Petalura and Uropetala (Australian group),
are not found in the American genera. There is also a considerable
difference in venatioual and other details. But in the Petaliini allg forms.
seem to have preserved not only the wonderful wing-spots, but also the
peculiar trifid form of inferior appendage of the male.. So striking are these
characters, and so closely similar is the Australian species to its Chilian,
relatives, that one is much tempted to explain them as two separateglines of .
devlopmntfrasigAcenu,whasdrivotfmh
region along two distinct land-connections, and has since diverged but
slightly from its original form.
There is now incontrovertible evidence that the climate of Antarctica was
once temperate, but we cannot yet he certain how late it remained so. Fossil
Odonata of the Jurassic and succeeding periods are fairly rich in forms not
Petaliini (e. g., Cymatophlebia), so that it is quitefar removed from
possible that the Petaliini themselves became established about Cretaceoustimes. This woull give plenty of time for the required segregation of the
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group in Antarctica (due to pressure of competition with newer forms) and
for a subsequent exodus along land-connections to Australia and Chili when
the Glacial Period intervened.
This theory would undoubtedly be strengthened by the discovery of a
Tasmanian species. A form that finds the climate of the Blue Mountains
suitable should surely also be able to find suitable refuges in Tasmania, if it
came that way. No such species is known at present ; but, owing to the
small amount of collecting of Odonata carried out there, and also to the
extreme difficulty of finding these insects (witness the slow accumulation of
records for A. patricia in a locality within easy reach of Sydney), we cannot
be sure that one does not exist. Meanwhile, we must regard the evidence
for supposition B as insufficient, however tempting and fascinating the
hypothesis itself may appear.
II. ENTOGENIC GROUP.
Tribe BRACHYTRINI.
A. APHANTOCHROME SERIES.

Coloration dark brown, with more or less complete suppression of all spots
and bands ; wings nearly always marked with dark brown costal or subcostal
bands. This colour-scheme gives almost complete invisibility to these insects
when at rest. Flight rapid and ghost-like, the colour-scheme giving semiinvisibility. Habits more or less crepuscular.
Genera
AQSTROPHLEBIA, n. g.
1. Basilar space free, subcosta normal at nodes
2. Basilar apace reticulated, subcosta prolonged through nodes
TF.LxPHLEBIA, Selys.
for one or two cells' distance

Genus 1.

AUSTROPHLERIA,

n. g.

Neuration very close, with numerous ante- and postnodal cross-veins
closely set. Rs strongly forked about midway between nodus and pterostigma ; Rspl placed one row of cells below inferior branch of fork. ill$
.Ns. Sectors of arculus mucharedbovtsnpirachfok
just fused at bases. Pterostigma well braced. Triangles elongate, six- to
nine-celled (Plate 8. fig. 6) ; distal side distinctly bent at join of trigonal
supplement (Ts). illspl long, nearly straight, lying one row of cells below
MI and one row above the continuation of Ts, to which therefore it is not
joined. Sc normal at nodus ; basilar space free ; submedian space with five
or six cross-veins ; subtriangles with one cross-vein ; hypertrigonal space
With seven to' ten cross-veins. Anal loop compact, of three to four cells'
width. Membranule fairly large, but not reaching downwards along the
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border of the wing to any extent. Anal triangle of male right-angled,
strong, three- to four-celled, ending some distance above anal angle ; the
latter strong, right-angled.
Front prominent, anvil-shaped. Abdomen of male with prominent auricles,
and strongly constricted at segment 3 ; that of female cylindrical, segment 9
carrying a strong projecting ventral shelf armed with a saw-like set of teeth
(Plate 8. figs. 3-4) .
Type : Planceschna costalis, Tillyard.
This genus is closely allied both to Telephlebia and to Anstroceschna. From
Telephlebia it differs as indicated above, also by the fused bases of the sectors
of arculus, and by its great size ; from Austrocesclma by its anvil-shaped
front, great size, dense reticulation, much longer and more reticulate
triangles, and by its peculiar colour-scheme.
AUSTROPHLEBIA COSTALIS, Tillyard. (Plate 2. figs. 1-3 ; Plate 4. fig. 2).
Planceschna coslalis, Tillyard, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W. xxxi. (1906)
p. 724.
Austroa:schna costalis, Martin, IEschnines, Coll. Selys, fasc. xix. (1909)
p. 101.
Telephlebia racleayi, Martin, ibid. p. 142.
Telephlebia macleayi, Martin, Genera Insectorum, fasc. 115 (1911) p. 22.
The descriptions cited above all refer to the type female, for many years
the only known specimen of this rare insect. It is in the Australian Museum,
Sydney ; its locality is given as "N.S.W.," date " about 1870," and it was
originally labelled "Petalura costalis" in some unknown handwriting. The
re-discovery of this fine insect and the successful search for its larva are of
sufficient interest to be given in detail, followed by a full description of both
larva and imago.
Ever since the discovery of the type female (hidden away in a box in the
Australian Museum, where it had attracted no attention), I had kept a sharp
look-out for this species in all my collecting-expeditions; but without success
for nearly six years. In 1911, owing to ill-health, I was obliged to leave
Sydney with my wife and family in October, and visited the rich scrubs of
the Dorrigo Tableland, situated some three hundred miles north of Sydney.
Owing to the dry weather and heat, collecting was very disappointing, very
few Odonata being seen during the first three weeks. On November 16th,
about 5 P.M., after a very hot and trying day, my wife and I took a short
walk into the dense scrub close to the bouse at which we were staying. This
scrub, lying just on the south side of the town of Dorrigo, is known as the
" Rifle Range," and is exceedingly picturesque ; a long " riding " had been
originally cleared in it for rifle-practice, but this was now overgrown again,
and only the tracks of the woodcutters were left. Entering by a narrow
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pathway, we were soon in the twilight of the scrub. Huge trees towered
overhead, a dense mass of fern covered the ground, while every few yards
splendid tree-ferns (Dicksonia and isophila) raised their graceful forms.
Here and there were small dense thickets of native raspberry (Rubes par
pins), fringed round by small prickly bushes, the whole being matted into
au impenetrable tangle by the hanging festoons of lawyer-vine (Calannus
1lluelleri) and other climbers. In such a place as this the path passed some
hundred yards or more above the beginning of a small gully, down which
the soakage from the surrounding scrub trickles as a tiny streamlet. Quite
suddenly there flew out from the underside of a tree-fern a magnificent
Dragonfly, which dashed forward in front of us, and settled on the tangled
mass of prickly lawyer-vine fringing the thicket already described. I had
no net with tue, but we crept cautiously forward in the dim light until we
stood within 10 feet of this lovely creature, which hung motionless and
vertically on the vine, its rich brown wings outspread, and appearing almost
part of the dense mass of dark twigs and stems around it. I recognized it
at once as a fine newly-emerged female of A. costalis ; the problem was, how
to catch it. Leaving my wife as sentinel, I rushed back for my net, returning breathless a quarter of an hour later to find no change in the position.
Knowing the hopelessness of dealing with lawyer-vine, there was only one
thing to do—to strike broadside on and trust to the Dragonfly darting out
into the net. I struck, but the Dragonfly was too quick, and escaped by a
few inches, leaving the net hopelessly entangled and of no further use. As
we had not seen the insect career away, we began to search for it around us.
It had dodged behind us, and, turning round, had "hung up" on some low
creepers only 2 feet from the ground, almost in darkness. Here I found it
and extending my hand slowly, without any jerking movement, seized it by
the abdomen.
The next day I visited the same place at the sanie time, and flushed
another fine newly-emerged female within a few yards of the same spot.
This time I made no mistake, but secured it at the first stroke from off the
trunk of a tree-fern.
I then set about finding the male and the larva. The "Rifle Range " was
about a square mile in area, situated mainly on a fairly steep hill-slope, and
intersected by small gullies down which ran small mountain-creeks. The
first week I spent working round the immediate locality of my captures,
and dredging the pools of the small creek just below, without success.
Ranging further afield, I discovered and explored from end to end five
separate small creeks, all difficult of access and lying in steep rocky beds.
These all join at the lower end of the scrub into one strongly running stream.
Each was worked from top to bottom with the dredge-net, and ferns and
creepers were continually shaken in the hope of dislodging another specimen.
Finally, on Dec. 8th, I reached the farthest boundary of the scrub, and found
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close to it the largest of the five small creeks. This was bordered with
splendid tree-ferns, and here and there opened out into fairly deep pools, full
of the decaying trash of sticks and fern-leaves. Striking up the rocky bed
of this creek, I reached at last a small and narrow gorge, whose sides rose
50 feet and were a dense mass of prickly bushes and creepers. A few yards
above this a beautiful little waterfall tumbled down from an overhanging
ledge. All around was a dense mass of fern growing on vertical rocks*.
As I looked up at this scene, a fine male of A. costalis darted out from under
a tree-fern and settled in the prickly mass of bushes 30 feet above me.
Marking the spot, I clambered up through the steep thicket as best I could,
dragging my net fl at on the rocks behind me, until I was able to sit down
within striking distance of my quarry. He was perched, as luck would have
it, in about the only place where a stroke of the net was possible. This was
done by pushing the net very slowly along the ground until it was under
him, and then striking quickly upwards, thus securing the Dragonfly together
with the broken twig on which it was resting.
The next day I searched again for the larval skin by wading up the same
creek, and examining every single frond or twig that either drooped into or
stood up out of the water. After three hours' work, during which time I
had covered nearly three-fourths of a mile of creek and had examined some
hundreds of leaves and sticks, I arrived within two hundred yards of the
waterfall. Here, on lifting up a large drooping frond of tree-fern from
the water, my hand touched a perfect larval skin, which, clinging close to
the brown midrib of the dead frond, was almost indistinguishable from it in
coloration. It was the skin of a male, most probably of the male which I
had captured the day before, for I never found another.
The same year (1911) two of my entomological friends, Mr. A. H. Lea
and Mr. H. J. Carter, coleopterists, visited Mount Tambourine in South
Queensland. They returned with a report of an enormous brown Dragonfly,
seen on one of the small mountain-creeks there, which they had failed to
capture owing to its great speed. I determined to visit this new locality,
which I reached just before Christmas, 1912. The weather was continuously
wet, but Odonata were abundant. In a clay or two I was rewarded with the
sight of a fi ne A, coslalis, which passed me at lightning speed late one afternoon, as I was exploring a small creek. The next day, on visiting the same
spot about 5 P.m., another male appeared, and flashed by me before I could
even think about striking. Realizing bow impossible it was to hope to catch
them without strategy, I carefully examined the creek, and finally selected a
very narrow opening between two reed-clumps, where it seemed to me the
Dragonflies might either pause in their flight or be struck at while passing
swiftly through the narrow passage. (This place is seen in the foreground
On these ferns I took on the same day a new species of Agriolestes (A. fontanns).
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in Plate 1. fig. 2.) Arriving here about 4.30 P.m. each clay, I waited
patiently for the arrival of my Dragonfly. Facing up the stream, I commanded an uninterrupted view of between fifty and a hundred yards of the
creek-bed, which was very narrow, shallow, and closed in by palms, ferns,
and trees. At the top end was a low ledge of rocks and a small pool. Over
this ledge of rocks the Dragonfly would drop swiftly in ghost-like fashion,
its remarkable coloration making it almost invisible except as a diffused and
rapidly moving blurr. Again and again I saw the insect appear thus far
ahead of me, only to realize that it had passed me before I could strike. Its
speed must have been quite equal to that of a Macronia, generally admitted
to be the swiftest of all Dragonflies. In a day or two I got more used to the
habits of the species, and at last captured a fine male as it careered past me.
The next day I repeated the performance, and at the end of three weeks I
had six fine males to my credit. Females were obtained by beating clumps
of tree-ferns towards evening, when they would fly wildly out and occasionally return after careering about for a few minutes : of them I captured four
altogether.
A half-grown larva was taken alive under one of the fl at rocks in the bed
of the small creek shown in Plate 1. fig. 2, while a male larval skin was
taken on some native arums at the back of the large pool shown in Plate 1.
fig. 1. In the afternoons, when parties of visitors were bathing in this pool,
A. costalis used to appear suddenly and career with lightning speed around.
It was here that I once saw a pair in cop., and noticed that the male occasionally accompanies the female while ovipositing. But it is more usual for
the female to oviposit by herself. This is done towards evening, or, in dull
days and in deep secluded parts of the creeks, perhaps earlier. The female
flies more, slowly than the male, examining carefully all the ins and outs of
every little pool, and pausing at every fancied spot. Every now and then
she would half-settle with quivering wings on some small log or stick, and,
inserting her abdomen into the water, place one or two eggs into the submerged tissue of the wood. This was done by a quick to-and-fro movement
first of all, which I have no doubt was a sawing or rasping of the wood by
the projecting teeth of segment 10 ; then the abdomen would be curled up
somewhat, and pressed downwards two or three times into the water. This
latter movement was clearly the actual placing of the eggs in the newlyopened wood-tissues.
A few notes which I made concerning the remarkable flight of this insect
may be of interest. First, as to its speed. It is notoriously difficult to
judge the speed of a small object, but I made one or two attempts to do so.
The distance from 'by watching-place, in the foreground of Plate 1. fig. 2,
to the ledge of rock over which the swift-flying males first appeared was, as
near as I could judge, about eighty yards. From the time they first appeared
to the time they passed me was barely sufficient for me to grip my net and
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steady myself to strike. At the most it could only have been two or three
seconds, %vhich gives these insects the almost incredible speed of about
sixty miles an hour. Owing to the excitement of watching their on-coining,
and the impossibility of calmly counting off accurate seconds in one's mind,
I cannot give an exact time, but I do not think that I have erred far in
stating their speed.
As regards the manner of flight, the males keep very close to the walernot more than a foot above it. Coming straight towards the observer, the
body, as well as the wings of the insect, is almost invisible, being dark brown
against a very similar background. The insect approaches as a rapidly
pulsating shadow, each pulsation being a very small vertical rise and fall,
occupying perhaps a fifth of a second, and representing one dart or jerk
forward of the wings. Standing away from the creek and observing the
insect sideways, the body is slightly more visible, and the jerks can be
plainly seen, each bearing the insect forward for a considerable distance.
These jerks are only made when the insect is being impelled forward straight.
In rounding the edge of a pool, the wings are held in a plane slightly inclined
frein the horizontal towards the momentary centre of curvature of the path,
and the jerks recommence, often with a sharp crack, as soon as the horizontal
position is again assumed. No effort at all was apparent in passing over
vertical obstructions, such as low rocks in the bed of the creek. Poising or
hovering, however, is not so easy to these insects as to some of the smaller
Æ8c/winae. I seldom saw a male stationary ; but when they do poise, there
is a distinct effort both to stop and to start, not infrequently accompanied by
a sharp crack or a whirring noise from the rapidity of wing-movement.
The earliest time of clay at which I saw this insect in flight (apart from
occasionally disturbing resting females iu the morning) was about 1 o'clock
on a dull stormy day. They seldom fly at all until 4 P.M., but from that hour
to sunset they are particularly active. At all times they avoid the open or
sunny parts of the creeks, and keep to the deeply shadowed portions, along
which their remarkable colour-scheme serves to render them so little visible.
I had several opportunities of observing the efficiency of this colourscheme when the insect is at rest. The favourite resting-place of the species,
and especially of the females, is the underside of a large tree-fern frond.
The colour of the midrib is exactly that of the Dragonfly's body, and the
four brown bands along the extended wings give them just exactly the
appearance of four brown twigs. Once I disturbed a female which flew up
on to the underside of a tree-fern frond only a few feet from me; but I was
quite unable, in the poor light, to make out the exact spot ; though as soon
as I touched the frond the insect darted out quite close to me. Other
favourite resting-places of the females are on the underside of large fallen
logs spanning the creeks, and also fairly high up on the smaller branches of
trees, where they are almost invisible.
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Two other records of this fine insect have been made since my captures at
Tambourine—viz., a single male taken at the head of the Condamine River,
near Killarney, Queensland, by Mr. E. J. Dumigan, Jan. 1913; and a fine
male taken by Mr. Goldfinch at Stanwell Park, N.S.W., in Feb. 1913.
Mr. E. P. Dodd took a single female at Herberton, N. Queensland, in Jan.
1911, and Mr. E. Cheel a damaged female at Hill Top in Feb. 1912. The
measurements of these different specimens are given in the appended
description.
a. Wing s.—iVeuratiou brown, costa russet-brown ; a conspicuous band
of dark russet-brown running along the whole costal length of the wing ;
from base to nodus this band fills the subcostal space, but only encroaches on
the costal space basally and again near the nodus ; it also fills the radiomedian space from arculus to nodus ; beyond nodus it fills both costal and
radial spaces completely to tip of wing. Pterostigma 6 mm., rose-pink.
ibIernbrccnuIe: fore small, 1.5 rani., whitish ; hind 2.5 nun. l ong by 1.2 mm.
35-36, 34-35
wide, whitish. 1Vodal Indicator J 27_29'
H e a d.—Eges, occipital triangle, and vertex dark brown ; front russetbrown at base, shading to blackish along the transverse ridge of the anvilshaped projection ; the whole face, including distal part of front, elypehs,
gene, and labruna clear ochreous ; labium dark brown, month edged with
black.
T b o r a x. Protleorax inconspicuous, brown. 1lleso- and metatlaora r dark
chocolate-brown ; dorsal ridge raised into an obtuse-angled semi-transparent
spine ; a pair of regular cream-coloured humeral bands running from interalar ridge down to just above mesocoxa ; a pair of almost parallel and similar
lateral bands running from between the wing-bases to base of metacoxa, and
continued backwards more darkly and faintly across notum, which is dark
brown. Underside with a large inverted V-shaped cream-coloured mark
running out enlarged on to sides of segment 1 and part of 2 of abdomen.
Legs rather short, strong, brown except upper part of prefemora and all
tarsi, which are blackish ; protibi with an outer set of 8-9 stiff cilia, an
inner set of 4-5 smaller, followed by an apical comb of short closely-set
bristles ; other tibioe with two undifferentiated sets of 8-10 stiff cilia.
A b d o rr e n.-1-2 swollen, 3 much pinched basally, 4-10 slightly widening from 3 mm. across 4 to 4 mm. across apex of 10. Colour dark brown,
with slight shading to medium brown on 1, base and apex of 3 laterally,
apices of 4-6 laterally, and on dorsum of 9-10. 1-2 with creamy sublateral
extension of thoracic V-mark ; auricles of 2 large, brown ; genitalia of 2
bordered on each side by a conspicuous straight narrow band of creamcolour, tergal margins of 2 enormous, partly concealing the genital fossa ;
spines of anterior lamina rather small, sharp, partly hidden by irregularly
placed soft hairs, as are also the somewhat elongated oval anterior hamuli.
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10 almost square above, rising dorsally into a conspicuous but rather blunt
subapical tubercle.
Appendage s.—Superior short, forcipate, rather flat, 3'S mm., brown ;
inner margin finely serrate and carrying fine hairs. Inferior 2.7 mm., subtriangular, much upcurved, hollowed out above and below, shining brown,
downy, outer margins hairy ; tip blackish, slightly sub-bifurcate (Plate 8.
figs. 1, 2).
9 similar to d', but larger differing as follows :—Abdomen 1-2 much
enlarged, 3-10 cylindrical ; 10 without dorsal tubercle, but with a rounded
tubercle projecting under and between appendages; 9 with a paler and more
projecting inferior shelf, ending in a rounded cutting-edge or saw of 10-11
teeth (Plate 8. figs. 3, 4). Ovipositor pale brown, edges of terebra darker ;
styli two-jointed, widely divergent, basal joint 2 mm., dark brown, apical
joint 1 mm., slender, pale brown (Plate 8. fig. 5), Appendages P5 mm.,
straight, with rounded tip, brown. Pterostiyma 6.5 mm., ochreous at first,
becoming dark brown in very mature specimens.
The following table shows the variations in size (all lengths in mm.) —
,

:

Specimen.

Type

(Dorrigo)
Type 2 (N.S.W.)
d d (Mt. Tambourine)._
d (Killarney)
d (Stanwell Park)
9 2 (Dorrigo)
4 (Mt. Tambourine).
2 (Hill Top)
(Herberton)

Total length. Abdomen. Fore-wing. Hind-wing... Expanse.
90
92
87-93
87
93-5

^2

87-93
89
86

70
69
66-7 5
65
73
70
65-70
68
66

63.5
69
61-62•5
61
63
70
66-5-70
68
66

62
68 .5
59. 5-62
60
62.5
68
65-68.5
67
64

?

132
144
127-131
128
133
145
137.5-145
(damaged)
135

This table shows considerable variation in size. The largest male is that
from Stanwell Park (from which locality, therefore, one might expect to get
a female larger than any yet discovered) ; the largest female from Mount
Tambourine. The smallest males are from Killarney and one from Mt. Tambourine, the smallest female from Herberton.
The Herberton female is somewhat different from the type-form, the
humeral bands of thorax being reduced to creamy lines edged with brown,
the lateral bands darker than usual, the whole coloration darker ; pterostigma
5'S mm., dark brown ; brown bands of wings paler and much less conspicuous
than in type-form. Tn
In the Hill Top 9 the wing-bands are somewhat
narrower and less regular than usual.
Types : d (Dorrigo, N.S.W.), Coll. Tillyard. 9 (N.S.W.), Australian
Museum, Sydney, N.S.W.
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Habitat. N.S.W. and Queensland; confined to small rapid creeks in
mountainous districts with thick scrub or forest. Dorrigo, N.S.W. (1 d' and
2 4 taken by myself, Nov.-Dec. 1911) Hill Top, N.S.W (1 4 , damaged,
taken by Mr. E. Cheel, Feb. 1912) Stanwell Park, N.S.V. (1 d' taken by
Mr. Goldfinch, Feb. 8th, 1913). Mount Tambourine, Queensland (6 d d
4 ? ? taken by myself, Dec. 1912) Killarney, Q. (1 d taken by Mr. E. J.
Dumigan, Jan. 1913) Herberton, Q. (1. ? taken by Mr. F. P. Dodd, Jan.
1911).
Description of Larva (Plate 2. fig. 3).
Total length 48 mm., bead 7 X 9.5 mm. ; thorax, prothorax 7, mesometathorax 9 mm. wide; abdomen (excluding appendages) 27 mm., widest
at segment 7 (9 mm.).
H e a d.—Postocular lobes rounded, 7 mm. from end to end ; vertex flat;
eyes 1.2 mm. apart at nearest; very dark brown speckled with pale brown ;
front narrow, 3 x 1 mm., very dark brown above, crossed by a pale brown
bar; clypens and labrum brown, gence paler brown.
La bi um brown, 11 mm. long by 6 mm. wide in position of rest, hinge
reaching to well below mesocoxm (Plate 6. fig. 1). Mentum elongate 'shieldshaped ; median lobe very slightly cleft medially, and carrying on each side
a conspicuous horny tubercle and a fringe of stiff hairs. Lateral lobes with
very long and slender movable hook ; apex truncate, with slightly nodding
outer angle ; a series of fine crenations along inner margin (Plate 5. fig. 1).
T h or a x.—Frothorax dark brown, lateral lobes rounded ; two sharp
spines placed well forward on each side. Meso- and metathorax dark brown,
carrying about the middle of each side a conspicuous obtuse-angled tubercle.
Wing-cases : fore 11, hind 10 . 5 mm., reaching just beyond end of segment 3
of abdomen.
Ab dome n well rounded above, slightly convex beneath. No dorsal
spines ; lateral spines as follows :-2-3 obtusely angulated medio-laterally,
4 with a very fine spine at lateral angle, 5-9 with very conspicuous spines
increasing in size. Segment 10, 2 mm. long by 4 mm. wide, slightly angulated only. involucra of male imaginal appendages :—Dorsal (inferior)
1 . 5 mm., triangular ; lateral (superior) 1.•5 mm., sharply pointed. Appendages : superior 3. 8 mm., very sharply pointed, slightly downcurved ;
inferior 4 mm., also very sharply pointed, slightly incurved at tips (Plate 7.
figs. 1, 13).
? Very similar to d, but easily distinguished by the large ovipositor
(Plate 9. fig. 1) covering the middle ventral surface of 9 and 10, and projecting considerably beyond end of 10; the strongly upcurved tip resting
between the bases of the two inferior appendages ; involucra of female.
imaginal appendages sharply pointed.
Larval Types (mounted exuvia3), Coll. Tillyard. — d . Dorrigo,
N.S.W., Dec. 9th, 1911.
? Stanwell Park, N.S.W., Feb. 22nd, 1913
;

;

;

;

.

.

.
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<Mr. G. A. Waterhouse). There are also in my collection three other male
•exuviae : one taken at Mt. Tambourine, Queensland, in Dec. 1912 ; the other
two from Stanwell Park, Feb. 1913.
•
Habit s.—A single living larva, half-grown, was found by nie on the
underside of a flat rock lying in the bed of the small creek at Mt. Tambourine.
The larva is almost black in colour, with rich brown markings. It can cling
very closely to the surface of the rock, and can also run fairly quickly. The
'lateral spines, which are very sharp, can be used as a means of defence ; for,
as the animal wriggles to escape, these spines prick one's hand. But the
chief object of the spines is, I think, to prevent the larvæ being washed away
during a flood or heavy spate iu the creek. It is by means of these spines
that the larva is enabled to press so closely to the rock-surface, while resisting
the onrush of water, with its head facing upstream. Also, if by any chance
the larva is washed from its rocky refuge, it can hide itself in the trash of
the deep holes and hollows, where the spiny lateral surface, by catching
against obstructions, prevents it being swept away clown-stream.
The half-grown larva which I found was placed in water in a large jar,
and supplied with sticks to cling to. About 10 P.M. I went to look at it, and
found that it had climbed out of the jar and was crawling along the table.
I replaced it, but the next morning I found it lying on the floor dead. I concluded from this that these larvte are in the habit of leaving their rocky
retreats in the night-time and wandering about in damp places in search
of food. As they usually hide on the under surface of flat rocks, in small
cracks and crannies where a supply of food could not possibly be obtained
during the daytime, it is not surprising to find that they roam about at
night. Further details of similar interesting habits will be found below,
taken from my observations of the nymph of Telephlehia godefroyi.
The fact that the larva was only half-grown (it was as large as a fullgrown Austroceschna -•larva, but the wing-cases were only just appearing)
points to the period of larval growth being two years, since the imago
emerges in November, and this larva was found in December.
Genus 2. TELEPHLEBIA, Selys.
Neu ration close or fairly close. Rs forked at a point very considerably
wearer pterostigma than nodus; Rspl one row below ; 12 arched above fork.
Sectors of arculus separate at bases. Pterostigma well braced. Triangles
of moderate length, three- to five-celled, distal side scarcely bent at join of
weakly formed Ts. lllspl long, nearly straight, generally joined to Ts by
the irregular bases of first row of cells under H4. Sc prolonged through
nodus for one or two cells' distance. Basilar and submedian spaces
reticulated ; subtriangles free ; hypertrigonal spaces reticulated. Anal loop
somewhat irregular, only 2-3 cells wide by 4-5 cells deep. Membranule
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medium or nil. Anal triangle of male right-angled, strong, 3-s-celled,
ending somewhat above anal angle, the latter strong, right-angled.
Front prominent, anvil-shaped (exceptionally, more or less rounded).
Abdomen of male with prominent auricles, and strongly constricted at
segment 3 ; that of female more cylindrical, segment 9 carrying a small
projecting shelf armed with a set of teeth.
Type : Telephlebia godefroyi, Selys.
The distinguishing character which separates this genus from all others of
the group is the production of the subcosta beyond the nochs. Whether the
apparent production of this vein in the imago is really a true production of
the subcosta, or only an approximation to the appearance of it, caused by the
arrangement of irregular postnodals into two regular rows, is a question that
can only be satisfactorily answered by a study of the nymphal wing.
Unfortunately this is not at present available. Some interesting evidence
on this point is furnished by a study of the wings of the fossil ?sclenidium
densurn, Hagen (Atlas to Handlirsch's ` Fossilen Insecten,' plate xlvii. fig. 16),
in which also an apparent prolongation of the subcosta is noticeable, to a
considerable distance further than in Telephlebia. But it will be seen at
once in this figure that the dense crowding of cross-veins in the costal spaces
is the real cause of this result; for, on the other side of
nodus, there
belween the
appears an exactly simil thiu straight vein lying parallel to and between
costa and subcosta, which from its very position cannot be claimed as any
portion of a main longitudinal vein. It is well known that closely-set cells
tend to straighten out in rows, after the manner shown by Needham in a
dvantageous position for this straightenstraightenwell-known diagram
ing to take place would be, of course, in a continuous line with the subcosta ;
and, if only two rows of cells existed beyond the nodus, that is also the
natural (one might almost say, the only possible) position of straightening.
Further evidence on this interesting point may be obtained by comparing
the nodal area of Telephlebia (Plate 8. figs. 21-24) with some variations
found in the nodal area of Austrophlebia (Plate 9. figs. 17-20). Are these
latter variations from the normal the last remnants of a denser habit of
venation which Austrophlebia has eliminated—just as it has eliminated the
cross-veins from its basilar space,—but which Telephlebia has weakly
perpetuated ? Or are they the beginnings of an attempt towards denser
venation which has been successfully carried out in the case of 'Telephlebia in
connection with the development of the pigment-band ? The evidence is
not conclusive, but the former alternative is supported by the consideration
'that Telephlebia appears to be the more archaic of the two forms, by reason
of the retention of cross-veins in its basilar space.
It is, of course, possible that the subcostal vein in Odonata was originally
branched o'r bifurcated near its extremity, and that the strengthening of the
Needham in Proc. Ü.S. Nat. Mus. xxvi. (1003) p. 727.
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upper branch by fusion at the nodus had Ied to the gradual decay of the
useless lower branch. A very careful study of nymphal wings might decide
this point, but I doubt if the evidence would be at all conclusive. The fact
that the apparent prolongation through the nodus is always to be found
associated with dense venation and generally also with pigmentation—and,
again, that apparent prolongations occasionally occur in teratological specimens in the Libelluclince and Corduliince, in which the wing is striated and
broadened (thereby causing an increase in the number of rows of cells
between some of the main veins)—suggests that the subcosta is not really
concerned in the prolongation to any greater degree than any main wingtrachea may be considered to be concerned in the production of neighbouring
cross-veins from its smaller tracheoles.
Two distinct species of the genus Teleplilebia are known, one of which is
widely distributed over Eastern Australia and shows four distinct regional
or subspecific forms ; while the other is only known by two females from
S. Queensland. They are :Medium to large species; wings with irregular brown band along
costa; front anvil-shaped ; pterostiy7na elongated ; membranule
T. godef•oyi, Selys.
present. Venation fairly dense
Smaller and slenderer species; wings without bands; front only
slightly anvil-shaped.; prterostigsna short ; membranule absent.
7. asthenes, n. sp.
Venation open
TELEPHLEBIA GODEFFROYI, Selys.

(Plate 3. figs. 1-5.)

Teleplalebia godefrogi, Selys, Bull. Acad. Belg. 1883 ; R. Martin, Mein.
Soc. Zool. France, 1901, p. 242 ; R. Martin, 1Eschnines, Coll. Selys, fasc. xix.
(1909) p. 141 (with figures of wings and appendages of male).
Four very distinct forms of this species occur. As these inhabit welldefined regions, and do not seem to be connected by transitional forms, I
have no hesitation in describing them as subspecies. Their claim to specific
rank cannot, however, be entertained for one moment by anyone who has
carefully observed and collected in the different localities, even though
striking differences are manifest by comparing any two of the subspecies.
They may be separated as follows :—
Superior appendages of male only slightly longer than
inferior
„ about twice as long as
inferior
Front very much anvil-shaped, quite black or dark brown
above
2
„ less anvil-shaped, pale brown with a large rouud
dark spot above
Thorax with slender humeral bands of cream-colour
3.
„ with no humeral bands
15

,)

[n. subsp.
T. godçfeoyi brevicauda,

2.
[Selys,
T. godeffroyi godefoyi

3.

[n. subsp.

T. Bode ii oyi Cyclops,
T. yodeffroyi tillyardi,

[Campion, n. subsp.
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The habitats of these four forms are very distinct, as follows :7. brevicauda. Mountains of Victoria and Kosciusko, N.S.W.
T. godeffroyi. Blue Mountains and coastal spurs ; New England Ranges,
above 3000 feet, N.S.W.
T. Cyclops. Mountain scrubs of Northern N.S.W. and S. Queensland,
1500-2500 feet.
T. tillyardi. Kuranda, Herberton, and Atherton districts of N. Queensland, 1000-4000 feet.
T. GODEFFROYI GODEFFROYI, Selys. (Plate 3. fig. 1.)
This form has been well described by both Selys and Martin (loc. cit.).
Unfortunately, however, Martin, while figuring the typical male appendages,
seems to have used a specimen of T. godefroyi brevicauda (probably from
Alexandra, Vic.) in re-writing his description ; for he says of the appendages
"l'inférieur presque aussi long," in spite of his figure. The following are
the distinguishing points of this form :Wing s.— Triangles of medium length (about 3.5 mm.), that of fore-wing
much narrower than that of hind-wing, both usually 5-celled in 6, 5-7
in ? ; basal side of triangle slightly less than 1 mm. distal from arculus
(Plate 8. fig. 17). Pterostigma averaging 3.8 mm., d rose-brown, ? pale
brown, slightly biconvex, about 0.8 mm. wide (Plate 8. fig. 13). lllembranule white, fairly large, 1 mm. in fore-, 2 nun. in hind-wing (Plate 8. fig. 29).
Costa pale brownish. On all four wings the brown band covers the basal
three-fourths of the subcostal space, most of the basilar space (its lower
distal portion excepted), all the sub-radial space up to nodus ; at the nodes
it becomes a large dark blotch 2-2.5 mm. in width and depth, lying distal
from nodus ; thence onward the band fills the space between R1 and 1111 up
to pterostigma and the distal portion of the costa] space right up to tip of
wing ; the strong brace is usually suffused, and the band sometimes runs
iree ,o sire. 20
under the stigma also to the tip. Nodal Indicator ecsir
e. 3 U, si re. 22 ^ ' The
most usual form of venation at nodus is shown in Plate 8. fig. 21.
H e a d.—Face slightly hairy, pale shiny brown all over, labrum slightly
brighter. Front strongly anvil-shaped, the upper portion dark brown all
over, shading to black at the angle (Plate 8. fig. 27).
T h o r a x.—Rich chocolate-brown above, with pale cream- or strawcoloured dorsal and interalar ridges ; humeral bands straight, distinct, pale
straw- or cream-colour, about 0.5 nim. wide, bounding the rich brown dorsal
area on each side ; sides dull brownish, not much paler than above, with
indications of a pale stripe along sutures. Legs fairly short, profemora
nearly black, other femora pale brown with black elbows; tibiae pale brown,
tarsi medium brown.
A b d o m e n.— a 1-2 swollen, 3 pinched, 4-10 medium cylindrical.
3
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1-2 much swollen, 3 only slightly pinched, 4-10 cylindrical, thicker.
General colour very dark brown, tending to black, especially at distal ends of
segments, and more especially on 6-9.
A p p en d a g e s.— C3` . Superior averaging 4 mm., inferior only about half
as long ; superiors slightly waved, converging but not meeting at tips ;
inferior narrow subtriangnlar, hollow, upcurved ; colour semitransparent
short, 0.6 mm., straight, pointed, pale brown.
brown (Plate 8. figs. 7-8).
is
a
projecting
dentigerous plate or shelf, somewhat
Under segment 10 of
incised medially, with small black teeth arranged in an irregular set of 3
or 4 on each side of the median incision (Plate 8. fig. 25).
Types: d' 2, Coll. Selys.
Habitat. Typical T. godefroyi occurs not uncommonly on all the central
mountain-ranges of Eastern N.S.W., viz. Blue.Mountains and their southern
spurs as far as Moss Vale. It also occurs occasionally at a lower elevation
of 600 to 1000 feet in the hills between Sydney and the Hawkesbury River.
On the New England Ranges it is rare except at very high elevations, e. g. at
Guy Fawkes, 4000-5000 feet. It probably extends to the Darling Downs,
though I have no records of it from Queensland. End of November to
February.
The density of the brown bands on the wings is subject to much variation.
In most specimens the band is dark and continuous, the cross-veins appearing
pale on the band. This condition intensi fi es with age. At Ebor (Guy
Fawkes), N.S.W. (4000-5000 feet above sea-level), I found, besides this
typical form, a form in which the band was extremely light and in places
scarcely discernible. The less mature specimens simply showed the band as
pale saffron, crossed by dark brown veins; in the maturer specimens the
band tends to break up and the pigment collects around the cross-veins,
leaving clear spaces in between. This colouring corresponds with a difference
in habit. Usually the insect keeps to the steep rocky parts of deep gullies,
hiding under rocks and in caves during the day, and only appearing towards
evening to indulge in its ghost-like flight. But at Ebor it had found its way
up to the tops of the gullies, and was evidently becoming accustomed to the
more open conditions, for I often captured it flying in company with
Austroceschna multipunctata during the daytime. I propose to call this form
variety hyalina (Plate 3. fig. 2).
T. GODEFFROYI BREVICAUDA., n. SUbSp. (Plate 3. fig. 3.)
The following are the chief points of difference from typical T. godeffroyi :Size somewhat smaller, especially in d (see Table of Comparison, infra)..
Front uniformly brown above, but not so dark; the anvil-point touched with
black, and almost as sharp as in the type-form. Wing s.—Costa very pale,
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transparent whitish or yellowish. Pterostigrna shorter and narrower, 3 to
3. 5 mm., not so biconvex, only 0 . 6 mm. wide (Plate 8. fig. 14). Venation
more open. Brown bands similar to those of type, but usually paler.
Membranule white, slightly longer (2.2 min.) and distinctly narrower than in
type-form (Plate 8. fig. 30). Usual nodal venation as shown in Plate 8:
fig. 22. Triangles rather shorter, with basal side very close up to arc?plus
(Plate 8. fi g. 18).
Thorax with humeral hands slightly paler and broader; legs with tibiæ
darker brown. Abdomen as in type-form. Appendages of d' : —Superior
only 2.8 min. long, nearly straight, converging; inferior shaped as in typeform, reaching to about 1 mm. from tips of superiors (Plate 8. figs. 9-10).
Though the males of this and the type-form are so distinct, it would be
impossible to separate the females except on the general paler appearance of
a series of T. brevicanrla , compared with a series of the type d`
Types: d , Coll. Tillyard. (Mount Macedon, Victoria ; taken by
Mr. G. Lyell.)
Habitat. Mount Macedon and Gippsland,Victoria. Kosciusko and Southern
Alps, N.S.W. 2000-5500 feet.
It appears to be much rarer than the type-form. Though it may be
taken sparingly around Kosciusko every year, yet its appearance on Mount
Macedon is exceedingly capricious, and there can be little doubt that in the
colder climate the larva only develops very slowly. On January 1st, 1906,
my friends Messrs. G. Lyell and S. Angel found it in swarms round about
the waterfall on Mount Macedon. The day was exceedingly hot, and the
dragonflies kept bathing in the spray or settling half torpid on the damp
rocks. Many were caught by hand, and I received a fine series of about
twenty specimens. Though a careful watch has been kept for it, it has not
appeared in the same locality since. Along the gorges of the Upper Snowy
River, on the slopes of Mount Kosciusko, I found it very sparingly, and have
received one or two specimens from collectors each year. It emerges at the
end of December, and is probably over early in February.
With regard to the shorter superior appendages of the male, it is a very
interesting fact to record that males of the type-form are often taken with
their superior appendages (either one or both) broken off just at a point
about 1 mm. beyond the tip of the inferior. Viewed laterally, there is a
slight curve from this point to the tips, and I am of opinion that the
appendages are broken when the male is attempting to seize the female. At
that time both indulge in a wild chase up and down the creeks, and so rapid
are the evolutions, and so difficult the struggle for mastery on the part of
the male, that it is not to be wondered at if the slender tips break off.
The broken appendages are just as useful for holding the female, since
1 have once or twice taken a pair in cop., in which the male had a broken
3*
.
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appendage. It seems therefore extremely probable that the longer appendage
is the more archaic form, and that the shorter one of T. brevicauda has either
been evolved gradually from it as a more useful form, or has arisen as
a sudden mutation, or, possibly, as the direct inheritance of an acquired
character, in the Lamarckian sense.
T. GODEFFROYI CYCLOPS, n. subsp. (Plate 3. figs. 4-5 ; Plate 4. fig. 3.)
This subspecies differs from the type-form as follows :—
Sire considerably larger (see Table of Comparison, infret). Front much
less anvil-shaped, more rounded, pale brown above, with a large black
rounded blotch (Plate 8. fig. 2e). Win g s : — broader and more bluntly
rounded at tips. Pterostigma longer, 4.5 mm., much broader, quite 1 min.
wide, not very convex; colour straw, shading to rose in mature specimens
(Plate 8. fig. 15). Triangles more elongate, 5-7-celled, with basal side quite
1 min. or more distal from areulls (Plate 8. fig. 19). Venation dense. Brown
bands very dark and irregular, the part between base and nodus broken up
into two or three thick dark patches connected by narrower and paler
strands; nodal blotch very dark and large, about 3 mm. long and deep ;
digital half of band medium brown, regular, not passing under pterostigma.
lllembranule 1.5 min., white, exceedingly narrow (Plate 8. fig. 31).
Venation at nodus as shown in Plate 8. fig. 23.
T h or a x.—Almost black above, with straw-coloured dorsal and interalar
ridges ; humeral hands very narrow, pale brown, not very distinct; sides
greyish brown, with a short dark line fringing the humeral band close to
wings. The dark dorsal and pale lateral areas of the thorax are marked
off very distinctly at the humeral bands. Legs male brown except for
conspicuous black patches on elbows.
A b cl o m e n.—Shaped as in type-form, but with a distinct pattern of pale
straw-brown overlying the dark brown ground-colour. 1, pale brown except
for a dorsal apical squarish spot; 2, pale on sides and auricles of g ; 3 with
pale base and pale dorsal stripe, indistinct; 4-7 with pale lateral basal subtriangular blotches pointing downwards and outwards. In g , 10 distinctly
more sharply tubercled dorsally than in type-form. The pale pattern is less
distinct in , and may become obliterated with age. Appendages of g .Superior 4.4 mm., very similar to those. of type-form, but converging so as
to meet, and ending in a tiny inward spine; inferior as in type-form. In the
the dentigerous shelf of segment 10 is not so incised medially as in typeform, and the teeth are somewhat more regularly arranged.
Types: g , Coll. Tillyard. (a , Dorrigo, N.S.W.
, Mount Tambourine, Q.)
Habitat. Mountain scrubs of northern N.S.V. and southern Queensland.
Apparently rather rare. December to February.
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T. GODEFFROYI TILLYARDI, n. Subsp., Campion..
For complete description see Appendix B.
This subspecies is very close to T. cyclops, but differs from it in its somewhat greater size, its longer pterostign ia, and the complete •absence of the
humeral bands of the thorax.
Type :
unique ; British Museum.
Habitat. huranda to Herberton, N. Queensland. 1000-4000 feet. January.
Mr. F. P. Dodd has occasionally taken females of this rare form in the
districts named, but the only specimen whose location is at present certain is
the type. The male has never been taken, nor have I any specimens in my
own collection.
Table of Comparison for the Subspecies of T. godeffroyi, Selys.
T. godeffroyi.

l'. hrcvicmuda.

Total length
64-69 mm.
60-64 mm.
• Abdomen
10-55
47 -50
Fore-wing
40-42
39 -90
Hind-wing
39.5-41 - 5
35 -5-39 .5
Expan.e
82-87
7S-S2
Total length
63-67 unn.
RU-67 mm.
49-53
45-5.2
Abdomen
-13-47
43-95
Fore-wing
-13 -45
IIind-wing
45-47
Expanse
94-9S
89 -93
3- -3.5 mm.
Pterostigma
3 6-4 min.
2'2 mm., white,
Membranul e of hind- 2 it o u., white.
narrower.
wing.
Humoral bands of straight, narrow. slightly broader.
thorax.
4 111111.
2'8 nun.
Superior appendages
of a•.
uniform Hark
uniform brown.
Coloration of front
Coloratien
brown or black.

d'.

•

.

Dentigerous plate of
seg. 10,

medially incised.

:ncdially incised.

T. cyclops

T. tillyttrdi.

72 nun.
57

47

47
99

68 min.
53

49
19
102
4.5 nun.
1 . 5 nun., white,
very narrow.
narrower.

70. 5 min.
54
53

53
109
5.5 mm.
brownish white.
absent.

4 .4 ]nm.
brownish with
large round
black spot.
more regular.

large oval spot,
blackish.
more regular,

.

Life-History of Telephlebia godeffroyi godeffroyi, Selys.

,

During the last eight years I have collected a considerable amount of
information concerning the life-history of this remarkable Dragonfly, but
in to be filled in.
many gaps
The insect is of a distinctly crepuscular habit, being seldom met with until
late in the afternoon, and then only in the deep shady gullies. Very often
it is flushed from a twig or bush where it is resting, and will make off for
twenty or thirty yards, and re-settle in any suitable clad. place. It has a
great fondness for caves and shady interstices of rocky escarpments. When
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settled, its protective coloration makes it practically invisible. About 5 P.M.
the insects set out on their hunt for mosquitoes, which they catch with
marvellous agility. At this time their flight -is rapid, bewildering, and
ghost -like, and they appear to be more like the shadow of a dragonfly than
the reality. They career round bushes and trees with their mouths wide
open, swallowing midges and mosquitoes with wonderful ease and agility.
These wild flights continue until after Clark. 1 have caught specimens (more
by luck than anything else) flying round bushes as late as 8.30 P.M. Specimens are also not uncommonly taken at light between 8 and 12 P.M., and I
have two specimens which flew into a house on the Blue Mountains, attracted
by a lamp.
The female oviposits by herself ir_ the late afternoon, seeking the darkest•
corners of the rocky pools. At such times her flight is furtive and very
restless. The deposition of the eggs is carried out in the same manner as in
the case of llustrophiebia costalis, and the description given would fit either
species equally well, except that T elephlebia behaves in a more timorous
manner even than Austi•ophlehia. The slightest sound or disturbance is
sufficient to send the insect high up into the trees. I have never yet
succeeded in capturing an ovipositing female.
When the young larva hatches out, it probably hides for some time in the
trash and débris of the pools. Later on it develops remarkable habits, which
may be inferred from my observations on the only living larva so far discovered. This larva was found by me in October 1906 while dredging in
the Leura Cascades. In a net full of sand and débris collected close under
the bank of the creek in a rapid part of the cascades, I found a slender
slimy-looking larva of most peculiar aspect. The first glance suggested that
it was the larva of a fairly large Agrionid without the caudal gills. On
examining it, however, the size of the head and eyes, and the presence of
Anisopterid appendages, showed me that it was an .schnine larva. By a
process of exhaustion I knew that it must be the larva either of Austropetalia
or Telephlebia, since all the other YEsclmid lary occurring there were known
to me. Later on, the discovery of the exuviae of Ilustropetalia with the
insect just emerging, in Nov. 1908, convinced me that it must belong to
T elephlebia. But absolute certainty was not attained until Jan. 1912, when
I discovered the exuvive and emerging imago of T elephlebia at Ebor (Guy
Fawkes), N.S.W., and found that it agreed exactly with my Leura larva.
This larva was about half-grown, only 19 min. long, and appeared to be
mainly head, the thorax and abdomen being very slender, while the head
was quite 4 min. wide from eye to eye. When handled it was found to be
slimy. It was taken home and placed in a small cylindrical observation-jar,
6 inches high by 5 inches diameter, provided with a sandy bottom, growing
water-weeds, and several sticks jutting out from the water. Next morning
I found it sitting at the top of a stick, four inches above the water. I picked
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it up and dropped it into the water, when it swam off and clung to a stick,
only to climb up out of the water shortly afterwards. Thus it remained for
some days, eating nothing. When I approached it, it appeared to be eyeing
me guardedly, and always slipped round to the opposite side of the stick, still
watching me from the corner of its projecting eve. By walking round the
jar I could make it circle the stick, and it never for a moment left off watching
me. 1 was irresistibly reminded of the similar habits of the monitor lizard.
A f'ew clays later I returned home about 11 P.ac., and went to look at the
larva. I could not find it either in the water or on the stick. A damp
streak showed me that it had climbed over the edge of the jar, and had
probably fallen off the table. A long search followed all over the room.
Finally, I discovered a large •spider (locally called a " tarantula ") making
off across the floor with a bundle clone up in silk. The spider released the
bundle when I attacked him, and disappeared into a crevice of the wooden
flooring. Inside the silken bundle I discovered may larva, apparently not
much the worse for the adventure. I removed the silk, which stuck very
closely to his slimy skin, and replaced hint in the aquarium, which I covered
over for the night. Next day 1 improvised a covering of mosquito-netting
to fit closely over the jar, and replaced him in it.
So far the larva had eaten nothing. I now introduced live flies into the
jar, and had the satisfaction of finding that he ate a portion of one of these.
Doubtless he ate others which 1 did not see, for in a few days lie grew considerably stouter, and I saw that an ecdvsis was approaching. This ecdysis
was carried out on the stick, out of the ;vater, and l secured the cast skin.
The larva now began to grow rapidly, not lengthening very much, but
broadening out until the thorax and abdomen were of distinctly .IEschnine
form. The wing-cases began to appear, and I had great hopes of rearing it. •
But an untimely end was in store, for I foolishly left the covering off the jar
one night; the larva made his escape, and this time doubtless the spider
made no mistake, for I never saw him again. The most interesting differences between the half-grown larva and the full-grown one, as represented
by the exuvize from Ebor, were the comparative slenderness of the thorax
and abdomen and the greater hairiness of the labium, though this latter
character probably does not show itself as fully on the exuvial labium as it
would in the living full-grown larva. The following description applies to
the Ebor specimen which I have before me, and which is fi gure d in Plate 2.
fig. 4.
Total length 27.5 mm., greatest breadth 7 min. across eyes. Colour very
dark brown, without any very apparent pattern. H e a d.--5 min. long, with
prominent rounded lubrum and ,front, large laterally projecting eyes, and
large postorbital lobes rounded and irregularly notched and roughened ;
nearly the whole surface, except the eyes, shagreened with tiny and numerous
warts and dots ; occiput with an upstanding irregular tubercular ridge just
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behind level of eyes, carrying hairs. Labium with fairly broad and long
naentuna, 6.5 by 4 mm., reaching to well between pro-coxae (Plate 6. fig. 2) ;
upper part of mentuw carrying short downy hairs all over ; lateral lobes

short, carrying close-set hairs on the outer margin; movable hook l'4 mm.,
slender, pointed ; inner margins very finely denticulate or crenulate; apex
narrow, rounded, with very slightly nodding outer angle ; median lobe
projecting very slightly, obtusely rounded off (Plate 5. fig. 2). T h o r a x.-Prothora2 short, 3.5 mm. wide, with projecting lateral spines; meso- and
imetathora.z 4 by 4.5 mm., rather small ; hind wing-case 5 mm., greatest
breadth 2 mm., tip broadly rounded.
Legs of medium size, strongly built,
with femora irregularly roughened and flattened. A b d o nI e n.-15.5 mm.
long ; greatest breadth 5 rout. at segment 5 ; segments 8-10 very tapering ;
well rounded above, fairly flat beneath ; the whole dorsal surface finely
shagreened. No dorsal spines, but minute apical ridges carrying hairs on
segments 3-9. Segment 10 raised dorsally into a large blunt upstanding
tubercle. Appendages rather remarkable, the superior being a sharply downcurved spine, not so long as inferiors and carrying above it a strong blunt
tubercle about midway (possibly this is the involucre of the male imaginal
inferior appendage) ; the two inferiors are longer and stronger spines,
1.5 mm., only slightly curved inwards at tips, lying close together, carrying
underneath a few strong hairs or fine spines (Plate 7. figs. 2,14). Involucra
of male superior appendages are straight spines 1 min. long, lying at the
level and on either side of the superior larval appendage.
Larval Type : (3', unique (Ebor. N.S.W., Jau. 6th, 1912). Coll.
Tillyard.
This very remarkable larval form is probably one of the most archaic
"Eschnine types still in existence. In the slenderness of its thorax and
abdomen it may perhaps be considered specialized, but in the form of its
labium, with its narrow and finely denticulate inner margin of the lateral
lobes—which also lack the strong angulated and projecting tip of the more
specialized iEschniiue—it shows distinct relationship to Petalia, and hence
also to the Gomphina'. The anal appendages appear to be specialized into a
strong united down-curving spine of great value to the insect for holding
tightly to twigs. But the most remarkable thing about it is undoubtedly its
preference for living out of the water. Possibly the fine warts and dots of
the shagreened skin support the openings of slime-glands, which may help
the insect to keep moist while out of water. An even coarser shagreening
is noticeable in time exuvim, of Austropetalia patricia, and it would be interesting to obtain the living larva, and to see whether its habits are similar to
those of I elephlebia.
It is very remarkable that two such archaic forums as Telephlebia and
Petalura should, in their larval stages, depart so far from the normal manner
of living in the water ; the on e preferring to live on twigs out of the water,
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while the other lives in tubes constructed in mud or peat, and is very
probably able to breathe air directly. Such habits have nothing in common
except divergence from the normal, and probably represent two extreme
lines of specialization by larvaa that were ousted from their original habitat
in the water by more progressive forms. They cannot, to my minci, be used
as arguments in favour of the view that the ancestors of our Odonata once
possessed land-living larvEe. There are other more cogent arguments for
that view.
TELEPHLEIJIA ASTHENES, n. sp.
d' unknown.
. Total length 48.5 mm., abdomen 37 . 5 mm., fore- and hind-wings 35 min.
each ; expanse 73 mm. (Plate 4. fig. 4.)
Wing s.—Hyaline, bases lightly saffroned for 3-4 mm. 11Teuration open,
Triaugles of medium length, 3-1-celled, that of hind-wing darkbown.
slightly the broader of the two ; basal side of both 1 mm. distad from arculus
(Plate 8. fig. 20). Basilar space with 3-5 cross-veins, submedian space with
6-7, the last forming a weak subtriangle. llypertrigoial space with 3-4
cross-veins. 11Todal Indicator
i5, 1 1 Sc prolonged beyond nodus for
only one complete cell's length, very regular (Plate 8. fig. 24). Pterostiguza
short, 2 . 0 x 0 . 8 mm., biconvex, pale brownish (Plate 8. fig. 16). lllembranule
practically obsolete (Plate 8. fig. 32). .LV o brown band's on wings.
H e a d.—Shiny brown, slightly paler on labrum and between vertex and
frontal ridge. Eyes large, rather flattened, meeting for 2.5 mm.
T h o r a x.—Short, small ; almost black, with pale yellow dorsal ridge,
two very distinct brown dorsal patches, and, on each side, it lemon-yellow
lateral band ; underside grey-brown. Legs brown, tibice with numerous
spines.
A b do uI e n.--1-2 swollen, 3 scarcely pinched at all, 4-10 narrow cylindrical, flattened from side to side. Colour very dark brown ; a narrow basal
dorsal mark on 2, pale brownish, pointed distally ; apical portions of 3-6
paler dorsally. Ovipositor reaching to middle of 10, upcurved. Deutigerous
shelf of 10 not medially incised, rather squarish, with two lateral sets of 3-4
small teeth (Plate 8. fig. 26).
Type :
Coll. Tillyard. Taken by Mr. E. J. Dumigan at Killarney,
•
S. Queensland, on Jan. 8th, 1914.
An immature and somewhat damaged female, now in the Queensland
Museum, Brisbane, taken by Mr. H. Hacker at Mount Tambourine,
S. Queensland, on Nov. 4th, 1911, is the only other known specimen of this
rare species. It was not sufficiently mature or complete to form a satisfactory type-. It is somewhat larger than the type ; wings 37 mm., with
one or two more antenodals.
.

,
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This species is very distinct from T. godefro,yi by its hyaline wings without
trace of bands, its short pterostigma, open venation, absence of membranule,
very regular prolongation of subcosta, smaller size, and somewhat different
coloration. It appears to be a specialized asthenogenetic offshoot from the
main stock, an'd is One of the smallest 1'schnince known to nie.
B. HYLOCHROIIE SERIES.

Colour black or dark brown, marked with spots, blotches, and bands of
bright yellow or green, yellowish-green, bluish-green, or grey ; wings
always completely hyaline. This colour-scheme is very striking during
flight, but gives great protection to the resting insect, which partakes of the
particolouu•ed scheme of the surrounding forest. Flight diurnal.
Genera :1.

1. Basilar space reticulated

DrNDROASCIINA, u. g.

Tillyard.)
2. Basilar space free.
2 a. Female with a dentigerous plate on the underside of segment 10
2. AUSTROZCSCHNA, Selys.
2 b. Female with dentigerous plate obsolescent, but
with a sharply-projecting dorso-apical spiue
on segment 10, between appendages 3. NOTOuSCHNA, n. g.
(Type, Auslroceschna sagitt.ata, Martin.)
(Type,

Genus 1. DENrnOA:scIINA

Calicesc1ma conspersa,

,

n. g.

Neuration fairly open ; median, submedian, and hypertrigonal spaces
reticulated. Rs forked well before level of pterostigma ; Rspl separated
from lower branch of fork by a single mw of cells. 1114 distinctly waved in
its distal half, bending away from 3l3 so as to increase the intervening cellrows from one to two. Anal triangle of a wide ; membranule small.
3/spl one row of cells below 3/4. Nodus placed well beyond halfway
between base and pterostigma. rterostigma very strongly braced, short.
Triangles short, wide, 2-3-celled. Sc normal.
Eyes large and very contiguous. Front exceedingly wide, elevated into
a large semicircular ridge. Vertical tubercle almost obliterated ; ocelli
nearly touching each other. Antennae very wide apart. Female with a
dentigerous plate under segment 10.
Type : Caliaschna conspersa, Tillyard.
I propose this new genus for the reception of the type-species only, since
it is evidently not congeneric with the other known species of Calicrschna.
The fact that the type of this latter genus (C. inicrostigma, Schneid.) occurs
a Greek, 8 v8pov, a tree.
^
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in Asia Minor, while C. conspersa is confined to New South Wales, led nie to
compare the two insects carefully, when important differences at once becanie
apparent. As to the question whethex the other species described by Martin
under Caliceschna, and occurring in various parts of India and the East
Indies, are also congeneric with the type, I am unable to give a definite
answer for lack of the necessary material. The chief differences between
Caliceschna, Selys, and I)cecleooesclena, n. g., are as follows :1. In Caliceschna the eyes are " peu contigus." In Dentirowschna, on the
contrary, they are very contiguous and large, almost obliterating the postorbital triangle.
2. The remarkable form of the front in Denairoceselina, with the consequent
closeness of the three ocelli together, the obliteration, almost, of the vertical
tubercle, and the wide separation of the antenne, is far more specialized than
any tendency in the saine direction observable in Caliaeschna.
3. In Caliceschna the nodus lies about halfway between base and pterostigma in fore-wing, nearer to the base in hind-wing. In Dendroceschna the
nodus lies distally from the middle in both wings.
4. In Caliaeschna the pterostigma is not braced ; in Dendroaeschna it is
very strongly braced.
DENDRO,ESCIINA CONSPERSA, Tillgaral , D. sp. (Plate 4. fig. 5.)
Caliceschna conspersa, Tillyard, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W. xxxi. (1906),
Part 4, p. 727 ; Martin, /Eschuines Coll. Selys, fasc. xix. (1909) p. 112.
Types : d' , Coll.. Tillyard.
Habitat. New South Wales, Sydney district and lower Blue Mountains ; also Illawarra district and Mittagoug. I have also taken the larva,
but not the perfect insect, on ßocky Creek, Nandewar Ranges, near Bingara,
N.S.W.
Life - H i s t or y.—This species appears very late in the season, at the end
of February or beginning of March. The immature imagines fly straight
up into the trees, which become their home for the rest of their existence.
Consequently, one can always find throughout March and April very many
more exuviae than imagines. At Heathcote, N.S.W., on April 12th, 1909,
I found the exuvim thick on every stick and stem jutting out from the creek.
On one twig I gathered no less than twelve exuvie, while in some cases
they had climbed on to one another's backs for lack of room. Most of the
insects had evidently been out for some time, but a. few were still emerging,
and I secured a long series of perfectly fresh clean larval skins. Though
it was a warm sunny day, I only captured six imagines.
As is usual with those Dragonflies which live in the forest, the imagines
remain immature for a long tinie, especially the females. During the day
they may be `seen flying high up round the trees, alternately soaring and
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darting. Every now and then they descend to chase small gnats and flies,
and !nay then be captured with a little luck, though they are very skilful and
quick at dodging the net. Later on, in the afternoons, and especially
towards the end of May, when they are mature, these insects descend to the
creek-bed and fly very rapidly up and down. The females oviposit in May
and June, and even on warm days in July. Their method is to select some
old and half-rotted piece of wood dipping into the water, or occasionally a
damp mossy rock, on which they settle. They then proceed to lay their eggs
one by one into the damp wood or moss. This is done deliberately and
'slowly. I have watched a female stay for over twenty minutes in one spot
ovipositing. They are, however, extremely watchful, and the slightest
movement sends them dashing off I never succeeded in catching an
ovipositing female, though I have taken them while they were examining
suitable nooks and corners for laying.
Probably the eggs do not hatch until the spring, for in November and
December any larva taken are exceedingly small. The young larva is very
hard-skinned, bein; absolutely black and very spiny. After an eedysis the
larva is green and delicate for a short time, then rapidly darkens, and in less
than an hour is hard and black again. It lies on twigs, amongst débris, or
hiding on the underside of flat rocks. It is very active, and can run rapidly.
If handled, its sharp spines can be used with considerable effect, and are, no
doubt, a strong defensive weapon against its natural enemies. It is a
voracious feeder, attacking other ()donate larva; and even its own species
without discrimination. Ecdvses succeed one another rapidly during the
summer, usually at intervals of a fortnight or less, according to the supply
of food. About the end of February the larva becomes torpid for some days,
and the skin is excessively hard and tough. Finally, it emerges by crawling
up a stick or stem, usually in the early morning.
Lary a.—The full-grown larva is not absolutely black, but has a groundcolour either of black or very dark brown, very intricately mottled all over
with paler brown.
Total length 30-34 num.; grealest breadlh 7 mm. across eyes and also
across segment 7 of abdomen. H e a d.-5 . 5 nun., with prominent eyes,
float, and labruna ; antenna? 3•2 mm. apart at bases ; postocular lobes large,
rounded, with a projecting lateral spine on each side, 5 . 5 mm. apart.
L a bin m.-11leatunu 6 inn i. long, 4'5 mm. wide distally, narrowing basally
and reaching back to between mesocox ai , where it is only 2.5 tum. o ide,
Hedian lobe very slightly convexly curved, with a row of short stiff hairs.
Lateral lobes with apex truncate, outer angle slightly rounded, inner angle
almost a right angle, inner border very finely crenulate ; movable hook
strong, curved, l'2 nHn. (Plate 5. hg. 7). T h or a x.—Prothorax 2 x 4 5 liun.,
with prominent h i t spines, and below them, on each side, two
sublateral spines or prominences close together (Plate 6. fig. 3). Illeso- and
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m.etathora.w 4 5 x 6 mm., irregular, with fairly prominent lateral tubercles ;
wing - cases 6 min., parallel. Legs short, fairly strong, much spotted with

pale brown on a black or dark brown ground-colour ; femora regular, not
much flattened. A b d o ul e n.—Elongate-oval, well arched above, flattish
beneath, 3 mm. wide at 2, then widening to 7 (7 mm. wide), then curving in
to 2.5 mm. width at 10. No dorsal spines. Strong lateral spines on 6-9,
those of 6 smallest, the others increasing to 9. Appendage s.--Superior
short, P3 mm., depressed, truncate, carrying at its truncated tip two small
sharp outer teeth and two blunt median teeth, close together. In the g the
involucre of the inferior imaginal appendage overlies it as a flat triangular
projection ; in both g and the involucres of the superior imaginal
appendages lie on each side of it as fairly straight and pointed spines,
1.1 mm. Inferiors 2.5 nun., broad-based strongly triquetral spines, very
sharp, with slightly incurred tips. In the living larva these spines can
all be pressed together to form a powerful weapon of defence (Plate 7.
figs. 3, 15). Ovipositor of nymph of medium size, reaching just beyond
end of segment 9.
Larval Type s.-- d , Coll. Tillyard. (Heathcote, N.S.W., April 10th,
1909.)
The perfect insect is exceedingly beautiful on the wing, its large glowing
emerald eyes and the mimerons bright green spots on its thorax and abdomen
giving it a very striking appearance. It has already been fully described
both by M. René Martin and myself (Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W. xxxi.
(1907) p. 729). Phylogenetically, it seems to hold the same relationship to
Austroffschna that Telephlebia does to Ivstrophlebia. There is no doubt
that the " aphantochromes " are more archaic than the " hylochromes,"
and that the particular line of specialization of the latter has led to their
holding, in Australia, the dominant position attained in a somewhat similar
manner in the Holaretic Region by zEschna, itself an archaic genus.
But there can be little doubt that this development has been mainly due
to the absence of competition with the larger and stronger species of
1L'schna, rather than to any intrinsic superiority ; for our only species
of the latter genus, 2+. brevistgla, is more widely spread and commoner
than any of the "hylochromes," and its voracious larva takes heavy toll
on the latter wherever they occur together.
Genus 2.

AUSTROzESCHNA,

Selys (a me restriettnm).

Neuration open ; median space free, submedian and basilar spaces with a
few cross-veins. Rs forked well before level of pterostigma ; Rspl separated
from lower branch of fork by a single row of cells. 111 4 distinctly waved in
its distal half so as to increase the intervening cell-rows between it and 113
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from one to two. Anal triangle of d right-angled, strong, 2-3-celled ;
membranule small. one row of cells below 1114. Pterostigma strongly
braced, of variable length. Triangles of medium length, usually 3-celled.
Sc normal. Eyes large, contiguous for some distance. Front of variable
width, rounded, not raised much above level of eyes ; antenn[e and ocelli
normal in position; vertical tubercle present. Female with a dentigerons
plate under segment 10 (Plate 5. fig. 6).
Dislribution confined to the 11 ustralian Region.
Type : Austroceschna parvistigma, Selys.

If the above definition of the genus, as now proposed by nie, be accepted,
it will be necessary first of all to remove from it the two non-Australian
species included by Martin. These are A. intersedens, Martin (}Eschnines
Coll. Selys, fasc. xis. p. 101), from the Iihasia Hills, and A. milnei, Selys,
from Japan. Neither species is known to me, but there can lie little
doubt of their generic distinctness. The figure given by Martin for
A. intersedens shows an absolutely nnbraced pterostigma, a condition quite
unknown in any. true Austroceschna. A. milnei is only known from the
female, and there are probably equally strong grounds for excluding it.
Martin says nothing about its stigma being braced. On zoo-geographical
grounds alone, it would be hard to accept it as congeneric with our natural
Australian group of species.
It is also necessary to exclude, for removal into a new genus, the very
remarkable species Austroceschna sagittata, Martin, which is a more highlyspecialized form both in larva and imago.
Ausirophlebia costalis, Tillyard, originally also included in this genus, has
already been removed into a new genus in the " aphantochromc " series.
With these restrictions, there remain eleven species in the genus, to which
will be added, in this paper, a twelfth. As these eleven have all been well
described by Selys, Martin, Förster *, and myself, I shall content myself
simply with describing the new species and the life-histories of those species
which I have worked out, 'adding for reference a comparative table of the
more striking differences.
The twelve species included in the genus Austroceschna, as restricted by
me, fall naturally into two groups, according to their coloration and habits.
These two groups do not, however, appear to me to be deserving of generic
rank. They are :T. Species which have developed a pattern of green, yellow, or greenishblue markings on a dark brown ground, and with it have also formed
the habit of settling in the foliage of bushes and trees where their
colour protects them.
* Förster's genes Droniaschna, proposed for A. forcipata and A. weiskei, has nothing to
recommend it, and is here re-absorbed into Austroasch-na.
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II. Species which have developed a pattern of grey or pale brownish on a
black or almost black ground, and with it have formed the habit of
resting on the dark trunks of trees or on burnt stumps. Their flight
is essentially weaker and less sustained than that of the species in
Group I., and they spend much more time in resting.
GROUP I.
A wstroceschna tripunctata, Martin.
weiskei, Förster.
forcipata, Tillyard
(=severini, Förster).
unicornis, Selvs.
inermis, Martin.
longissima, Martin.

GROUP II.

Austroceschna parvistigma, Selvs.
multipanctata, Martin.
atrata, Martin.
ariacantha, Tillyard
(=aspersa, Martin).
tasnianica, n. sp.
victoria, Martin.
)7

The table on p. 48 gives the chief differences between the twelve species,
and will be found sufficient for their determination. Except in the case of
A. victoria, which I have not seen, the measurements given are the average
of series examined by me, and are subject to a variation of about ±4 0/0. The
colours also are those of mature specimens, wherever possible ; those of
A. weiskei are probably not fully matHred. All measurements are in millimetres.
snbsp.
d' unique. Total length 61 mm., abdomen 47 mm., fore-wing 38.5 mm.,
hind-wing 37.5 mm. It differs from the type-form as follows :1. Coloration of head black, marked with bright yellow, viz. two large
round spots on top of front, a large patch on either side of front close above
post, clypeos ; almost the whole of the post-clypeus bright yellow ; two large
geminate subtriangular spots on labrum, a small spot on gence ; labium
reddish black.
2. Coloration of thorax dark brown, with yellow markings, placed as in
type-form, but larger and more conspicuous ; markings of sides tending to
lengthen out to curved bands. The russet of the middle and hind femora
much less developed than in type.
3. Abdomen almost black, with yellow markings, all larger and more conspicuous than in type-form. Dorsal spots of basal halves of 3-7 close together
and large, isolating between them a black cross.
4. Segment 10 much broader apically, quite 3 mm. ; apical yellow spots
large and wide apart. Hence :5. Superior appendages differing in shape from those of type, being
shorter, 3.7 ihm., very wide apart at. bases, thence converging to tips ;
distinctly bent at middle so as to appear almost broken ; basal halves much
AUSTROJESCHNA PARVISTIGMA FLAVOMACULATA, n.

Comparative Table for the Genres Austroieschna (Imagines).
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tripunctata, Martin

Habitat.
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depressed and converging, apical halves nearly horizontal, flattish, hairy,
with well-rounded tips. Inferior appendage 1.8 mm., narrow-subtriangular,
much upcurved, as in type.
Habitat. Mt. Kosciusko, N.S.W., at 5000-feet level. Taken by Dr. A. J.
Turner, Jan. 23rd, 1914.
Type : Coll. Tillyard.
This very striking and beautiful subspecies is very different from the typeform in appearance, owing to the yellow colouring and greater size of its
markings. It is of interest in showing the transition of a species possessing
the coloration of Group H. (see above) back to that of Group I. on taking
possession of an alpine habitat, where tall trees and dense forest are not
present. The effect of living more in the open is seen at once by the development of the brighter coloration, while it is curious also to note the tendency
shown towards a shortening of the superior appendages towards the form
seen in A. unicornis and other species.
This is the first record of A. parvistigma from the Australian Alps.

•

AUSTROIESCHNA TASMANICA, n. sp.
d unique. Total length 68, abdomen 50, tore-wing 42, hind-wing 41 mm.
Wing s.— Costa brown, rest of neuration black, strong. Subnzedian spaces
with 2, hyperlrigonals with 2-3 cross-veins. Triangle of fore-wing twice
crossed, that of hind-wing only once crossed, slightly shorter and broader.
Membranule : fore small, 1 mm., greyish ; hind 2 mm., greyish. :Pierostigma 2.5 mm., black, strongly braced. 1lrodel Indicator 18-19,16-19
13 , 17-18 j
H e a d.—Occipital triangle raised, black, hairy. Vertical tubercle black,
hairy ; central ocelles transparent yellowish, larger than the other two.
Front hairy, pale straw-colour above, with a transverse median triangular
brown mark connected to the ridge by its apex ; rest of front shiny brown.
Post - clgpeus straw-colour, bordered irregularly with dark brown ; anteclypeus dark brown. Lab,°um black, with two small, triangular, yellowishbrown spots close together at base; genre with a round yellowish-brown spot;
labium pale brownish, shaded and edged with dark brown.
T h o r a x.—Prothorax hairy, dark brown. Meso - and metathorax with
grey hairs in front and around coxm ; glaucous brown, mottled with olivegrey as follows :—a faint and fine dorsal line on each side of dorsal ridge,
curving outwards in front ; dorsal ridge black, rising to an obtuse spine ;
each line ends in front in a small round spot, close to and behind which is a
large elongate-oval humeral spot; on each side a small spot just in front of
interalar ridge. On the sides considerable mottling, formed by about eight
very irregular spots and marks of various sizes. A small but conspicuous
white spot on the costal base of each wing. Notum black, scnta and scutella
greyish. Legs black, with half of profemora and about two-thirds of middle
and hind femora bright russet.
L1NN. JOURN.-ZOOLOGY, VOL. XXXII1.
4
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A b d o m e n.-1-2 much swollen, 3 much pinched near base, rest gradually
widening to 10, which is 3 . 5 mm. wide. 1-2 hairy, brown with irregular
black markings; 3-8 with transverse black caring, a pair of oval dorsal spots
close together, and crossed by the carina ; also, low down on each side, a
larger oval mark crossed by the carina., and, on each side, a flat apical mark :
all markings pale brown in the dead insect. 9, 3 mm. long, pale brown, with
a black dorsal arrowhead-mark projecting from base to middle, and on each
side a large basal black blotch. 10 black, rounded above, with a very large
dorsal nodding tubercle ; a broad pale brown apical band passes under the
base of the tubercle.
Appendage s.—Superior wide apart, 4 mm., black, hairy, bases narrowed, then slightly widening and curving inwards to tips, which are bluntly
pointed outwards and about 1.5 mm. apart. Inferior very broad and short,
1 5 mm. long by 2 mm. wide, base slightly narrowed, end strongly bifid,
black (Plate 9. figs. 11-12).
Type : a unique, Hobart Museum (Hobart, February 1892).
This peculiar species, which Mr. Robert Hall, Curator of the Hobart
Museum, kindly sent me for study, is without doubt very distinct from all
other known species of the genus in possessing its remarkable bifid inferior
appendage, and in the huge tubercle or spine on segment 10. It
• appears to
be most closely allied to
atrata, Martin.
AUSTROÆSCHNA INERMIS, Martin.
unique. Total length 61, abdomen 44, fore-wing 43, hind-wing 42 mm.
Wing s.—Areuration strong, black, except cosla which is pale yellowish.
Thickened antenodals on the first, and the third or fourth. 11Todal Indicator
18-20, 14-15
brown. Ml embranule whitish,
Pterosti✓ ma 3 mm., yellowish
y
I I 12-13, 15
fore 1 mm., hind 2.5 mm. Triangles 3-celled. Anal loop very small,
5-6-celled.
H e a d.—Eyes moderately large, meeting for P7 mm.; postocniar triangle
yellow; vertical tubercle and base of front dark brown ; front yellow above,
with a large brown T-mark, the cross-piece of which spreads downwards
over the vertical portion as far as the postclypeus; the latter brown with a
transverse yellow band next front ; ante-clypees dark brown; labrun dark
brown with a pair of small yellow central spots separated by a brown line;
genre yellow ; labium dark brown.
Thor a x.—Large, with strong dorsal ridge, on either side of which lies
a small curved yellowish band, thin and indistinct. Ground-colour rich
chocolate-brown ; sides with broad and fairly straight humeral and lateral
bands, and a sublateral yellowish line ; underside brown with grey hairs.
Legs long, strong, black, most of fetnora dark reddish brown.
Abdo m e n.-1-2 much swollen, 3-10 cylindrical. Colour dark brown,
marked as follows -1, paler dorsally ; 2 with four pointed yellow marks

I,
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arranged in the form of a cross, but not meeting centrally. 3-6 with two
basal lateral spots, two central dorsal spots separated by mid-dorsal line,
also indistinct sublateral markings, especially apically on 3-9 ; all these
markings yellow. 7 with the central spots advanced to one-third from base,
and a pair of short transverse apical lines. 8-9 with indistinct basal lateral
marks, and a large dorsal apical yellow spot broadening out along suture.
10 very short, brown. Ovipositor reaching to end of 9. Dentigerous plate
of 10 with six strong teeth. Appendages P4 mm., bluntly pointed, black.
Habitat. Australian Alps, 3000-5000 feet. Very rare. Jan. to March.
Types : a , Coll. Martin (Alexandra, Vic.) . (unique), Coll. Tillyard
(Mt. Kosciusko, N.S.V., at 5000-feet level, taken by Dr. A. J. Turner,
Jan. 23rd, 1914).
Three males taken at the same time as the type-female, by Dr. Turner,
agree very closely with R. Martin's description of the type-male. All four
specimens are rather immature. The locality " O. Australie " given by
Martin is surely an error.
Out of the twelve species of the genus Austroceschna the larvae of six are
known to me. But I have only been able to study fully the life-histories of
two of these, viz. A. longissirna and A. naultipunctata, these being the only
two species occurring at all frequently within a hundred miles of Sydney.
AUSTROÆSCHNA LONGISSIMA, Martin.
This very graceful and beautiful species appears late in December and
remains on the wing until April or May. It flies usually between 2 and
6 P.M., keeping very low and clashing swiftly up and down small mountaincreeks. It is very difficult to capture. The females, as is usual with all the
entogenic Australian /Eschnince, oviposit by themselves. They select an old
half-rotten piece of wood or twig dipping into the water ; and, settling on it
with wings expanded, go about the process of oviposition very deliberately
and slowly. I have watched them sometimes remaining in the sanie place
for fifteen to twenty minutes, evidently experiencing some difficulty in
rasping open the somewhat hard tissues of the wood in which their eggs are
placed. The eggs are of the usual elongate-oval form (Plate 9. fig. 23) and
measure 1.3 mm.; colour very pale straw. The young larva probably hatches
out in the autumn, but remains very small throughout the winter, when food
is practically unobtainable on the mountain-creeks. Specimens dredged in
September are usually less than half-grown, quite black, hard, and spiny.
They are very active, and if held in the closed hand can almost force their
way out like a beetle.
Several specimens kept in my aquaria provided some interesting observations. They rest, when young, either on twigs or the stiff steins of waterplants, and seem to be continually on the watch, dodging round to the
opposite side whenever I approached. They have a voracious appetite, and
4*
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much prefer fairly large articles of diet, e. g. very young lEschnine larvae,
and Agrionid larvae of all sizes. These they stalk in a very deliberate
manner, and very seldom fail to catch them. On the other hand, though
they willingly eat mosquito larvae, they do not find them easy to catch. I
once saw one snapped at three or four times in succession without effect.
Comparing this with the very effective stroke of the much shorter cup-like
labium of forms like Synthemis, I think it is fair to conclude that the
/Eschnine labium is particularly suitable to the capture of fairly large prey,
while the narrowness of its Iobes, the length of its end-hooks, and the absence
of setae, all combine to make it a much less effective weapon for catching
small prey than is the Libelluline labium.
The larvae (two) were apparently full-fed just before Christmas, but
remained dormant for a fortnight. For several days before emergence they
crawled partly out of the water in the morning. One morning I found both
out of the water on twigs, but on my approach they dived back again. The
next day I found one of them dead and much swollen up ; the other had
crawled up the mosquito-netting and emerged. They were both females.
The newly emerged insect is semitransparent brown, with pale, almost
colourless, spots. In a few days it becomes dark brown with pale yellowish
spots. When quite mature the colour is almost black, the markings being a
lovely blue-green, very evanescent after death. No other member of the
genus has spots of this colour.
All the larvae and exuviae in my collection (five) are females. It is worthy
of remark that, amongst Odonata, the subfamily ./Eschninae alone yields to
the collector more females than males, both in larvae and imagines.
Larva (? ).—Total length 36 mm., greatest breadth 7.5 min. across eyes.
H e a d.-5 mm. ; postocular lobes prominent, 6.2 mm. across, subangular,
carrying irregular tubercular swellings which cause the outer border to
appear distinctly crenate. La b i u m.— Wentnni 6 x 4 5 mm., reaching just
to mesocosae, slightly narrowed basally (3 mm.) (Plate 6. fig. 5). Median
lobe slightly projecting, slightly bilobed, carrying a row of stiff short hairs
and a pair of short stout black tubercles (Plate 5. fig. 4). Lateral lobes of
medium breadth, truncate distally, outer apical angle slightly rounded, the
inner one toothed ; inner border distinctly crenulate ; movable hook strong,
sharp, 1.3 mm. Thor a x.—Pr othorare 2 X 5 . 7 mm., with large bluntish
dorso-lateral and two pairs of strong sharp sublateral spines close together.
Meso- and metathorax strongly built, with two pairs of distinct lateral spines;
wing-cases 8 mm. Legs strongly built, black, much spotted with pale brown.
Al) dome n.—Elongate-oval, well-rounded above, flattish below. No dorsal
spines. Four pairs of lateral spines, those of G medium, 7-9 large.
Appendage s.—Superior 3 6 inferiors 3. 9 mm., all strongly triquetral,
very sharply pointed, somewhat hairy, tips bent inwards (Plate 7. figs. 5, 17).
Tnvolvcres of female imaginal appendages, thin sharp spines, 1.5 min.
•
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Ovipositor reaching to middle of 10 (Plate 6. fig. 11). Colon r.—Black,
with rich mottling of paler brown markings ; usually, conspicuous oval
dorsal spots on 8-9, sometimes a smaller one on 7.
Larval Type :
Coll. Tillyard. National Park, N.S.W. ; emerged
January 6th, 1905.
Habitat. This beautiful and graceful species is nowhere common, but is
very widely distributed throughout Eastern Australia and Northern Tasmania.
I have it from Mount Lofty Ranges, near Adelaide; Cataract Gorge, Launceston, Tas.; Alexandra, Vic.; Hill Top, Heathcote, National Park, Glenbrook,
and Medlow Bath (3400 feet), N.6.W. ; Guy Fawkes (4000-5000 feet),
N.S.W.; Herberton (3000 feet), N. Queensland. The Herberton specimens,
taken by Mr. F. P. Dodd, differ somewhat from the type, having shorter
bodies and appendages, and might merit the rank of subspecies, though I do
not propose to name them until I obtain more material.
Types : a , Coll. Martin ; Victoria (probably Alexandra).
,

Martin. (Plate 4. fig. 6.)
This is undoubtedly the commonest species of the genus on the Blue
Mountains, N.S.W., and also in Victoria. I have kept a number of the
larve in my aquaria, and succeeded in breeding out several. The general
account of the life-history given for A. longissima holds good also for this
species, but with the following important differences :The perfect insect is the first of the genus to appear, my earliest record
being November 28th (Dorrigo), but they are seldom seen until the second
half of December. They remain on the wing until April. The larve are
very different in appearance from those of ±1. longissima, being of a dirtybrown colour. Instead of living on submerged sticks, as A. longissima does,
they hide in accumulated trash in the deep pools, or, more frequently, cling
to the matted tangle of projecting roots and weeds that fringe the steep sides
of the pools. In such situations they are not uncommon. When dredged
they are usually slightly covered with sand or mud, especially on the
appendages, which are very hairy. They are rather inactive, and usually
feign death when handled. Their spines are small and harmless. The female
oviposits in twigs or matted roots along the sides of deep pools in the
mountain-creeks.
Lary a.—Total length 37 min., greatest breadth 7'5 nun. across eyes.
H e a d.-5 mm., ocelli very prominent ; postocular lobes roughened, regularly
rounded. L a b i u in.—Mention 7.5 x 4 mm., reaching to between meso- and
metacoxe, where it narrows to 2 mm. (Plate 6. fig. G). Median lobe somewhat projecting, bilobed, with a row of stiff short hairs and two small black
tubercles. Lateral lobes narrowed, truncate, outer apical angle well rounded,
inner one strongly toothed ; inner border distinctly crenulated, movable hook
1.4 mm., sharp (Plate 5. fig. 5) . T h o r a x.—Protlaora2 1.8 x 5.5 mm., with
AUSTROIESCINA MULTIPUNCTATA,
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blunt dorso-lateral spines and two pairs of small sublateral spines close
together. 11leso - and metathorax without spines ; wing - cases 8 mm. Legs of
medium build, dark brown blotched with pale brown. Abdomen shaped
as in A. longissima, with no dorsal spines; lateral spines on 6-9, small to
medium (sometimes a tiny spine on 5). Appendage s.—Superior 3.3 mm.,
triquetral, pointed, hairy ; inferiors somewhat broader, a little more pointed,
same length, hairy (Plate 7. figs. 6, 18) ; the three together form a closed
pyramid much less sharp than the spines of A. longissima. Innolucres : d
superiors 1 mm., sharp ; inferior 0.8 mm., bluntly triangular, broad ; sharp,
0.5 mm. 'Ovipositor 3 min., reaching a little beyond end of 9 (occasionally
to middle of 10) (Plate 6. fig. 12). C od o u r.—Dark brown, with very few
markings except a row of more or less distinct pale dorsal spots on 3-10,
those of 7-10 broad and conspicuous.
L a r v a l T yp e s : a, Coll. Tillyard. Medlow Bath, Blue Mountains,
N.S.V. (g bred Dec. 26th, 1909).
Habitat. This rather sombre-coloured dragonfly occurs abundantly throughout the mountainous parts of Eastern Victoria and New South Wales ; in
South Queensland it is rare, occurring sparingly on Mount Tambourine.
The colour-scheme of grey-blue or creamy spots on a black ground is
eminently suited to the habits of the insect, which is very fond of resting on
the trunks of trees. A peculiarity of this and allied insects of the same
colour-group is the bright russet colour of the legs, for which I mn not able
to offer any explanation, as they are quite the most conspicuous part of the
insect. I can only suggest that the legs, being nearly hidden in the position
of rest, have not been acted on in the formation of the protective colourscheme from au originally much higher " hylochroine " coloration. This
explanation is supported by the fact that in the closely allied A. parvistigma,
an insect which, both in its coloration and its very short pterostigma, has
departed even further from the original generic type, only the femora are
bright russet, the tibi being almost black, with only a touch of russet
(usually in the females), and the tarsi quite black. In the position of rest
the femora are quite hidden, while the tibim and tarsi project beyond the
body.
Coll. Tillyard (Alexandra, Vic.).
Types : d Coll. Martin,
AUSTROÆSCHNA PARVISTIGIIIA, Sebgs.
Two exuvim of this species were taken by nie, a male at Launceston and a
female at St. Patrick's River, in December 1908. Unfortunately I did not
at the time consider A. multipunclata, Martin, as distinct from this species,
•and the specimens were not taken care of—at any rate, they are no longer in
my collection. From my notes I find that the larva is very similar in
general appearance to that of A. multipunctata, but differs as follows :Total length only 35 mm., breadth of abdomen 6 . 5 nun. Ovipositor not so
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long as in A. uaultipunclata, reaching just to end of 9. Involucre of male
inferior appendage more pointed. Labium and appendages apparently very
similar to those of A. mutlip anctala.
Habitat. Mountains of South Australia and Tasmania, especially the west
and north. I have no definite records for Victoria or southern N.S.W. ; all
my captures at Alexandra and Mount Kosciusko were A. multipuncteta. It
occurs, however, in company with the latter, at Guy Fawkes, N.S.W.
(4000-5000 feet), and I was very pleased to add a single male taken at Hill
Top, N.S.W., also in company with A. multipunctata, to my records on
March 30th last. Now that I have long series of both species, all doubt as
to their distinctness is removed. The chief differences Lave been pointed
out by me in a former paper . Their occurrence together in the same
localities places the matter beyond the region of doubt, as they can no longer
be regarded as distinct geographical races.
Types : ,3 Coll. Selys, o Coll. Martin. (Localities not stated.)
Sells.
Only two exuvim of this very beautiful species have been found. The first
was found by me emerging on Jan. 13th, 1912, at Guy Fawkes (Ebor),
N.S.W. ; the second was taken by Mr. G. A. Waterhouse at Stairwell Park,
N.S.W., Feb. 22nd, 1913. Both are females, and both belong to race yulehra,
Tillyard. As this race was originally described by me from Lily Vale, near
Stairwell Park, I have fixed Mr. Waterhouse's specimen as the larval type.
Larva (T ).—Total length 31 mm. ; greatest breadth 7 mm. across
abdomen at 7. H e a d.—Smallish, 4•8 x mm. ; postocular lobes not
prominent, smooth, rounded : front projecting, narrow, 2 min. L a b i u
Mention 7 x 3 5 nun., very long and narrow, reaching well up to mesocoxte,
where it is narrowed to 1 . 7 mm. (Plate 6. fig. 4). Median lobe very fl at, slightly
bibbed, carrying two small tubercles. Lateral lobes narrow ; tip rounded,
nodding ; inner margin finely crenulate ; movable hook thin, sharp, 1 2 mm.
(Plate 5. fi g. 3) . Thora x.—Protlaorax 1 . 5 x 4. 5 min., with one pair of
blunt dorso-lateral and two pairs of sharper sublateral spines. Illeso- and
naetathoraz smooth, with slight indications of incipient spines ; wing-cases
6 . 5 mm. Legs short, fairly strong, dark brown, much spotted with pale
brown. Abdomen shaped as usual, with no dorsal spines ; lateral spines on
5-9, those of 6 small, 7-9 medium; 5 with a tiny spine. Appendage s.—
Superior 2•9, inferiors 3 mm., shaped very much as in A. 'multipnnctata, but
less hair- ; tips of inferiors sharper and slightly bent inwards (Plate 7.
figs. 4, 16). Iaavolucres, , 0'4 mm., sharp. Ovipositor largo, reaching
well beyond end of 10, and curving up between inferior appendages
(Plate 6. fig. 10). Colon r.—Dark brown, mottled with paler brown ;
AUSTROrRSCHNA UNICORNIS,

Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W. 1912, part iv.
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large pale dorsal spots on 8-10 ; 4-6 with three small dorsal spots each, in a
triangle.
Larval T y p e :
Coll. Tillyard. (Stanwell Park, N.S.W.)
The second exuvi, also , from Guy Fawkes, measures 35 mm. and is
darker.
Habitat. The type-form is found in Victoria. The smaller and very
beautiful race pulchra occurs rarely on the Blue Mountains and coastal spurs,
N.S.W. ; it was described by nie from specimens taken at Lily Vale, on the
Illawarra Line. A fine series taken by me at Guy Fawkes, at 4000 feet,
averages as large as the type-form, but possesses, in the male, an inferior
appendage quite as strongly truncate as in race pulchra. The second
exuvia, belongs to this series. I have also taken two very handsome and
darkly coloured males at Mount Tambourine, S. Queensland, whose coloration
reminded one exactly of that of A. foreipata.
The female of this species uses its very long ovipositor for placing its eggs
in the tissues of mosses and other small plants growing on damp rocks,
usually a foot or more above the summer level of the water.
De Selys originally described this species from a unique female, locality
simply " Australia." Martin added the description of the male from a
Victorian specimen.
Coll. Tillyard.
Types : d Co ll . Martin,
Coll. Selys. Race pulchra, d
AUSTROESCHNA ANACANTHA,

Tillyard.

Austroceschna anacantha, Tillyard, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W. xxxii. 1907,
p. 732 ; Ris, Die Fauna S.-W. Australiens, 1910, p. 432.
Austrowschna aspersa, Martin, 1Eschnines, Coll. Selys, fasc. xix. p. 96.
The habits and appearance of this species have been already fully dealt
with by me (see reference above). It is confined to the south-west corner of
Australia, and is undoubtedly the western geminate representative of an
original eastern form which later on gave rise to both A..parristigma and
A. naultipunctata. Mr. G. P. Berthoud found it abundant at Waroona on
Jan. 4th, 1912, and collected a fine series of larval exuvim, which he kindly
sent me.
Lary a.—Ï olal length 33 mm. (average), greatest breadth 8 mm. across
eyes. H e a d.-5 mm. ; eyes rather large ; postocular lobes not prominent,
rounded, somewhat crenulate. L a bin m.—Lllentuon 5.5 x 4 mm., reaching
to between pro- and mesocoxae, where it narrows to 2.7 nun. (Plate 6. fig. 8).
Median lobe slightly convex (with very slight median depression), carrying a
row of short hairs and a pair of very small tubercles. Lateral lobes narrow,
truncate, outer apical angle rounded, inner with very small tooth ; inner
border distinctly crenulate ; movable hook 1.2 mm., sharp (Plate 5. fig. 6).
T h o r a x.—Prothorax 1 7 x 4.7 mm., with one pair of blunt dorso-lateral and
two pairs of sharp sublateral spines. llieso- and metalhorati fairly smooth,
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with flattish lateral tubercles; wing-eases 8 5 mm. Legs medium, dark
brown with pale spots. A b d o m e n.—Of the usual shape ; no dorsal spines;
lateral spines on 6-9 ; small on 6, medium ou 7-9. 10 quite 1.5 min. long.
Appendages.—Superior and inferiors of saine length, 3 . 5 min., somewhat
hairy, shaped as in A. multipunctata. Involucres : a superiors 1 mm., sharp ;
d' inferior 0.7 nun., broadly triangular, rather blunt ; 0.2 mm. (Plate 7.
figs. 7, 19). Ovipositor of
medium, reaching to first third of 10
(Plate 9. fig. 4).
Coll. Tillyard. (Waroona, Jan. 4th, 1912.)
L a r v a 1 Ty p e s: a
From the figures anti description there can be no doubt that the unnamed
"IEschnine-larva C" described by Dr. F. Ris on p. 446 of bis "Fauna
S.-W. Australiens" belongs to this species.
Imaginal Types: d, Coll. Tillyard. (Wilgarrup, V.A., Jan. 1907.)
,

AtiSTROÆSCHNA ATRATA,

Martin.

A single male of this fine species was found by me emerging at Guy
Fawkes, N.S.W., ou Dec. 22nd, 1911. The following is a description of the
exuvire :L a r v a (d ).—Total length 37 mm., greatest breadth 8 mm. across eyes.
H e a d.-6 mm. ; eyes large ; postoczdar lobes well rounded, very dark, with
a pale crenulated outer patch. La bin m.—Mention 6 x 5.2 mm., reaching
only just to mesocoxm, where it narrows to 3.3 min. (Plate 6. fig. 7). Median
lobe very flatly bilobed, carrying a row of hairs, a pair of large tubercles and
a pair of smaller tubercles, the latter being closer to the median depression.
Lateral lobes of medium breadth, tips truncate; outer apical angle rounded,
inner toothed ; inner margin crenulated ; movable hook 1.6 mm., sharp
(Plate 5. fig. 13). T h o r a x.—P rothora.c 2 X 5 mm., with very blunt dorsolateral and two pairs of sharper sublateral spines. Meso- and metathoraa
strongly built, with very fiat lateral spines ; wing-cases 8.5 mm. Legs very
large and strongly built, very dark, slightly spotted ; hind femur 8 x 1.2 aim.
A bd o m e n.—Of the usual shape, very rounded above ; no dorsal spines ;
lateral spines on 5-9 ; very small on 5, medium on 6-9. Appendage s.—
Superior and inferiors 3 mm., somewhat hairy, strongly pointed, tips slightly
incurved. Involucres : d superiors 1.2 mm., pointed ; d inferior 0.7 mm.,
broad, bluntly rounded (Plate 7. figs. 8, 20).
L a r v al Type: &, Coll. Tillyard. Guy Fawkes (Ebor), N.S.W.,
Dec. 22nd, 1911.
Easily distinguished from all other known larva' of the genus by its broad
massive labium with two pairs of median mental tubercles and its exceedingly
large legs.
Habitat. This somewhat rare species is confined to the mountains of
Victoria and N.S.W. I have taken it at Alexandra, Vic. ; on the Blue
Mountains and at Guy Fawkes, N.S.W. Although the dead specimens
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appear a dull black, it is worthy of note that mature males when freshly
captured have a very delicate pale grey-blue pattern, unlike any other
dragonfly known to me. The naine "atrata" therefore is scarcely a fortunate
one, especially as 1. anacantha is, in point of fact, a very much blacker
species when alive.
n. g. (Plate 4. fig. 7.)
Characters as in Austroceschna (restricted), but with the following
important ditFerences :Front large, rounded and swollen, standing well up above level of eyes.
Wing-membrane very strong, with thick border. l euration very strong and
open. In the series of antenodal cross-veins, the first and fourth in the forewing and the first and third in the hind-wing are complete and triangularly
thickened, and• the more distal of the two stands close tip to (or even, in the
hind-aging, exactly at) the level of the arculus; in Anstroceschaa the corresponding cross-veins are the first and fifth (with few exceptions), and this
latter vein is further from the arculus. Triangle of hind-wing distinctly
shorter than that of fore-wing, usually only two-celled in male. 1114 less
waved than in J'astroa'schna, running practically in a single very fl at curve
for its whole length. Sectors of arrolus arising separately at about its middle
(in rlustrowschna they arise closer and lower down). lllembranwle fairly
large. Legs very large and strong, with large tarsal claws. Female with
dentigerous plate under segment 10 obsolescent, but with a very remarkable
strong spine at the dorsal end of 10, above and between the anal appendages.
Ovipositor much reduced (Hate 9. figs. 13-14).
Larva remarkably spiny, with small dorsal hooks on 3-9, large lateral
spines on 5-9, short spiky superior appendage and enormous spined inferior
appendages. Labium with smooth, narrow, rounded inner lobe.
Type : _l ustroceschau sagittata, Martin.
This remarkable dragonfly stands out as by far the most highly specialized
of our entogenic Australian ]scltnincc. It may be regarded in many
respects as a cmnogenetic offshoot from the main rlustroceschna-line quite
comparable to Anax in relation to the main _zEschna-line, though the
cmnogenesis has not proceeded quite so far. In the specialization of its larva
it far outruns any other Eschnine form known to me (except, perhaps,
Telel,h.lebia). As Martin has already very accurately described both sexes j',
I will only add a few important points, and give a fu ll description of the
larva and a few notes on the life-history.
I m a g o.—The large ,front is dark brown to black all over except for a
Genus 3.

NoTOAKSCHNA

•

Greek Neros, the South Wind, The prefixed Noto- and Austro- may conveniently lie
used to denote purely Australian genera. Tefore the "n" of -resrima the "o" may be
retained for euphony.
t Martin, 2Eschnines, Coll. Selys, fast. xix. p. 236.
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nearly straight green band running across fro m. eye to eye in front of
antennae; and interrupted medially by a thick cross-bar which may be taken
as the stein of a very indistinct and much swollen "T-mark." The colourscheme of thorax and abdomen varies somewhat, and a very fine and long
series taken by me at Guy Fawkes, N.S.W., is distinct enough to merit a
varietal name. I therefore propose for it the name var. geminate defined by
the following characters :Dorsal thoracic rays reduced to fi ne slightly curved green lines ; lateral
bands broad, straight, yellow, without any sign of a third intervening band.
Sagittate dorsal spots of abdomen nmcll reduced, each being split into two
geminate subtriangular halves separated by the black line of the dorsal ridge.
Types : d , Coll. Tillyard.
The end-segments of the female are so remarkable as to deserve special
study. There is a reduction in the size of the ovipositor to a length of
only 2 mm., so that it projects out strongly under segment 9, but does not
reach beyond it. The styli are short and black, projecting transversely,
apparently only one-jointed, ending in a stiff bunch of black hairs.
Segment 10 is somewhat lengthened, and shows underneath a rudiment of
what was probably once a dentigerous plate. The very sharp spine developed at the dorso-apical end of 10 is well sho\vn in Plate 9. fig. 13, and is
most probably an organ used in oviposition in place of the dentigerous plate.
[For end-segments of , see Plate 9. figs. 13-14.]
In a steep gully at Guy Fawkes, cut ont of basalt, down which rushed a
mountain-torrent, I found, about the 4000-feet level, a small level tract
where two streams met, and where a small bog was formed overgrown with
tea-tree. At the end of December, 1911, on hot sunny days, N. sagittate,
var. geminate, was abroad over this small bog in fair numbers. It flies
gracefully at a good speed over the tops of the bushes and round the trees,
only occasionally dropping to seize an insect. They were most difficult to
catch until I conceived the idea of hiding behind a clump of tea-tree over
which they careered in procession. By this means I netted about two dozen,
mainly males, in the course of several visits, the rate of capture being about
one every twenty minutes. Of the larvae I found three only. I was
fortunate enough, one day, to observe a pair flying high, in cop., and shortly
afterwards the female separated from the male and dived down to a part of
the bog just in front of me. Creeping cautiously forward, I observed her
fluttering low along the reedy edges of the boggy puddles. She half settled
on a chimp of reeds and dipped the tip of her abdomen into the water as
if to oviposit. At that moment, when I hoped to observe her method of
oviposition fully, she became alarmed and flew up straight towards ine.
Fortunately I netted her, and she almost immediately exuded a small cluster
of large elongate-oval pale yellowish eggs. A few more single eggs followed,
totalling in all over twenty—a far larger number than I have ever obtained
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voluntarily from any other female iEschnine. The ova measure 1.2 x -0.4 mm.,
in shape elongate-oval, somewhat broader than usual in zEscloiincr (Plate 9.
fig. 22). In spite of much careful waiting and watching, this was the only
time that I ever saw this species ovipositing.
Putting all these facts together, it seems reasonable to suppose that this
species has thrown over the ancient but laborious usage of its relatives, who
oviposit in moderately hard tissues l,y means of their rasping-apparatus or
dentigerous plate, and has adopted the method of simply boring into softer
green tissues. I should like to be sure how this is done, but my own opinion
is that the female bends her body round until she can rain her sharp spike
into the tissue, makes the hole large enough, and then simply slips the egg
into the hole. One can scarcely credit the much abbreviated terebra with
any great powers of guidance, much less of boring.
The flight of this species is strong and long-sustained, very much like that
of Anax papuensis. It is therefore interesting to note the great strength of
the anal triangle of the male and the strong anal angle, both built on the
exact plan of a typical A ristroaesclana, only " more so." Now, in Anna', such
a structure could not have been developed, since its ancestors undoubtedly
possessed the long and narrow anal triangle typical of /Eschrra, and fringed
by a very long membranule. The wing-strengthening therefore took an
opposite turn, ending in the complete abolition of the weak anal triangle and
the formation of a strong rounded wing. Both final types give a fine result
iii flight-power. The strongly angulate wing seems to be superior for
darting, the rounded wing for soaring and skimming. The two forms
reach their maximum developments, the one in lllacromia, the other in the
Libellulince. The shifting of the arculus sectors upwards must also not be
lost sight of as a factor for strength in both llotocesclma and Anax, while
much of the sustained power of flight is due to the great strength of the
wing-membrane and veins themselves.
Barr a.—Total length 37.5 mm.; grealest breadth S'5 across segment 6.
H e a d.-5'7 mm.; breadth across eyes 7 mm. ; postocular lobes weil rounded,
smooth. L a b i u m.—Mention 4.5 x 5 mm., broad and short, reaching back
only to between procosm, where it is reduced to 3 mm. width (Plate 6. fig. 9).
Median lobe projecting as a very obtuse triangle, without median depression,
hairs, or tubercles. Lateral lobes narrow, apex well rounded, inner margin
not crcnulated, movable hook rather thick and short, 1.2 mm. (Plate 5. fig. 8).
T h o r a x.—Prothorax 2.7 X 7 mm., with very blunt dorso-lateral and two
pairs of sharp sublateral spines. Meso - and rnetathora.v' fairly smooth, no
spines ; wing - cases 8 nun. Legs very strong and large ; profcmora 6 x 1•8 mm.,
flattened, and carrying a strong dorso-basal spine ; 2nd femora 8 x1•9 mm.;
hind femora 10 x_1-9 min., both without spines but much flattened ; tibia of
medium width, rather flattened ; tarsi with large diverging hooked claws.
A b d o ni e n.—Of the usual shape, but carrying small nodding dorsal spines
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or hooks on raised segmental ridges on 4-10, sides of 3-4 angulated, but not
spined ; lateral spines large on 5-9 (Plate 9. fi g. 16). Appendage s.—
Very remarkable ; superior 2 mm., small, very sharp, carrying above it in
the male the rather blunt inferior imaginal involucre, in the female a sharper
spine, the involucre of the dorso-apical imaginal spine of 10; inferiors very
long, 5 mm., sharp, slightly incurved, and themselves armed with smaller
spines and a row of stiff hairs ; involucres of male superior appendages and
of female appendages equally long and sharp, 2 min. (Plate 7. figs. 9, 21).
Ovipositor very small, only covering segment 9 (Plate 9. fig. 2).
L a r v al Types: d , Coll. Tillyard. (Guy Fawkes, N.S.W., Jan. 13th
and 14th, 1912.)
Habitat. This insect is of somewhat restricted range on the mountains of
Eastern Victoria and N.S.W. I have taken it near Alexandra, Vic. (Rubicon
Falls), oH the Snowy River at Jinclabyne, on the Blue Mountains (rare), and
at Guy Fawkes (var. geminata).
Types : ô , Coll. Martin (g Victoria,
N.S.W.). Var. gemin<rta, d ,
Coll. Tillvard.

III. ECTOGENIC GROUP.
Tribe 1ESCHNml'I.
A. IESCIINA SERIES.

1112 arching strongly up under pterostigma. Rs either not clearly forked
at all, or unsymmetrically forked close up to or under the level of the
pterostigma. Rspl curved concavely to the lower branch of the fork, so
as to enclose several rows of cells between ; À[spl similarly concave to M.
Hind-wing of stale angulated, about the same width near base as at nodus ;
the anal triangle long and narrow. Membranule large. Anal appendages
not exceptionally long. Females with dentigerous plate under segment 10
either vestigial or absent. Auricles present in male.
Larva with superior appendage bifid at tip, slightly shorter than the
sharply pointed inferiors. No setae on lateral lobes of labium. No papillae
on rectal gills.
Only one genus is represented in Australia :—
Genus 1. 1ESCUNA, Fabr.
Characters as above, with these additions :—Basilar space free; pterostigma. braced ; radial sector forked unsymmetrically, sometimes scarcely
forked at all (in the Australian species) ; triangles fairly elongate, typically
5-celled ; subcosta not prolonged beyond nodus.
Type : tE. juncea (Linn.) Burm.
IN ote on the Name iEschna.—A great deal has already been written
regarding Fabricius's now famous word "./Eshna," which all subsequent
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authors for well over a. century tacitly altered to AFschna, thereby entering
a very solid protest against the acceptance of a word that is not of Greek
form. It seems quite certain that Fabricius never really wrote the word
"2E.sluna" (since in his time classical tradition was far stronger than at
present), but that the word as it was published was an error of the pen or of
the printer. As the manuscript is lost, we shall never know for certain what
he wrote. But it is of interest to note that, as "s" cannot precede "h" in
Greek, the "s" was almost certainly a misprint for another letter, and that
letter was almost certainly the "c" of the Greek x or "eh." If, besides
this, the " n " were a misprint for " m," we obtain the very beautiful and
suggestive name JEchma (derived from Greek aixµrj= Latin cuspis, a spearpoint or spear). This word very likely gave the clue to Leach in the selection
of Cordulia and Gomphus later on, since all three describe accurately the
shape of the abdomen—" spear-," " club-," or "wedge-shaped." This
attempt at solving an almost hopeless puzzle is only offered on sentimental
grounds, for no alteration can now be made, and this strikingly beautiful
group of insects must be for ever saddled with an ugly and meaningless
name. .tEseltna is bad enough, but it is Greek in form. "-Edina" is a
complete barbarism, and therefore cannot be accepted.
ISOHNA BREVISTYLA, Rambur. (Fig. 3, p. 5.)
Rambur, list. Nat. Névropt. 1842, p. 205.
This is a somewhat variable species, so that, if two specimens were taken
at haphazard and compared, one might be tempted to consider that there
were two subspecific forms. But after collecting a very large number of
specimens from all parts of Australia, and examining series from both the
north and south islands of New Zealand and from the Kermadecs, I have
come to the conclusion that all variations are purely individual. At first
sight New Zealand specimens appear somewhat smaller and darker, with
denser reticulation and shorter abdomen than in. Australian specimens. On
the average, this is no doubt the case ; yet 1 have quite a number of
Australian specimens almost indistinguishable from New Zealand ones. So
far I have never yet soon a male specimen with only two cells in the anal
triangle, though Martin says that specimens from New Zealand have only
two as against the typical three-celled anal triangle. All New Zealand
specimens seen by nee have three cells. The two-celled variety can therefore
be only very local or seasonal ; it may also possibly occur in Australia.
The most variable feature is the dorsal thoracic colour-scheme, of which
one may recognize three varieties :A. Typical form, with a pair of straight, narrow, dorsal green bands.
B. Var. lineata, with the dorsal bands reduced to lines.
C. Tar. oblita, with no markings at all on the dorsal part of the thorax.
Generally speaking, the largest specimens are typical, the smallest usually
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var. oblita; also many more males of var. oblita occur than females (the latter
are generally larger, too, than the males). All the males I have seen from
New Zealand are of var. oblita, while the females are either var. oblita or
var. lineata. But both forms occur frequently in Australia also. In one
afternoon 1 have caught in a circumscribed area of less than a quarter of a
mile, along a small creek, all three varieties in both sexes. A pair taken
in cop. in Western Australia proved to be var. oblita
paired with a very
large and typical d ! Hence it will be seen that no attempt can be made to
subdivide the species into regional forms.
The whole colour-scheme varies very greatly. In the males the prevailing
colour is pale green on a dark brown ground ; but in less mature specimens
every shade of cream, straw, yellow, pale blue, and blue-green, not to
mention dirty pale yellows and browns, may play a part—even to the extent
of all being represented on different parts of the same specimen. In the
female the colours are rarely as bright, and many of the abdominal spots are
often dirty brown or grey ; yet I have taken some females very beautifully
marked with green.
It is an interesting fact to notice that, when flying, this insect appears to be
broadly striped from end to end slantwise with a zebra-like pattern, while all
the different species of Austroceschna, some of which are even more richly
spotted with green, appear dark brown or black when flying.
L a r v a.—Total length 39 mm. ; grealest breadth S'5 nun. across eyes.
H e a d.—Eyes large and prominent ; postocular lobes rounded ; whole
upper surface irregularly roughened or shagreened. La b i n m. 1L[entum
7.5 x 5 nun., reaching to between meso- and mefacoxce, where it narrows to
2 5 mm. (Plate 5. fig. 15). Median lobe slightly projecting, slightly bibbed,
carrying a row of short hairs. Lateral lobes fairly broad and long, apex
squarely truncate, with outer angle very little rounded and inner angle strongly
toothed ; inner margin with only the slightest trace of fine crenulations ;
movable hook strong, sharp, curved, P9 nim. (Plate 5. fig. 10). T h o r a x.Prothoraz rather small, 1'S x 5 min., narrowing laterally to a vertical ridge
about 1 mm. wide with scarcely a vestige of any lateral spines. Meso- and
metathorax strongly built, regular, smooth, except for slight shagreening ;
wing-cases 8 mm., those of hind-wings 2'S nini. wide. Legs medium, smooth,
femora not much flattened. A h d o mn e n.—Smooth, well rounded above,
fairly flat beneath, widest at 7, then tapering considerably to 10. No dorsal
spines or hooks ; lateral hooks on 7-9, small to medium. Appendage s.—
Superior 3'S, strongly bifid at tip ; inferiors 4'2 mm. , very sharp. Involucres :
male superiors P2 un»., pointed, inferior 1 mm., broad, subtriangular ; female
1 mm., sharply pointed (Plate 7. figs. 10, 23). Ovipositor very small, covering
only two-thirds of 9 ; involucres of styli very distinct (not noticeable in
the entogenic Australian genera) (Plate 9. fig. 6). Colon r.—Rich dark
brown, with very little pattern ; usually a pale dorsal line bordered on each
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side by a longitudinal row of blackish segmental patches most evident on the
basal half of each segment ; also more or less conspicuous lateral dots and
bands, segmentally arranged.
Larval Types: d i , Coll. Tillyard (j, Sydney, bred Oct. 9th,
, Heathcote, N.S.W., bred Nov. 9th, 1908).
1907;
This larva is easily distinguished from all the preceding ones by the form
of its superior appendage; also by its broader and more strongly toothed
lateral labial lobe. In general form it much resembles the nymph of 1nax
papuensis, Burin., but is of smaller site and very different coloration.
Life -H i s t or y.—This common species is ont on the wing by the end of
September, and a continuous succession o f individuals appears until well into
November. Pairing takes place up to the end of the year; after that time
one seldom meets w ith males of this species at all. The female usually
oviposits by herself, inserting her eggs one by one into the tissues of reedstems or half-rotted twigs or roots projecting from the creek-banks. On
sluggish streams oviposition may take place anywhere ; but on swiftly
running creeks this species is careful to select only the larger and more
stagnant pools. Dirty, muddy, slow-moving creeks and rivers are its
favourite haunts. The eggs are of the usual Aischnine form, narrow,
elongate-oval, 1.4 mm. long by about 0.3 mm. wide, pale cream or strawcolour. Females captured while ovipositing never exude more than two or
three eggs at the most. The best plan to obtain the eggs is to watch the
female ovipositing and then to gather the reed-stem and slit it open, when
the eggs will be found embedded slantwise in the tissues.
The young larva is a veracious feeder and very cannibalistic. It grows
rapidly, and I have very little doubt that the normal time for reaching
complete maturity is only one year in this species. When dredging in
September only full- or nearly full-grown larva can be obtained. The best
places to find these larva are along the steep banks of pools in slow-running
creeks, where they either hide in projecting masses of water-weed or, more
frequently, cling to the débris of the sides of the creek. This larva is, as far
as I know, never found in water-holes or any quite stagnant water ; but it
does not object to foulness and mud, provided there is the slightest current
running. Hence it is never found in the favourite haunts of the nymph of
Anax papuensis, though occasionally the latter may occur in the same pools
of a very slow creek. In such cases the larger Anax nymph inhabits the
reed-stems, especially towards the more central parts of the pool, while the
A sclena nymph keeps to the sides.
In the aquaria these nymphs have to be kept apart from other species.
Any of the entogenic Australian A+ schnine larva speedily fall a prey to it,
not only because of its voracity, but because it is always in a more advanced
state of development, being a good two months ahead of any of these species.
Libellnlid larva are attacked and bitten into pieces, but not much of them
-
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is eaten ; Agrionid lary are greedily consumed. When all else fails,
cannibalism becomes rampant, and the final result attained is that only two
or three nymphs survive, becoming rapidly full-fed at the expense of all the
rest. Each survivor jealously guards its own corner of the aquarium, and
woe to the one that is taken unawares.
I have not been able to determine the total number of ecdyses in this
or any other dragonfly larva. Larvw captured at about 10-12 mm. length
undergo either four or five ecdyses before becoming full-fed. The total
number would appear therefore to be ten or more, for at 12 mm. the larva
has reached a stage in which the wing-cases can be seen as small rudiments.
The full-fed nymph becomes more or less dormant for a period varying from
two days to a week. The colder the weather the longer does this " dormant"
period last. The nymph of ./E. brevistyla nearly always makes " trial "
excursions out of the water for a few days : at first resting for an hour or
two in the morning with only its head projecting ; then, with half its body,
or more, out of the water. Finally, it climbs up a stick or reed-stem and
emerges in the usual fairly rapid manner, the abdomen attaining a fair length
before the wings expand, but afterwards reaching its full length and slender
shape rather slowly. The emergence nearly always takes place in the early
morning ; but, during thundery weather, large numbers may be seen to
emerge together, even late in the afternoon, before or even during the
storm.
Habitat. This species is very common throughout the temperate portion
of Australia, ranging from Western Australia across to South Queensland,
and being also quite common in Tasmania. In Northern Qneensland it
is exceedingly rare, and I doubt whether it extends to Cape York. It is
common in New Zealand and the Kermadecs. This distribution is of considerable interest, showing as it does a distinct southern origin for the species.
As the New Zealand form, on the average, appears to be somewhat more
reduced than the Australian, I am inclined to regard this species as a single
remnant in Australia of a once more plentiful Antarctic ATscl n ia-group of
species, of which E. di^ïnis , Rambur, may possibly be another representative
in Patagonia, Chili, and Argentina. As nearly half the known species of
the genus 2Eschna occur in the Neotropical Region, it seems possible that our
one Australian species is truly an offshoot from that great group, having
travelled, with others since extinct, southwards to a temperate Antarctica,
from which it was at last driven out to take refuge in Tasmania and New
Zealand. Also it must have spread from Tasmania to the mainland before
the separation of the two ; for, in spite of its size and powers of flight, it has
no migratory instinct, and rarely travels more than a few hundred yards from
its breeding-places. We have also the remarkable fact to consider that
Anax papuensis, a larger and stronger flier than 2E. brevistyla, and belonging
to a group with more migratory tendencies, which has worked into Australia
5
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from the north, has not succeeded in crossing over to Tasmania, though it is
exceedingly common along the Victorian coast-line. This evidence seems to
point very conclusively to the fact that ,'Esclina is a much more archaic
genus than Anax, the former being Tertiary and the latter post-Tertiary as
regards the time of its appearance on this continent.
Types : ô ? , Coll. Selys. (Australia.)
B. ANAX SERIES.

11I^ arching strongly and suddenly upwards at about 'the level of the end df
the pterostigma. Rs not clearly forked, but giving off posteriorly a set
of nearly parallel slanting branches, so that the cells between it and Rspl lie
in regular slanting sets ; the last of these branches is more oblique than the
others, and represents the lower branch of the " fork." Sectors of arculus
arising close to its upper end. Pterostigma long, braced. Hind-wing widest
near base, with anal border of male rounded, the membranule very large and
elongated. No auricles present in male. Female with deutigerous plate
reduced to a very finely denticulate rounded prominence.
Larvce with bifid superior appendage, very large head and eyes, no 'set on
lateral lobes of labium. Papillae developed on rectal gills.
Only one genus, Anax, is represented in this series. Three species occur
in Australia.

Genus 1.

ANAX,

Leach.

Characters as given (see above). Type : A. imperator, Leach.
ANAX GUTTATUS

(Burin.).

ÄL'schna gutt
gutla la,m. Iiandb. Entom. ii. (1S39) p. 840.

This fine species is common in the Oriental Region. The first Australian
record for it was made in 1905, when I discovered it ou the Carrington
Swamp, near Atherton, N. Queensland. Since then I have taken it at
Townsville, Cairns, and Cooktown. In the latter locality it is quite common
on all the swamps. I have also received it from Port Darwin (Mr. F. ,P.
Dodd). All the specimens are of typical form, without any trace of a
T-mark on the front. I do not know the larva.
ANAX GIBBOSULUS,

Rambur.

Rambur, list. Nat. Névropt. 1842, p. 187.
This species is a new record for Australia. Mr. F. P. Dodd sent me a
fine male and two females from Port Darwin, December 1908, and informed
me that they were not uncommon there. To this species I am now also able
to refer a single female taken by me at Atherton, January 1905, which I had
placed temporarily with my series of A. guttatus.
A. gibbosulus is a larger and much more gracefully built species than

1
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A. guttatus, the latter being thick-set, with shorter abdomen and appendages.
The saffroning of the middle of the hind-wing is much more pronounced in
A. gibbosulus than in A. gutlatus, and the front has a distinct T-mark. In
the description given by Martin (' /Eschnines,' p. 24) no mention is made
of some striking features of coloration, probably obliterated in the specimens
under review by him. These are :A b d o m e n.-1, yellowish above, blue on sides. 2, basal quarter similar
to 1, bordered basally and distally by nearly black transverse bands, of which
the distal one projects dorsally into an angle which enlarges over the distal
two-thirds of the segment to form a conspicuous black cross ; all the rest of
the segment bright blue, like porcelain in appearance. 3, dark brown, sides
of basal half bright blue ; two small green apical spots. 4-6 with pairs of
large green basal and apical spots. 7-10 with two large green apical spots
only. d' Appendage s.—Superior 6 . 5 min. (A. guttatus only 5.5) with
narrow bases ; broad leaf-like, ridged above, ending in a sharp outer spine,
ou the inner side of which the apical margin is distinctly hollowed out
(in A. guttatus this margin curves round to the interior without any concavity). Inferior 2 mm., broad, truncate, very slightly bifid (less so than in
A. guttatws). appendages leaf-like, 5 mm. (those of A. guttatws only
3 mm.). In both sexes of A. gibbosulus the abdomen is more pinched at 3
than in A. guttatus, and from thence on widens out much more gradually,
ending up with 9-10 5 mm. wide (10 4 mm. in ? ) ; in A. guttatus the
widening is more abrupt at the apical half of 3, and thence on is very
gradual.
Measurements.— Total length, d' 92, ? 90 ; abdomen, d' 70, 4 67 ;
hind-wing, d 52, ? 55 mm. [Corresponding measurements for A. guttatus
are :-0 84, 62, 53, ? 80, 58, 53.]
ANAX PAPUENSIS (Barm.) Brauer. (Plate 4. fig. 8.)
/Eschna papuensis, Burm. Handb. Entom. 1839, p. 841.
Anax congener, R,anibur, fist. Nat. Nevi-opt. 1842, p. 191.
Anas papuensis, Brauer, 1866 (Novara, p. 63) ; Karsch, 1891 (Ent. Nachr.
xvii. p. 279).
Hemianax papwensis, Selys, Synopsis /Eschn. 1883, p. 15 ; el acct.
Dr. F. Ris*, following Karsch, has lately restored this species to the genus
Anax. This I consider justified, on the argument that the form of the male
inferior appendage is not a generic character, besides being variable, and not
at all "triangular" in many specimens. As regards the curvature of Cue
and the resultant shape of the " field " between Cui and Cu2, although
specimens from Western Australia, S. Australia, Victoria, and N.S.W.
undoubtedly cdnform to the arrangement typical of Anax, or conic very close
* 'Die Fauna Süd-West Australiens,' 1910, p. 436.
5*
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to it, yet specimens received by me from Queensland (Plate 4. fig. 8) show
almost as much " double-curving" of Cue as can be found in I-7emianax
ephippiger. Ca, is essentially variable in form in A. papuensis. For that
reason I should prefer myself to suppress the genus Hemianax altogether,
simply considering papuensis, and especially ephippiger, as the most reduced
and specialized types yet attained within the genus Anax. Their smaller
size and dull coloration are really the most constant characters by which these
two species differ from the rest, and quite possibly suggested the original
proposition of Ileiniauax as a distinct genus.
L a r v a.—Total length 46, greatest breadth 8 . 5 mm. across eyes and also
across segment 7. H e a d.—Flat above, with large eyes and smooth rounded
postocnlar lobes. L a b i u 7.5 x 5.5, reaching to between mesocoxm, where it narrows to 3 min. (Plate 5. fig. 14). Median lobe projecting
Lateral lobes much
obtusely, subtriangular, carrying a row of short hairs.
as in fEschna brevistyla, bat somewhat shorter and broader ; apex truncate,
but more rounded at the outer angle ; tooth of inner angle smaller ; movable
hook 1.9 mm. (Plate 5. fig. 9). T h o r a x.—Prothorax very narrow and
compressed, without lateral spines. Meso - and metathorax strongly built,
smooth, no spines ; wing - cases 10 mm., that of hind-wing 3 mm. wide;
Legs long and slender, hind femur 10.5 mm. ;
venation very distinct.
dark olive-green with many paler bands. Ab d o in e n.—Of the usual
shape, fairly flat beneath ; no dorsal spines ; lateral spines on 7-9, those
of 7 small, 8 medium, 9 fairly large, reaching to level of middle of 10.
A pp en d a g e s.—Superior 5 mm., tip strongly bifid ; inferiors 5.5 mm.,
In2'olucres : ô superiors 2 . 4 mm.,
very sharp (Plate 7. figs. 11, 24).
2.3 mm., pointed.
very sharp ; d' inferior 0 . 8 min., broad, rounded ;
Ovipositor very small, reaching to middle of 9 or a little beyond (Plate 9.
fig. 7). Colon r.—Rich oliveLgreen, beautifully mottled and marked with
numerous spots, bands, and marks, the chief being as follows :—a transparent dark central dorsal band (under which the contractions' of the
dorsal vessel are often quite visible), broken by pale basal segmental spots ;
two dark lateral bands consisting of segmental complete portions slightly
curved, with large dark reniform basal segmental blotches overlying them on
4-8, and smaller spots lying just internal and basal to them; also a set
of small dark spots about the middle of 2-8, halfway between middle lino
and lateral bands • sometimes a dark sinuous line connects these spots up
longitudinally.
Larva 1 Types : d'
, Coll. Tillyard. (Sydney : (3` bred Oct. 20th,
bred Nov. 12th, 1907.)
1907 ;
Li f e- H i s t o r y.— In most details the account given for Æ schna brevistyla corresponds closely to the habits of this species. The following are
important differences :The perfect insect is on the wing very early. I have a female taken on
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July 28th, 1910, in very fresh but mature condition. Both sexes may be
seen careering about on warm days in August almost anywhere in the bush
near Sydney. In August 1905 they were especially common along the beach
at Manly. Pairing takes place from August to November, and the male
nearly always accompanies the female while ocipositing, standing up vertically
out of the water with rapidly vibrating wings and supporting her as she lays
her. eggs. These are of the usual elongate form, slightly larger than the eggs
of . Eschna brevistalla, pale cream- or straw-colour ; and are placed carefully
by the female in the soft tissues of the leaves or stalks of water-plants. The
female often alights on the flat surface of a floating leaf', the male buoying
her up, and curves her abdomen completely round and under the leaf,
placing the eggs either in the stalk or in the under surface of the leaf itself.
This species, therefore, closely approaches many Agrionidm in its method of
oviposition. Only very occasionally do females oviposit alone.
Another important difference is that this species alone of all known
Australian Iischnincc (except Gynacantlaa) lives in absolutely still water.
Its chief breeding-places are water-holes, lagoons, and the backwaters and
billabongs of rivers. It occurs also on sluggish creeks and rivers, when the
larvae inhabit the deepest parts of large still pools, never being found round
the edges, but only in the thick masses of reeds or water-weed nearer the
middle.
The larva lives naturally in water-weed, and not on stems or sticks. It
preys on Agrionid larvm, and also on younger individuals of its own species.
It is most voracious, and sometimes occurs in immense numbers in small
pools. In August 1906, when a small pond near where I was living dried
tip, the damp water-weed was simply alive with nearly full-fed nymphs of
this species, which I picked up by the score. They were quite unable to
withstand drought, and within a few days were all dead. This drought
caused the species to become quite rare around Sydney for two years; but in
1908 it was fairly common again. This fact, and the fact that half-grown
larvm can often be found in September, causes me to fix two years as the

normal time for the larva to reach maturity.
The beautiful semitransparent green colouring of this larva is quite unique
amongst Australian 2Eschnincu, and causes it to be recognisable at a glance
when dredged up. Through the integument the contractions of the rectum
and the pulsations of the dorsal vessel can be distinctly seen. Curiously

enough, very young larvm are quite differently coloured, being either nearly
black or black with broad white bands running transversely, or, in fact, in
any stage of piebaldness ; some may be dull brown very much like young
larvae of 1Eschaaa brevist yla. Piebald larvae are seldom found more than
12 man. long..
Habitat. The whole continent of Australia ; Southern New Gaines. Not
yet recorded from Tasmania.
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V a r i e t i e s.—Individual imagines vary much in the clearness and details
of the beautifully mottled pattern of the abdomen. The amount of dark
brown and pale yellow on 9 and 10 varies greatly, some specimens appearing
yellow-tipped when flying, some almost black. Variation occurs also in the
shape of the male appendages, both superior and inferior. It is possible that
a long series of Western Australian specimens might prove to be constant,
the form that I have noted in my short series from that State—viz., that the
superior appendages are broader and more leaf-like, and the inferior slightly
longer than in those from Eastern Australia.

C. GYNACANTIIA S);RI]JS.

)112 arching strongly up at or near level of pterostigma. Rs unsymmetrically forked well before the level of the pterostigma. Rspl curved concavely
to the lower branch of the fork, so as to enclose several rows of cells between.
111sp1 similarly concave to X14. Membranule small. Hind-wing of male
angulated, narrower near base than towards nodus; anal triangle either
short and broad or long and narrow. Anal appendages long or very long in
both sexes. Females with a remarkable fork projecting downwards under
segment 10.
Three genera are represented in Australia, and may be distinguished as
follows
J Basilar space reticulated
HNLrÆSCHNA.
1 Basilar space free
2
Large insects with short, rather wide, three-celled, right' angled anal angle in male. M2 much arched upwards
GYnACANTEA.
near pterostigma
2. I Medium-sized insects with long, narrow, four-celled anal
triangle in male. 1112 less arched near pterostigma, more
regularly curved
AUSTROGYNACANTHA.

I

l

All three genera agree in having a abiJid fork under segment 10 of the
female. This distinguishes them from the closely-allied genera Triacantlmagyua (trifid fork), Tetracantlmagyna (four-pronged fork), Platacantha
( without fork, but with three fine points under 10), and Cornacantha
(Q without fork, but with two strong horns under 10). Probably these are
all scarcely more than subgenera of GJnaeantha, but may be retained for
systematic purposes as genera.
Genus 1. GYNACANTHA, Rambvr.
Characters as given (see above).
Type : G. gracilis (Burin.) Handb. Eutom. ii. p. 837 (1839).
I am unable to find anywhere that any described larva has been definitely
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proved to belong to this genus, though Needham *, in speaking of the larva
of Staurophlebia, says that it is " very like that of the nymph of Gynacantha,
and quite different from that of other known i Jschninae " ; these differences
being chiefly the " upcurved, sharp, and spinulose " distal margins of the
mentum, the bilobed spine-bearing median lobe, and the sharply-pointed
hook-like apices of the lateral lobes of the labium.
In February 1910 the late Mr. H. Elgner discovered the larvm of Gynacantha rosenbergi on Banks Island, Torres Straits, and sent.me three exuvim,
together with a newly-emerged imago taken from one of them. Even
without the latter evidence, the extraordinary length of the involucres of
the imaginal appendages would at once have determined the genus to which
these exuviæ belonged. I began to study them, expecting to find a labium
similar to that of Staurophlebia ; but I was quite astounded to find that the
labium was. almost exactly like that of 1Eschna brevistyla, except that the
lateral lobes each carried a strong and well- developed set of setce corresponding
in size and position to those found in the nymphs of Libellulidm. This
discovery was very startling and unexpected. If, as seems to me probable
this character is to be found in the nymphs of other species of this genus,
and possibly in those of allied genera, then Needham's reference to a
" Gynacantha nymph " is certainly quite inexplicable, and suggests an error
in determination.
It is much to be hoped that no time will be lost in searching for other
nymphs of this genus, many species of which are abundant enough in
tropical regions.
GYNACANTHA ROSENBERGI, Brauer. (Plate 4. fig. 10.)
Brauer, Verh. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, xvii. (1867) p. 290.
Gynacantha bonguensis, Förster.
Lary a.--Total length 41 mm. ; greatest breadth 8 mm. across eyes.
H e a d.—Flat above, with large eyes and smooth rounded postocular lobes.
L a b i n m.—llieartuur 7.5 x 4.5 mm., reaching back to well between mesocoxie,
where it narrows to barely 2 mm. (Plate 5. fig. 16). Median lobe very
slightly bilobed, with a fairly deep median cleft fringed with a row of short
hairs. Laleral lobes shaped as in 1 :schaaa, but somewhat shorter and wider ;
apex - very flatly truncated, with outer angle scarcely at all rounded and
inner angle sharply toothed ; no crenulation of inner margin ; movable hook
1.6 mm. On a raised ridge running slantwise from below the movable
hook across the middle of the lobe 'is a set of 8-9 very conspicuous setce, the
first apical five of which are long (three reaching to about the outer angle of
the apex) ; the sixth is of medium length, and the last two or three, lying

* ' New Dragonfly Nymphs in U.S. Nat. Museum,' 1904, p. 694.
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just basal to the centre of the lobe, aro short (Plate 5. fig. 11). T h or a x.—
Prothorax not very wide, but not so narrow as in Anax ; carrying a dorsolateral and two suhlateral spines on each side.
1lleso - and metatlaorax
narrow, fairly smooth ; wing - cases 9 min., those of hind-wing 2.5 min. wide.
Legs very short ; hind femur only 7 mm., narrow, not flattened ; colour dark
brown with pale markings. Abdomen of the usual shape, but slenderer
and less well-rounded above than in 1Esclzna. No dorsal spines ; lateral
spines on 6-9, those of 6 very small, 7-9 medium, that of 9 not reaching to
level of middle of 10. A p p e n d a g e s.—Superior 3.5, slender, bifid at tip ;
inferior very sharp, about the same length or a little shorter (Plate 7. figs. 12,
25). Involucres : g superiors 3 mm., slender, pointed, reaching nearly to
end of appendages; g inferior short, broad, triangular, 1 mm.; very long,
3 . 2 mm., slender, pointed, reaching very nearly to end of appendages.
Ovipositor large, reaching to near middle of 10 (Plate 9. fig. 3). Colour
probably brown or greenish, with dark dorsal and lateral abdominal bands.
Larval Ty p e s : d , Coll. Tillyard. (Banks Island, Torres Straits,
February 1910 ; taken by the late Mr. H. Elguer.)
In a note despatched to me with these larvœ, Mr. Eigner mentioned that
he found them transforming along the edges of a small lagoon. It would
appear, therefore, that this species resembles Anax in breeding in still water.
Habitat. Li Australia, G. rosenbergi is confined to North Queensland
and the Northern Territory, where it is quite common. It spreads westward
to Singapore and northward to Japan.
Its habits are distinctly crepuscular. During the summer it frequently
comes to light, and may be seen darting about the ceiling of a room like a
hawk-moth, or hanging motionless on a wall or window-pane. On hot days
I have found it flying low in the dense undergrowth of mangrove-swamps
edging river estuaries. It keeps very low and is very difficult to capture.
It is a very dull, ugly species, and has the habit (fortunately uncommon in
Odonata) of developing grease and fungus very badly in the cabinet.
Types : d , Coll. Selys.
GYNACANTHA MOCSARYI, Förster.
Förster, Odon. aus Neu-Guinea, 1898.
This species is rarer than the preceding, but occurs not uncommonly in
North Queensland, where I have taken it in dense scrub, in railway-tunnels,
and also at light. Two specimens were taken by me in the long tunnel
No. 15 on the Cairns–Kuranda railway. They were flying slowly up and
down, about noon, and their brilliant green eyes appeared most remarkable
in the gloom. It is easily distinguished from G. rosenbergi by its slenderer
and more graceful form, with segment 3 much pinched, its greenish thorax,
the pattern of blue in the form of a cross on segment 2, and the form of the
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appendages. In G. mocsaryi the male superior appendages are distinctly
curved, the apical half of each being flat and leaf-like, length 6.5 mm. ; the
inferior is 3 nun., triangular at base, but with tip elongated. In G. rosenbergi the male superiors are very hairy, long, and straight, 8 . 5 mm., not
much widened towards tips, which end in a tiny point ; the inferior only
1.8 min., narrow subtriangular. In both species the female appendages are
very long, and seldom, found intact even if the specimen be captured by
hand. The auricles of the male are twice as large in G. mocsaryi as in
G. rosenbergi, and the scuta, scutella. and wing-joins are deep blue.
Habitat. North Queensland (Cairns, Kuranda, Cooktown), New Guinea,
Lombok.
Types : d , Coll. Förster. (Astrolabe Bay.)
GYNACANTHA DOHRNI, Kruger.
Krüger, Stettin. entom. Zeit. lix. (1898) p. 285.
The claim of this species to inclusion in our ectogenic Australian Odonata
rests solely on one specimen in the Leyden Museum, labelled "Cooktown."
It is quite likely that it occurs there, but I have never taken it, nor are there
any specimens of it amongst the very large number of Gynacantha from
North Queensland in the Mackay Museum, Sydney.
Easily distinguished from the two preceding species by its smaller size,
much denser reticulation, excessively slender abdomen (1-2 much swollen,
with large auricles in male), and by the slender superior appendages of the
male carrying a small inner projection or tubercle near their bases.
Types : g , Coll. Krüger. (Sumatra.)
Genus 2. AUSTROGYNACANTHA, Tillyard *.
Characters as given (see above).
Type : Austrogynacantha heterogena, Tillyard.
It is unnecessary to repeat the argument of niy previous paper in favour
of the recognition of this genus. In the narrowing of the anal triangle of
the male, and the more regularly curved under the pterostigma, not to
mention the distinct differences in the shape of the abdomen, we have strong
and constant characters of full generic value. Since 1908 I have fortunately
been able to see with my own eyes this very beautiful insect in flight and to
watch its habits. These are quite unlike those of a Gynacantha. It flies in
broad daylight, and has the habits of a small Auslroaeschna, besides possessing
a coloration somewhat similar to that of some members of the saine genus in
general effect.
* "On the new Genus Austrogynacantha," Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W. xxxiii. (1908) p. 423.
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The genus is monotypic, and must be regarded as a- specialized offshoot
from the main Gy acantha-stein. Though now apparently confined - to
Australia, it must be included in the ectogenic series, of which it forms an
essential part.
.

(Plate 4. fig. 9.)
Tillyard, loc. cit. p. 428 ( , Selys MSS., name not published).
Habitat.
Cooktown, Rockhampton, Brisbane. A pair, .ta.ken by
Mr. Hacker last January at Clayfield Creek, Brisbane, while , I was out
collecting with him, are now in my collection, together with a fine series
sent by Mr. Olive from Cooktown. I saw this species also at Sherwood and
Indooroopilly, suburbs of Brisbane, but failed to capture it. It flies rather
high round trees and bushes. The colour-scheme is lemon-yellow on dark
brown, with a tinge of green on the thorax, and is very striking.
Types : d , Coll. Tillyard (Cooktown, February 1908) ; y, Coll.
Selys (Rockhampton).
AIISTROGYNACANTHA HETEROGENA,

Tillyard.

.

Genus 3. HELIZESCHNA, Selys.
Characters as given (see above).
Type : Fleliaeschna fuliginosa Selys.
Distinguishablé at once from the two foregoing genera by having its
basilar space reticulated. The form of AI 2 is rather that of Austrogynacaiilha,
while the anal triangle of the male is of intermediate shape. The fork under
segment 10 of the female is two-pronged.
,

,

HELIÉESCHNA SIDIPLICIA, Karsch.
Karsch, Ent. Nachr. 1891.
The claim of this insect to inclusion in the Australian ()donate fauna rests,
like that of Gynacantha dohrni, on a single specimen in the Leyden Museum,
labelled " Cooktown." Both insects range from Sumatra to Borneo, and
their occurrence at Cooktown is quite possible, though I have never met with
either of them, nor seen them in any collections from Queensland. •Is it not
possible that there has been a mistake in the labelling, or that specimens
taken in the islands may have been brought to Cooktown and sent to Leyden
from there?

Comparative Table for the known Larva' of Australian IEschninm.
141EABUREMENTB.
NAME.

Greatest
Total
of
length. breadth
abdomen.

rAnstrophlebia costa lis, Till- 48

yard.

MENTUM.

ABDOMEN.

Reaching to

Median lobe

Dorsal
spines

Lateral
spines

Superior
appendages

Inferior
appendages

ovipositor
reaching to

9

8X6

between 2nd coxæ

slightly bilobed,
one pair tubercles

absent

3-4 small,
5 medium,
6-9 large

long, pointed

long, pointed

well beyond
end of 10

8-9 very
small

short, nodding

medium,
pointed

short, truncate, long, pointed
dentate

Telephlebia goderoyi, Selys

27'5

5

6'5X4 between 1st coxæ

Deazdroceschna
Tillyard.

32

7

5X4

just to 2nd coxæ

slightly convex

absent

6-9 large

AnstroBschna anicornis pnlchra, Tillyard.

31*

7

7X3.5

well between
2nd coxæ

slightly bilobed,
one pair tubercles

absent

5 small,
6-9 medium

fairly long,
pointed

fairly long,
pointed

well beyond
end of 10

Aastroæschaaa

longissima,

36

7

6X4'5 just to 2nd coxæ

slightly bilobed,
one pair tubercles

absent

7-9 large

long, pointed

long, pointed

about middle
of 10

Anstroæschaza nzal tipunzctata,

37

7

7'5X4

between 2nd
and 3rd coxæ

slightly convex,
one pair tubercles

absent

6-9 small

fairly long,
pointed

fairly long,
pointed

just beyond
end of 9

Austrocrschna parvistigma,

35

6'5

between 2nd
and 3rd cox

slightly convex,
one pair tubercles

absent

6-9 small

fairly long,
pointed

fairly long,
pointed

end of 9

Anstroæschna

anacantha,

33

6'5

5'5X4

between 1st
and 2nd coxæ

slightly convex,
one pair tubercles

absent

6 small,
7-9 medium

fairly long,
pointed

fairly long,
pointed

just beyond
end of 9

Anstroceschna strata, Martin

37

7'5

6X5'2 just to 2nd coxæ very slightly bilobed,
two pairs tubercles

absent

5 small,
6-9 medium'

fairly long,
pointed

fairly long,
pointed

37'5

8.5

4'5X5 between 1st coxæ

very obtuse,
triangular projection

s m all on

5-9 very
large

short, spiny,
pointed

long, spiny,
pointed

end of 9
(very small)

Anax papnensis (Burm.) ...

46

8'5

7'5X5'5 between 2nd coxæ

distinctly convex

absent

7 small,
8 medium,
9 large

very long,
bifid

very long,
pointed

middle of 9
(very small)

{ Xschna brevistyla, Ramb....

39

7.5

Gynaca'ntha rosenbergi,

41

7

34

11.

Martin.

conspersa,

Martin.
Selys.

Tillyard.

Notoæschna sagittata (Mar.

tin).

I

t.

Brauer.

rAnstropetalia patricia, Till-

t yard.

(.

—

absent,
obtuse triangular
large tubercle
projection
on 10

4-10

a little beyond
end of 9

7 .5X5

between 2nd
and 3rd coxæ

bilobed

absent

7 small,
8-9 medium

long, bifid

long, pointed

two-thirds of 9
(very small)

7'5X4'5

well between
2nd coxæ

very slightly
bilobed

absent

6 small, _
7-9 medium

very long,
truncate

very long,
pointed

near middle
of 10

medium,
pointed

just beyond
end of 9

5X4'8 between 1st coxæ

slightly convex

small double 2-8, con- short, narrowly
tubercles spicuous fintruncate
on 4-8
like lobes

Measurement of type . A second Q, from Ebor, was 36X7 mm.
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APPENDIX

A. Material Studied.

Austropetalia patricia, Tillyard. 3 g, 3 . Blue Mountains, N.S.W. :
1 , Leura, Nov. 1 903 (G. A. Waterhouse) ; 1 7 emerging, Leura, Nov.
1908 (K. Brown) ; 1 , Woodford, Oct. 1912 (G. J. Waterhouse) ; 2 g ,
Katomba, Nov. 1912 (C. Goldfinch) ; 1 g, Katomba, Nov. 1912 (R. J. T.).
Evuvice : 1 , Leura Cascades, Nov. 1908 (K. Brown).
Austrophlebia costalis, Tillyard. 9 g , 11 7 . 1 , N.S.W., cire. 1870
(Australian Museum, Sydney) ; 2 7 , Dorrigo, N.S.W., Nov. 1911 ; 1 d ,
Dorrigo, Dec. 1911 ; 6 g , 6 7 , Mount Tambourine, Q., Dec. 1912—Jan.
1913; 1 , Hill Top, N.S.W., Feb. 1912 (E. Cheel); 1 , Herherton,
N.Q., Jan. 1911 (F. P. Dodd) ; 1 g, Killarney, Q., Jan. 1913 (E. J.
Dumigan); 1 a , Stanwell Park, N.S.W., Feb. 1913 (C. Goldfinch).
Evuvice: 1 a, Dorrigo, Dec. 1911; 2 g, 1 , Stanwell Park, Feb. 1913
(G. A. Waterhouse). Living Larva : 1, half-grown, Mount Tambourine,
Dec. 1912.
Telephlebia godefroyi godefroyi, Selys. 6 a, 9 , Blue Mountains
(Medlow, Woodford), Dec.—Jan. 1907-1912 (H. J. Carter, G. A. Waterhouse, and self). 6 a , 3 7 , Ebor, N.S.W., Jan. 1912. 2 7 , Hornsby,
N.S.W., Jan. 1911. I have also examined a very long series in the Macleay
Museum, Sydney University, taken on the Blue Mountains, 1860-1870.
Eceuviae : 1 a, Ebor, Jan. 1912. Living Larva : 1, half-grown, Leura, Oct.
1906.
Telephlebia gode froyi brevicanda, n. snbsp. 10 d` , 14 7 , Mount Macedon,
Vic., Jan. 1906 (G. Lyell and S Angel). 1 g, 2 , Jindabyne, N.S.W.,
Jan. 1906. 1 , Mount Kosciusko, N.S.W., Mar. 1912 (Dr. A. J. Turner).
Telephlebia godefroyi cyclops, n. subsp. 1 d , Dorrigo, Dec. 1911. 1 ,
Mount Tambourine, Jan. 1913.
Telephlebia asthenes, n. sp. 1 , Mount Tambourine, Nov. 1911 (H,
Hacker).
Dendroceschna conspersa, Tillyard. 4 g, 2 7 , Mittagong, N.S.W., Mar.
1905. 10 d , 6 7 , Lily Vale, N.S.W., Mar.—May 1907-8. 1 g, 1 ,
Glenbrook, N.S.W., Mar. 1910. 8 a, 6 7 , Ourimbah, N.S.W., Apr. 1908.
1 g , National Park, N.S.W., Mar. 1907. 4 g, 7 7 , Heathcote, N.S.W.,
Apr. 1909. 1 g, Hornsby, Apr. 1911. 1 g, 1 , Hill Top, Mar. 1913.
Evuciae : 1 , Lily Vale, Feb. 1905. 6 g, 7 y , Auburn, N.S.W., Mar.
1909. 18 d , 17 7 , Heathcote, Apr. 1909. Living Larvae : 3 small, Lily
Vale, Dec. 1906.
Anstroaeschna tripunctata, Martin. 6 g, 1 , Alexandra, Vic., Dec. 1906.
1 , Jindahync, N.S.W., Jan. 1906. 1 a , Dorrigo, Dec. 1911.
Austroceschna weiskei, Förster. 1 g, Kuranda, N.Q., Jan. 1913 (F. P.
Dodd).
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Austroceschna forcipata, Tillyard. 5 a, 4 2 , Kuranda, Jan. 1905-8
(E. Allen, F. P. Dodd, and self). 2 a, 1 2 , Cooktown, N.Q., Feb. 1908
_
(E. A. C. Olive).
Martin. 1 a, Mount Macedon, Vic.,
unicornes,
Austroceschna unieornis
Jan. 1906 (G. Lyell).
Austroceschna unicornis pulchra, Tillyard. 5 a, 2 2 , Mittagong, Mar.
1905. 2 j, 1 2 , Lily Vale, April-May 1907. 6 j, 8 2 , Ebor, Jan.
1912. ETuvice : 1 2 , Ebor, Jan. 1912 ; 1 2 , Stanwell Park, Feb. 1913
(G. A. Waterhouse).
Austroceschna inen ais, Martin. 3 a , 1 2 , Mount Kosciusko, N.S.W.,
Jan. 1914 (A. J. Turner).
Austroceschna longissima, Martin. 2 a, 1 2 , Mittagong, Mar. 1905.
2 a , 3 2 , Lily Vale, Mar. 1907. 3 a , Heathcote, Feb. 1909. 8 a , 2 2 ,
Ourimbab, Apr. 1908. 1 2 , Launceston, Tas., Dec. 1908. 1 a, Adelaide,
S.A., Jan. 1912, (S. Angel). 1 a, 2 2 , Herberton, N.Q., Feb. 1910, Jan.
1911 (F. P. Dodd). 1 a , Nattai River, N.S.W., Mar. 1913. Exuvia : 1 2 ,
Ebor, Jan. 1912. Living Larvice : 2 a , 1. 9 , Lily Vale, Nov. 1907, nearly
full-grown. 1 three-quarter grown, Heathcote, Oet. 1908. 1 a, National
Park, Nov. 1904, bred out Jan. 1905.
Austroceschna parvistigma parvistigma, Selys. 10 a, 7 9 , Zeehan, Tas.,
Jan. 1905 (K. Finlay). 2 a, 1 9 , Burnside, S.A., Dec. 1906 (S. Angel).
1 a , 1 2 , Launceston, Tas , Dec. 1908. 10 a , 8 ' , Ebor, Jan. 1912.
1 a , Hill Top, Mar. 1913. Exuriae : 1 a , Launceston, Tas., 1 9 , St.
Patrick's River, Tas., Dee. 1908.
Austroceschna parvistigma flazronzacnlata, n. suhsp. 1 a, Mount Kosciusko,
N.S.W., Jan. 1914 (A. J. Turner).
Austroaeschna multipunetatcx, Martin. 3 a , 1 2 , Mount Macedon, Vic.,
Jan. 1906 (G. Lyell). 1 a, 3 9 , Mount Kosciusko, Jan. 1906. 5 a, 3 9 ,
Medlow, N.S.W., Jan. 1910. 2 a, 5 9, Dorrigo, Nov.-Dec. 1911. 27 a,
16 9 , Ebor, Jan. 1912. 1 a, 5 2 , Mount Tambourine, Jan. 1913. 1 a',
Hill Top, Mar 1913. 2 a , 3 9 , Hornsby, Dec. 1910. Exurice : 1 a ,
Medlow, Jan.
10 ; 4 9 , Woodford, N.S.W., Feb. 1913 (G. A. Water,re : Numbers dredged frein creeks at Leura and Medlow,
house). Living
Oct. 1909 ; 9 bred Oct. 1909, a bred Dec. 1909.
Austroceschna atrata, Martin. 2 a, 5 2 , Katoomba, N.S.W., Feb. 1905.
1 a, Medlow, Jan. 1910. 2 a, 3 2 , Alexandra, Vic., Dec. 1906. 3 a,
2 9 , Ebor, Jan. 1912. Exuvice : 1 a , Ebor, Jan. 1912.
Austroceschna anacantha, Tillyard. 27 a, 24 2, Armadale, Bridgetown,
Wilgarrup, Margaret River, W.A., Dec. 1906-Jan. 1907. 5 a, 8 9 ,
Waroona, V.A., Jan. 1910, Feb. 1912 (G. F. Berthoud). Exurice : 20 a,
27 2 , Waroona, Feb. 1912 (G. F. Berthoud).
Austroceschna tasmanica, n. sp. 1 a, Hobart, Tas., Feb. 1892 (Hobart
Museum)
.

.
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Notoœschna sagittata (Martin). 1 d' , 5 ? , Alexandra, Vic., Dec. 1906.

1 2 , Jindabyne, Jan. 1906. 1 6, Blackheath, N.S.W., Nov. 1908. Var.
genminata : 27 a, 1G 9 , Ebor, Jan. 1912. Exuvice : 1 a, 2 9 , Ebor, Jan.
1912.
lEschna brevistyla, Rambur. Numerous ô' 2 , Sydney and district, 19051913 ; South-Western Australia (Bridgetown, Busselton, Wilgarrup,
Waroona), 1905-1911 (G. F. Berthoud and self) ; Tasmania (Launceston,
Hobert), Dec.-Jan. 1908-9 ; Dorrigo, Dec. 1911 ; Ebor, Jan. 1912. 3 d ,
1 9 , Mount Tambourine, Q., Dec. 1912. Also series from Levin, N.Z.,
Nov. 1911 (G. Howe) ; 2 d', Permadec Is.. Exuvice : Numerous a' 9 from
Sydney, 1905-1913. Living Larvice : Numbers dredged from creeks in
Sydney district ; 5 a, 6 9 bred.
Anax guttatus (Burm.). 6 a, Atherton, N.Q., Jan. 1905. 5 d , 7 2 , Cooktown, N.Q., Jan. 1908. 1 a', 2 9 , Port Darwin, Dec. 1908 (F. P. Dodd).
3 a, 3 2 , Cairns, 1907-11 (E. Allen).
Anax gibbosulus, Iiambur. 1 a, 2 2 , Port Darwin, Dec. 1908 (F. P.
Dodd) ; 1 2 , Atherton, Jan. 1905.
Anax papuensis (Burm.). Numerous a' 9 , Sydney district, 1905-1913 ;
North Queensland (Atherton, Kuranda, Cairns, Cooktown, Townsville), 19051911 ; W. Australia (Perth, Busselton, Bridgetown), Jan. 1907 ; Victoria
(Alexandra, Mount Macedon, Melbourne), Dec. 1906. 2 a, Pallal, N.S.W.,
Dec. 1910. 3 a, Dorrigo, Dec. 1911. 1 a' , 1 2 , Mount Tambourine, Dec.
1912.. 2 a , 1 , Brisbane, Jan. 1913. Exuviae : Numbers from Sydney
district. Living Larvcgi : Numbers dredged from ponds and water-holes
.around•Sydney ; 8 a' , 7 $ bred.
Gynacantha rosenbez'gi, Brauer. 2 a', 3 9 , Kuranda, Dec. 1904. 6 a,
8 9 Cairns, 1905-1911 (E. Allen). 5 d , 9 2 , Cooktown, Jan.-Feb. 1908
(E. A. C. Olive and self). 1 a', 4 9 , Coen, N.Q. (H. Hacker). 2 d , 3 9 ,
Cape York, Nov. 1909 (H. Eigner). 6 a 10 2 , Banks Is., Torres Straits,
Feb. 1910 (H. Elgner). 2 a , 3 9 , Port Darwin, Dec. 1908 (F. P. Dodd).
Exuvice : 1 a, 2 9 , Banks Is., Feb. 1910 (H. Eigner).
Gynacantha, znocsaryi, Förster. 4 d , 3 9 , Kuranda, N.Q., Jan. 1905
(F. P. Dodd and self). 4 a' 4 9 , Cooktown, Jan. 1908 (E. A. O. Olive and
self). 1 a , Cape York, Nov. 1909 (H. Eigner).
Austrogynacantha heterogena, Tillyard. 6 3' , 6 9 , Cooktowu, Feb. 1908
(E. A. C. Olive).. 1 a, 1 9 , Brisbane, Jan. 1913 (H. Hacker).
,

,

.

N.B.—Except where otherwise specified, all the above material has been
taken by myself and has been in my collection. Probably nearly half of the
total number of spe imens papered and set has been sent out to various
correspondents or to Australian Museums.
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B.

Description of a new Form of Telephiebia.

By HERBERT CAMPIOx,

subsp., Campion.
Total length 70.5 mm. ; length of abdomen alone 54 min.
Total alar expanse 109 mm.; length of hind-wing alone 53.mm.
Length of pterostigma 5.5 mm.
Fore-wings with 30-32 antenodals and 27-29 postnoda.ls.
General coloration dark brown above, light brown below. Labium dark
brown ; lateral lobes black externally. Exposed portions of mandibles
black. Face and antennm golden. Frons much produced anteriorly ;
a large blackish oval spot on the summit, not wider than the space lying
.between the antenn e. Vertex black ;. ocelli garnet. Occipital triangle
pale brown. Thorax dark brown above, yellowish-brown at. sides ; no
humeral stripes.
Wings hyaline, with a broad band. of russet-brown extending along the
anterior portion from the base to the apex : between the base and the nodus
this band lies below the costal space, and..has an irregular outline posteriorly;
at the nodus it widens out to reach the costa, and, after escaping a small
hyaline space beyond the prolongation of the subcosta, becomes a welldefined stripe following the margin of the wing to the apex, and exactly
filling the two rows of cells lying nearest the costa. Reticulation black.
Pterostigma rose-pink : brace-vein oblique, cutting across one or two of
the transverse nervures lying between the radius and 1111. Membranules
'brownish-white.- The fork of the radial sector for the most part filled with
three rows of cells. Triangle of fore-wing 6-celled ; median space traversed
by 7 or 8 nervures. Triangle of hind-wing 5- or 6-celled ; 8 or . 9 nervures
crossing the median space. Anal loop long, narrow, containing 10 or
11 cells ; two other large enclosures between the anal loop and the base of
the wing.
Legs light brown, with a ring of black at the apex of the femur.
Abdominal segments 1 and 2 inflated : 3 constricted basally : 4 to 7
cylindrical : 8 and 9 dilated ventrally : 9 with a pair of two-jointed apical
filaments below, the basal joint stout and dark brown, the apical joint
shorter, very slender, pale brown •' the filaments separated by a strong
median pale brown spine : 10 with the .apical margin produced ventrally
into a semicircular plate carrying .on its border numerous irregular denticulations ; prolongation of segment large and hairy. Anal appendages shorter
than segment 10, slender, rounded, pointed, blackish. Ovipositor-spine
blackish-brown, reaching the level of_ the middle of segment 10.
TELEPHLEBIA CODEFFROYI TILLYARDI, B.

.

•

, .
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Queensland : 1 adult
(F. P. Dodd). Kuranda, near Cairns.
Holotype in the British Museum (Register No. 1907-129).
I have pleasure in naming this fine species after my friend Mr. R. J.
Tillyard, in recognition of the important additions which he has made to our
knowledge of Australian Dragonflies. It is readily distinguished from
T. godefroyi, de Selys, by its larger size and by the absence of humeral
yellow stripes. The prolongation of the snbeosta will at once separate it
from Austrophlebia costalis, Tillyard, to which it seems to be very similar in
general appearance.
EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.
PLATE 1.

Fig. 1. Small creek on Mount Tambourine, showing straight stretch along which several
Austrophlebia costalis were taken and its speed of flight measured. A larva was
taken under a small flat rock near top end of this stretch.
Fig. 2. Curtis's Falls and bathing-pool, Mount Tambourine. Larval skins of Austrophlebia
costalis were seen on the large rock on which a mail is sitting, and one was secured
from the stalk of a native arum growing near by.
PLATE 2.

Fig.1. Austrophlebia costalis, Tillyard.

d imago.
2 imago.
d exuvim.
3.
,,
,,
„
4. Telephlebia godeffroyi yodef,•oyi, Selys. d exuviae.
2

(All figures natural size.)
PLATE 3.

Fig. 1. Telephlebia godefroyi godeji'oyi, Selys, d

2.

„

„

„

„

.

var. hyalina, d. Notice the broken right

superior appendage.

3.
4.

„

11

5.

„

11

„
„

breaicauda, n. subsp., d .

cyclops, n. subsp., d .
„
„
Y•
(All figures natural size.)
PLATE 4.

Fig. 1. Wings of Austropetalia patricia, Tillyard, d.
Austrophlebia costalis, Tillyard, d .
2.
„
3.
„
Telephlebia gode, ffroyi cyclops, n. subsp., d .
4.

„

5.

„

6.

„

7.

„

8.

1.1

9.

„

asthenes, u. sp., ?.
Dendroceschna conspersa, Tillyard, d .
Austroceschna ninitipmtctata, Martin, d.
■ otocesahna sagittata ( M artin) Tillyard, d .
Ana X papuensis (Burm.), d .
(Blackbutt, Qu.), showing unusual curving
„

of 0112 .

10.

„

Austrogynacantha heterogena, Tillyard, d

Gynacantha rosenbergt, Brauer, d .

.
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PLATE 5.

Fig. 1. Austrophlebia costalis, Tillyard.

Median and left lateral lobes of labium of nymph.

2. Telephlebia godeffroyi godeff oyi, Selys.
3. Austroæschna unicornis pulchra, Tillyard.

Martin.
5.
„
multipunctata, Martin.
anacantha, Tillyard.
7. Dendroceschna conspersa, Tillyard.
4.

6.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

„

lonyissima,

„

„

„

„

„

„

I,If

„

„

„

„

„

„

„

„

„

„

„

Notoceschna sayittata (Martin).
„
„
Anax papuensis (Burro.).
„
„
Æschna brevistyla, Rarnb.
„
„
Gynacantha rosenbergi, Brauer.
Austropetalia patricia, Tillyard.
Austroæschna atrata, Martin.
,,
Ana's papuensis (Burin.). Natural position of nymphal mask.
Æschna brevistyla, Ramb.
„
Gynacantha rosenbel yi, Brauer. „
11
11

„

„

„

„

„

,

„

„

„

„

„

(Figs. 1-13, X 20; figs. 14-16, X 9.)
PLATE 6.
Fig. 1. Austrophlebia costalis, Tillyard.

Natural position of nymphal mask.

2. Telephlebia godeffroyi godeffroyi, Selys.
11
3. Dendroeeschnua conspersa, Tillyard.
4. Austroreschnuc unicornis pulchra, Tillyard.
5.
„
longissima, -.Martin.
„
,,
6.
„
„
„
multipunctata, Martin.
atrata, Martin.
„
„
„
7.
„
8.
„
anacantha, Tillyard.
„
„
9. Notoceschna sagittata (Martin).
„
„
10. Austrocschna unicornis puichra, Tillyard. Ovipositor of female nymph.
11 .
longissima, Martin.
„
1)
12.
multipunctata, Martin.
„
11
„

„

„

„

„

„

„

„

„

„

„

„

(Figs. 1-9, X 9 ; figs. 10-12, X 24.)
PLATE 7.

Fig. 1. Austrophlebia costalis, Tillyard.

Dorsal view of appendages of male nymph.

2. Telephlebia godeffroyi godeffroyi, Selys.
„
3. Dendroaeschna conspersa, llyard.
„
4. Austroæschna unicornis pulchra, Tillyard.
//
lonyissima, Martin.
5.
„
6.
„
multi pun ctata, Martin.
anacantha, Tillyard.
71
8.
„
atrata, Martin.
11
„
9. Notoceschna sagittale (Martin).
10. . Esehna brevistyla, Ramb.
11
.11. Anas papuensis (Burm.).
»
12. Gynacantha rosenbegi, Brauer.
11
13. Austrophlebia costalis, Tillyardi.
Lateral view
14. Telephlebia godeffroyi godeffroyi, Selys.
11
„

7.

„
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„

77

„

„

11

female n3 mph.

„

„

„

male nymph.

17

71

„

11
17

11
,,

11

11

11

11

11

„

11

11

71

6
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Fig. 15. Dendroceschna conspersa, Tillyard. Lateral view of appendages of male nymph.
16. Aastroceschna unicornis pulchra, Tillyard.
„
,,female nymph.
lonyissima, Martin.
„
„
„
17.
„
multtpuncteta, Martin.
„
18.
„
„
male nymph.
anacantha, Tillyard.
19.
„
„
„
„
atrata, Martin.
„
20.
„
21. Notoceschna sayittata (Martin).
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
22.
female nymph.
23. 1Eschna brevistyla, Ramb.
„
male nymph.
,,
24. Anax papuensis (Burro.).
.,
„
,,
25. Gynacantha rosenberyi, Brauer.
„
„
„
„

s,

„

superior larval appendage; i, inferior lateral do. ; ms, involucre of superior male imaginal
appendage ; mi, involucre of inferior do.; t, dorsal tnbercle ; sp, spine.
(All figures

X

10, except nos. 3 and 15, X 24.)
PLATE 8.

Fig. 1. Austrophlebia costalis, Tillyard, d . Appendages, dorsal view.
2
lateral view.
17
71
17
3.
„
„
? . Dentigerous plate, lateral view.
7,
4.
„
„
„
„
„
„
dorsal view.
5.
„
„
„ Stylus of ovipositor.
77
6.
„
„
„
Triangle of hind-wing.
7. Telephlebia gorleffroyi godeifroyi, Selys, g. Appendages, dorsal view.
8.
„
.,
„
„
„
lateral view.
brevicauda, n. subsp., g. Appendages, dorsal view.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

„

11
77

11

17

„

„
„

.7

77
71

18.„
19.
20.„
21.„

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.„
27.„

„

„

,,

11

„
r,
77

28.
77
29.„
30.
71
31.

„

32.

„

„
„
„
lateral view,
cyclops, n. subsp., g. Appendages, dorsal view.
„

„

„

lateral view.

yodefi•oyi, Selys. Yterostigma.
„
brevicauda, n. subsp.
„
„
cyclops, n. subsp.
„
asthenes, n. sp.
„
yodeffroyi yodeffroyi, Selys. Triangle of hind-wing.
„
brevicauda, n. subsp.
„
„
„
cyclops, n. subsp.
„
„
asthenes, n. sp.
„
„
yodeffroyi yodejfroyi, Selys. Region of nodus.
„
brevicauda, n. subsp.
„
„
„
„
cyclops, n. subsp.
asthenes, n. sp.
,,
,,
godeffroyi godeffi•oyi, Selys, ? . Dentigerdus plate.
asthenes, n. sp., ? . Dentigerous plate.
yodeffroyi yorleffroyi, Selys. Front, dorsal view.
„
cyclops, n. subsp.
,,
„
„
yorleffroyi, Selys. Membranule.
„
brevicauda, n. sp.
„
„
cyclops, n. sp.
„
asthenes, n. sp. Obsolescent membranule.
„

(Figs. 1-5, 7-12, 25-26, X 20; figs. 6, 13-24, 27-32, X 9.)
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PLATE 9.

Fig. 1. Austrophlebia costalis, Tillyard. Ovipositor of female nymph.
2. Notoæschna sagittata (Martin).
11
11
11
3. Gynacantha rosenberyi, Brauer.
„
„
4. Austroceschna anacantha, Tillyard.
„
„
„
5. Austropetalia patricia, Tillyard.
„
„
„
6. Æ',.chna brevistyla, Ramb.
„
„
„
7. Anax p+apuensis (Burm.).
„
„
„
8. Austropetalia patricia, Tillyard, d imago. Anal appendages, dorsal view.
9.
„
„
„
„
lateral view.
)1
Lateral view of ventral part of segment 2.
„
10.
„
„
II
Anal appendages, dorsal view.
11. Austroœsehna tasnzanica, n. sp.,
„
„
„
„
„
„
lateral view.
12.
11
13. Notoaachna sagittata (Martin), y imago. End of abdomen, lateral view.
ventral view.
14.
„
„
„
„
11
I,
ô imago. Segment 2, ventral view.
15.
„
11
nymph. Lateral view of segments 5-9.
16.
„
„
11
17.1 Variations of venation in the region of the nodus from the wings of Austrophlebia
18.Icostalis, Tillyard, to show tendency towards the Telephtebia-type :-17, from
19. r right hind-wing of a y ; ] 8, from right fore-wing of a y ; 19, from right fore20.) wing of a d ; 20, from left fore-wing of type a. (Pigmentation omitted.)
21. Austropetalia patricia, Tillyard, d imago. Penis.
22. Notoæschna sagittata (Martin). Ovum.
23. Austroaschna longissima, Martin. Ovum.
24. Austropetalia patricia, Tillyard. Ovum.
aur.=auricle, sp.= spine.
,,

„

(Figs. 1-21, x 10 ; figs. 22-24, x 24.)
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